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PREFACE

Backeround_of_ This_ _Pro icor

During the. mid -1970s the Carter adminiatration recognized the large number of
unintended teenage pregnancies in America and sought solutions to this major
problem That administration recognized that one potentially effective solution was
sexuality education. Consequently, it asked the Center for Health Promotion and
EdUCation (formerly the Bureau of Health Education) in the Centers for Disease
Control to identify, improve-, and evaluate promising approaches to sexuality
education.

The current project followed an earlier 1978 contract that the Center for
Health Promotion and Education awarded to Eathtech to idcntify promising programs
and to develop evaluation methods. In that project, Mathtech, with the help of many
sexuality educators and other related professionals:

identified and rated about 200 features and outcomes of programs
potentially important to reducing pregnancy and increasing psychological
health

reviewed the literature on the effects of sex education programs

identified 10 promising programs representing several different approaches

developed questionnaires and other methods to more effectively measure the
important outcomes of these promising programs

summarized the work in a six-volume report entitled An Analvais_f U. S.
Sex Education Programs and_Evaluation_Methodt.

1n:1979 the.Center,awarded Mathtech a.second contract to help improve and then
..,evaluate 10:of the promiting Sexuality education. programs. Mathtech selected.10
exeMplary-programa:that represented a variety of different approaches to sexuality
.education..:The programs include'flhour.programs, semester programe,.conferences,
-programs. for .young people alone and for young people and their parents together,
peer education :programs, both school and non-school programa., and both educational

, and clinic approaches. Mathtech:

conducted an initial evaluation of each program

suggested numerous changes which the sites incorporated

offered training to the program staffs

provided some materials and other kinds of support

then carefully evaluated the programs.



The resula of this contract are summarized in this report.

The .omplete report contains several separate volumes and an Executive Summary
which summarizes the first volume. Although all of the volumes are an integrated
package smv.Inich we hope will meet many varied needs of educators, evaluators, andpolicy inarers, some of the volumes will have particular interest for selected groups
of people and each volume is complete and can be used independently of the others.

ms_cl J'h
Executiv Summaiiy summarizes first the existing information on sexuality education
in the tiswited States and then the overall de ign, methods, and major findings ofthis evaleation.

The Eirst volume, Sexuality Education: _An _Byaluation of Prezram_a_n_d__Tileir
EtfeQta, summarizes the structure and content of sexuality education in the United
States, =eviews the literature on the effects of sexuality education, describes the
evaluatio t. methods, provides a description of and the evaluation data for each
program, and summarizes the effectiveness of different approaches in meeting
different goals.

The i,econd volume, A
puma, provides suggestions for developing and implementing effective educational
and clini_cbased approaches to sexuality education. It discusses the reasons for
and natur of responsible sexuality education and describes approaches to building a
communitybased program, selecting teachers and finding training, assessing needs of
the targe population, and designing and implementing programs for them. It also
provides -a_sggestions for evaluating programs.

The -lhird volume, S Ed n A C is based
upon the .curricula of the most comprehensive programs. These programs increased
knowledge .und helped clarify values. The curriculum consists of the following
units: Lmtroduction to Sexuality, Communication Skills, Anatomy and Physiology,
Values, Si,f Esteem, Decisionmaking, Adolescent Relationships, Adolescent Pregnancy
and Pareiiing, Pregnancy Prevention, Sexually Transmitted Diseases, and Review and
Evaluatiors_ - Each unit contains a statement of goals and objectives, an overview of
the unit .=ontents, several activities that address the goals and objectives,
wherever re_deeded, lecture notes and handouts.

and

Programs,
The ourth volume, S xual A C i

iS based upon the parent/child program Ode increased knowledgCehainld
parent/ch id communication. The curriculum includes several suggested course
outlines airtd the following units: Introduction to Course; Anatomy, Physiology, and
Maturatiomm; Gender Roles; Sexually Transmitted Diseases; Reproduction; Adolescent
Sexuality s Birth Control; Parenting; and Review. Each unit contains several
activities and, wherever necessary, lecture notes and handouts.

This iEifth volume 1" A 11 d m is
based upoa the methods we used and our experiences in evaluating these programs. It
discusses alle need for evaluation of sexuality education programs; selection of
program crmaracteristics and outcomes to be measured; experimental designs; survey
methods; qixaestionnaire design; and procedures for administering questionnaires,
analyzing itzata, and using existing data.

12
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A sixth volume,
Naterialq, reviews books, filmc, filmstrips, curricula, charts, models, and games
for youth in elementary school through high school. For each resource, the guide
lists the distributor, length, cost, and recommended grade level, and provides a
discussion of the material. This volume differs from the others in that it was not
funded by the government and is not part of the final report. However, it will be
useful to people developing programs.



INTRODUCTION

The word "evaluation" commonly refers to a variety of informal and formal,
nonsystematic and systematic assessmenta and judgments. This guide will use
"evaluation" in its more narrow and scientific sense, as the formal and systematic
process of collecting information about a program in order to determine the
effectiveness of that program and to make better decisions about that program.

There are several different models for collecting information. This guide uses
primarily a goal-attainment model which generally has four major steps: 1) defining
the measurable program goals and objectives, 2) designing methods of measuring and
quantifying those goals and objectives, 3) collecting data that measure them, and 4)
reaching conclusions about the extent to which the goals and objectives are reached.

The goal-attainment model can be contrasted with a goal-free model, which
involves measuring all outcomes, not just goals, and a systems model, which involves
analyzing coots and benefits.

The _Need_ for _Evalua_t_in__5exuali

As a general rule, any social activity, program, or policy designed to
alleviate social problems should be carefully evaluated whenever 1) the program or
practice and decisions about it are important, 2)-the outcomes cannot be assessed
without an evaluation, and 3) informal and nonsystematic observations and
information cannot provide sufficient data for decisionmaking. Even when informal
observations are sufficient for decisionmaking, programs should be systematically
evaluated whenever other people require evidence about the success of the program.
Without careful evaluation, ineffective practices or programs may be maintained, and
effective practices or programs may be canceled.

The evaluation of sexuality education programs is particularly important.
First, sexuality education programs are designed and implemented to improve the
lives of young people in very important ways. For example, some educators hope
sexuality education will improve interpersonal communication, decisionmaking,
responsibility, social relationships, and self esteem, and that it will raduce
unwanted sexual activity, unprotected intercourse, unwanted pregnancies, sexually
transmitted diseases, rape, and some sexual dysfunctions. To achieve such outcomes,
substantial and increasing amounts of time, money, and other resources have been
devoted to sexuality education.

Second, nonsystematic observations and past research have left unanswered many
important questions about sexuality education programs.

What are the long term effects of sexuality education?
e How does it affect students attitudes and behaviors?

Does it reduce unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases
o Does it improve young people's communication with parents?



Are shorter prog ems more cost effective than semester programs or vice
versa?
Are separate courses more effective than units which are part of other
courses (e.g., a sexuality unit within a science course)?
What topics are most important?
What characteristics of_teachers are most important?
What kinds of activities -- lectures, discussions, role-playing, film-
are most effective?

These and other questions remain unanswered. Moreover, when these questions
are answered about sexuality education in general, sinalar questions about
individual programs with specific structures (e.g., number of sessions and length),
specifio personnel, and specific materials will still remain. Effectiveness should
be determined in each case.

Third, sexuality education has been the subject of heated controversy
throughout the country. Opponents claim that sexuality education has many negative
effects; proponents claim that it has many positive effects. Neither side can prove
its case. Well validated research can eventually help calm these conflicts.

Fourth, program providers often need the clarity and realism that evaluation
produces. Too many programs have vague and unrealistic goals. As staff members
anticipate the evaluations, or become involved in them, they become both more clear
and more realistic about the program and its goals. Thus, the mere process of
evaluating programs can help improve the programs.

Both the importance of sexuality education and the need for evaluation are
demonstrated by the many people who are currently asking important and difficult
questions about sexuality education. Each month reporters from newspapers,-
magazines, and radio and television stations request information on the amount of
sexuality education in schools, the comprehensiveness of programs, and the effects
of programs. Each month several Congressional representatives request information
about the effects of sexuality education programs. They ask whether programs reduce
unwanted pregnancies, increase self esteem, and improve the psychological health of
adolescents. Each month educators ask about the evidence for the success of
programs and the realism of meeting expected goals. Unfortunately, most of these
questions and requests for information cannot be adequately answered because the
necessary research has not been conducted or completed.

The importance of evaluating sexuality education programs is fu_ ther
exemplified by the surprising results of evaluating programs in other fields. For
example, many states, observing that teenagers were involved in a disproportionate
number of automobile accidents, developed drivers education programs for them. The
educators and others believed that such programs would increase the students'
knowledge about safety, make them more responsible, increase their driving skills,
and consequently reduce their number of accidents. However, several recent studies
demonstrate that drivers' education helps teenagers drive at an earlier age and,
therefore, it may ultimately increase the number of accidents and deaths among
teenagers. These results are just the opposite of expectations.

You should not conclude from the example above that if drivers' education
increases accidents, then sexuality education will increase sexual activity and
pregnancies. There is a critical difference between the two programs -- drivers'
education is designed to teach students to drive, but sexuality education is NOT
designed to teach young people to have sex. However, the example does demonstrate
the importance of making sure that our important social and educational programs,



including sexuality education, are having the effect(s) we intend.

Lt_n_Api. of Sex_ Education Evaluation

Many evaluations of sexuality education programs have not been true evaluations
-- they have described the programs, but have not carefully evaluated the effects of
the programs

Of those evaluations that have examined the effects of the program, most have
employed some type of experimental or quasiexperimental design. In such studies,
the sexuality education class is considered the experimental group, and occasionally
some other class is treated as the control group. Evaluators then give
questionnaires both before and after the course to both the experimental and conf:rol
subjects. This kind of design can provide good evidence for the effects of the
course.

Unfortunately, there are numerous limitations with the evaluations that have
employed this design:

Many studies have evaluated single programs which may or may not be
representative of all.sexuality education programs, and thus it is
difficult to generalize from them to other courses.
Because evaluators have rarely been able to randomly assign students to
experimental and control groups, some selfselection factors may have
affected their results.
Very few evaluations have measured effects beyond the end of the program.
Most questionnaires focused upon knowledge and failed to measure many
important attitudes and behaviors.
Many questionnaires have been poorly designed.
Many evaluations reported the statistical significance of the change in
students, but few evaluations reported the magnitude of the change and its
theoretical or practical significance.

Fortunately, during the last few yea s, an increasing number of people have
been recognizing the need for evaluation and there has been considerable growth in
the evaluation of sexuality education. Research groups are developing and
disseminating new evaluation materials; professional organizations are offering
special sessions or seminars on evaluation; a few research groups such as E.T.R.
Associates, Mathtech, and Johns Hopkins University are conducting more formal
evaluations-of programs, and an increasing number of schools, clinics, and other
youthserving organizations are actually evaluating their programs. Thus, the
direction is positive, but the need will be met only with considerable effort for
many years.

About This Volume

This guide introduces methods of evaluating sexuality education programs. It

discusses the need for evaluation; selection of program characteristics and outcomes
to be measured; experimental des_igns;_ survey methods; questionnaire design; and
procedures for administering questionnaires, analyzing data, and using existing
data. It provides both fundamental principles and practical suggestions for
evaluation. In the appendix are reliable, valid questionnaires that have been used
in the evaluation of sexuality education programs.



The volutae focuses primarily upon the evaluation of sexuality education
programs in the classroom for young people but_also discusses the evaluation of peer
education programs, one-day conferences, and programs for parents. Educators can
apply the same principles and methods to other kinds of programs.

Much of the volume is written in sufficient detail for the lay person with only
a beginning knowledge of evaluation methods, but contains numerous practical
suggestions and several sections that should be helpful to the more advanced
methodologist as well.

The chapters in this guide discuss sequentially the important steps in
conducting evaluation research. Many aspects of a good design are interdependent,
however, so that one must continually think ahead to subsequent steps when making
decisions about earlier steps.

If you have never conducted an evaluation, this volume, and evaluation more
generally, may appear intimidating. If so, start small -- peruse this volume and
conduct a small and relatively simple evaluation. Use a simple design, meAsure only
a few outcomes, and use a small sample. Then reread this volume and improve your
design and questionnaires. Your initial_ evaluation may provide useful information
for your program and will help you learn about evaluation so that your subsequent
evaluation efforts can be more rigorous and valid.

If you have conducted several evaluations, you may already be familiar with
parts of this volume. Feel free to skim those parts and to focus on those parts
that are most informative.

4



CHAPTER I

DEFINING THE BASIC PARAMATERS OF THE STUDY

Evaluation is a process of systematically collecting information so that people
can make better decisions about programs. However, people in different positions
need varying kinds of information to make their decisions. For example, staff and
administrators may want information about the impact of the program while funders
may prefer information on the numbers of people served and the costs of the program.
Collecting these different kinds of information requires different methods. The
different needs of different groups are legitimata,_but you will need to establish
priorities. Before you begin to design specific tools for collecting data, you
should make a number of basic decisions about the overall goals, scope, and
structure of the evaluation.

Initial Decisions_ about_tha Goale and. Resour_cee of_the Evaluation

Who Will Use the Evaluation Resultel

For any evaluation of sexuality education programs, there are several possible
users:

The educators or instructors themselves
The administrators of the program
The people or agencies funding the program
Other professional educators or organizations involved with sexual
education and interested in putting on a program
Lay members of the community interested in the program
Groups served by the program.

Each of these groups may have legitimate, but different needs. Often their needs
will overlap so that any evaluation will be helpful to many of them. However, you
will have to make many decisions which will make the evaluation better suited to one
group than another. Select the primary users and then direct the evaluation to
them.

What Is the_Purpose of the_Evaluation?

The different g oups mentioned above may have different purposes for the
evaluation. Moreover, any one group may also have more than one purpose. Users may
want the evaluation:

o to describe the conten _ of the existing program
0 to assess the impact of the program upon the participants
a to assess the relative effectiveness of different program components

to estimate the number of people being served

5



to assess the total cost of the program and the cost per person served
and/or
to identify ways to improve the program.

Once again, you will need to decide which of these different_ purposes take priority
for the evaluation.

Which Program Components Will _Be Evaluated?

Obviously, you need to know what rograms or components you are going to
evaluate before you can evaluate them. I- schools, the sexuality education program
is usually well defined. Typically f includes the sexuality units or courses in
the school curriculum and the instructio: is given to classes of students which meet
at specified times in the classroom. However, nonschool Frograms may be less
clearly delineated or may have many components. For example, a youth program may
include regular group discussions at the agency, occasional parent/child activities,
occasional film for people who drop in, outreach efforts at health fairs, and media
public information spots. These different components may be linked in different
ways, with some people participating in two or more components and others
participating in only one.

If a program has multiple components, you may want to carefully define each
component, decide which components to evaluate, and then measure the unique
contribution of each component. Alternatively, you may want to measure the
cumulative and interactive effect of all the components. This will give you
evidence for the success of your entire program, but will not help you judge the
relative importance of each component.

Is the Study Feasible.

When choosing the basic parameters of the study -- _the kind of experimental
design or survey, the basic kinds and numbers of questions to be asked, the
approximate number of people in the sample -- you need to constantly keep in mind
the resources available to your study. You must be able to answer the following
questions affirmatively:

Are the goals of the evaluation realistic?
Are the funds, labor, and other necessary resources available to complete
the evaluation?
Is the proposed evaluation politically feaaible? Will the necessary groups
support it? Can the evaluators deal effectively with any opposition groups
that may try to block it?
Is it possible to obtain the desired data? Will the proposed respondents
to the questionnaires .actually complete the questionnaires? Will they find
the questions acceptable and not too sensitive or personal? Can they
complete the questionnaires in a reasonable period of time? Will their
answers be reliable and valid?
Are the resources available for data analysis and report writin
Can the report be disseminated appropriately?

Two resources are particularly important: the willingness of people to
participate in and help with the evaluation and the availability of funds for
materials, computer time, and professional help. The willingness of participants is
perhaps the most critical. If program participants are not willing to fully

..9



cooperate with the evaluation then its validity will be seriously compromised. If
there are relatively few funds, you may still be able to complete a valid
evaluation, but doing so will be more difficult. Occasionally, you can obtain a
small grant to support your research. Otherwise, you can reduce costs without
sacrificing quality by:

collecting only the most important information that you need
modifying and then using previously validated questionnaires instead of
creating questionnaires from scratch

o collecting data from only a sample of people instead of the entire
population
having program participants and staff collate questionnaires, put them in
envelopes, and later code them
scoring questionnaires by hand, instead of using computer facilities or
using tests which can be machine scored
obtaining statistical advice and analytic support from graduate students
who might wish to use the evaluation as part their work toward an advanced
degree.

Will Conduct_ale. Evaluation?

Increasingly a wide variety of people are conducting evaluations of programs.
They range from teachers or clinic counselors with relatively little experience in
evaluation to professional methodologists with substantial experience in evaluation.
Ideally, the person conducting an evaluation would have:

familiarity with basic methodological concepts such as experimental designs
previous experience conducting evaluations
skills in coordinating and administering
freedom and ability to conduct an unbiased evaluation.

However, if you do not have previous experience, you can still collect information
with the use of materials like this handbook and some advice from consultants. As
suggested in the Introduction, you can first conduct a relatively simple evaluation,
and as you become more experienced, then improve the design, questionnaires, and
validity of your evaluation.

Basic Decisions about Methodological_ Approaches

Descriptive Versus Evaluative Information

In evalutition, there is an important distinction between descriptive
information and evaluative information. The former simply describes the existing
program: its length, the number of hours the classes meet, the topics covered, the

. different kinds of activities used, the characteristics of the staff, the number of
students that attend. Evaluative information describes the quality and success of
the program by measuring its effects.

Too often people have evaluated their programs by presenting only descriptive
information about their programs. Unfortunately, the existence of excellent
resources does not always assure desired effects. Therefore, if you want to measure
the actual effectiveness of your program -- whether or not it has a desired impact
-- you should collect evaluative information and actually measure the effects.

7
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This handbook focuses upon methods for obtaining evaluative information. Thus,
it will not discuss methods for describing the program components, counting the
numbers of people served, or estimating the costs of the program, but it will
discuss methods for helping improve the program and methods for assessing the impact
of the program.

Formative Versus Summative Evaluation

When collecting evaluative information (as opposed to descrip-ive information),
there are two kinds of evaluation: formative and summative. In a formati-e
evaluation, evaluators might lead group discussions or administer questionnaires in
which they ask the program participants how they liked the program, what parts of
the program they would change, and how they would improve it. Because the focus of
formative evaluations is to giva feedback as quickly as possible, such evaluations
are commonly conducted during the course as well as at the end of the course.
Educators who are primarily interested in_improving their programs should conduct a
formative evaluation. Such an evaluation is designed to provide more quickly the
kinds of data educators need to improve their programs.

When evaluators are primarily interested in measuring the effectiveness of a
program, they should conduct a summative evaluation. Such an evaluation focuses
more directly upon the actual outcomes of the program and will thereby help other
educators and policymakers decide whether they wish to adopt this program or other
programs. Although a summative evaluation can help educators improve their program,
a summativo evaluation provides less direct information about specific ways to
improve the program.

Because a summative evaluation reports the success of an entire program, and
because that report may affect decisions about the continuation of that program or
the adoption of that program elsewhere, that evaluation is especially important, and
the methods must be especially valid and defensible. Thus, summative are more
likely than formative evaluations to use experimental or quasi-experimental designs.

Expey imenta Apd Qu4si=EEMEAJM-RIP_I-,PgIlgDfflIP Sus Sur22I_Egthods

Experimental and _quasi-experimental designs -and surveys often involve the
administration of questionnaires one or more times and may measure the effects of
sexuality education programs. How, then, do they differ?

True experimental designs differ from quasi-experimental designs and surveys in
one critical respect: experimental designs include the random assignment of people
to the experimental and control groups. In the evaluation of sexuality education,
the experimental group participates in the sexuality education program and the
control group does not. The random assignment of people to the experimental and
control groups will cause the two groups to be similar before the experimental group
participates in the program. Then, if the two groups are different after the
program, you may be able to attribute this difference to participation in the
program. Some experimental designs also incbade the administration of
questionnaires before the program (pretests) and after thaprogram (posttests), and
thereby allow you to actually measure change. Thus, experimental designs provide
the best evidence for the causal impact of sexuality education programs.

Quasi-experimental deuigns do not include the random assignment of people to
the experimental and control groups. However, they do have some of the other
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features of experimental designs. For example, they may include expe imental and
control groups even though people were not randomly assigned to them, and they may
also include pretests and posttests. The evidence they provide for the causal
impact of programs is poorer than that of true experimental designs, but better than
that of surveys.

In contrast, surveys typically do not include any control over the
participants. Respondents in the sample may have participated in no sexuality
education program or in a_variety of different sexuality education programs.
Moreover, they may have participated in a program recently or long ago. Thus, they
provide the poorest evidence for the impact of programs. They nevertheless can be
useful in obtaining additional information about programs.

Experimental designs and survey methods are discussed fully in Chapters 3 and 4
respectively.

Normative_Referenced Versuseriterion_Referenced Methods

When teachers or researchers evaluate individuals or groups, they often give
each person a score that is determined by that individual's performance relative to
the performances of others. For example, soms teachers give the top 102 of the
students in a class an "A," the next 30% a "B." Similarly, people may be given
percentile rankings on Graduate Record Exams or other tests of knowledge or skill.
Such scores are based upon norms established by the group, and accordingly are
called noTmative referenced measures. Such scores order people; they indicate that
one particular person is more or less capable than others but do not tell anything
about the ebsolute capability of that individual. Consequently, they are very
useful whenever the object is to compare individuals. For example, graduate schools
prefer normative referenced scores to select graduate students.

On other occasions, evaluators _assign scores based upon some set of specified
standards and not upon the rela ive performances of individuals. For example,
people who take a driving test are given a score (pass or fail) that depends not
upon their performance relative to others, but upon their ability to perform a set
of specified driving tasks. Because these scores are based upon specified criteria,
they are called criterion referenced measures. Such measures are useful in
determining those areas in which individuals have sufficient knowledge or skills and
those areas in which they need to improve.

Both normative and criterion referenced questionnaires may resemble each other
in outward appearance. However, different steps must be completed to develop them.
For examTle, when developing normative referenced questionnaires to measure
knowledge, you should specify the different areas nf knowledge that you wish to
measure and write questions for each area. Some of these questions should be easy
and others difficult so that the more informed students are separated from the less
informed. When developing criterion referenced questionnaires, you should 'specify
very carefully the exact knowledge facts to be known, develop questions for those
facts, and then specify criterion levels for the percentage of questions that people
should get correct in order to be able to perform some desired activity. When
designing this criterion referenced questionnaire, you would have less concern about
selecting both easy and difficult queStionS.

In the past, normative referenced measures were more commonly used, because
they were developed first, and also because they are so commonly used to grade
students in schools and universities. In general, however, criterion referenced
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measures are preferable. When evaluating programs, you will probably want to know
whether the participants are learning the specific facts that are needed, and you
will probably want to know whether they need additional help in specific areas.
Criterion referenced measures can better provide this information.

Note that you can_often develop quest_ nnaires as criterion referenced measures
and use them_in normative referenced measurement (to rate individuals relative to
one another), but you cannot do the reverse satisfactorily. That is, you cannot
develop questionnaires with normative referenced measures and then use them in
criterion referenced measurement (to ascertain whether specified standards have been
met), because the specific content areas and the needed levels of competence will
not have been specified. Thus, developing criterion referenced measures also
provides more versatility.

_Versus Two o hods of Collec Data

An important principle in methodology is that you should use at least two
maximally different methods to collect evidence for the success of programs and then
compare the conclusions that logically follow from each method. This is important
because every method of evaluation has some assumptions, some biases, and some
inevitable sources of error. Maximally different methods are less likely than-
similar methods to have the same assumptions, the same biases, and the same sources
of error. Therefore!, if two maximally different methods produce consistent
conclusions, those conclusions are less likely to be caused by the same underlying
assumptions, biases, and errors, and are more likely to be valid. If, on the other
hand, conclusions derived from one method are inconsistent with those derived from a
second method, then you know that either one or both of the methods contains some
source of error. Being able to check the conclusions from one method against the
conclusions from a second method can substantially increase the validity and the
credibility of your conclusions.

Murlti e sources o information Most commonly evaluators of sex education
programs get their most valid and complete informntion directly from the
participants in the program. However, many times you can also obtain valuable
information from the parents or teacher of the participants. Occasionally, you can
get valid information from the school nurse and principal (if it is a school
program), from peers, and from outside observors.

Multi le methods of information. There are numerous different
collecting data. These include questionnaires, unobtrusive measures
extant data), direct observations, and group discussions.

ethods of
including

Questionnaires can often provide the best data about programs. They have
several advantages: they can be anonymous; they are systematic; they can cover a
.wide variety of topics; and they can include questions about activities outside of
the classroom. However, they have two major disadvantages: they are self-reports
and they require the cooperation of the students and possibly teachers and others.
Thus, if respondents either intentionally or unintentionally answer questions
incorrectly., the resulting data are invalid. Questionnaires are discussed in detail
in Chapters 5 through 9.

Unobtrusive measures involve the collection of data without the knowledge or
participation of the respondents. Thus, they overcome some of the problems of
questionnaires. They include important kinds of data (e.g., pregnancy or STD rates)
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that may have been collected by others for other reasons. Unobtrusive measures are
discussed in Chapter 12.

Parents, teachers, principals, outside observors, and others can directly
observe changes in the participants. Teachers, especially, can observe changes in
the students knowledge, attitudes, and comfort as they are expressed in classroom
discussions, questions, and comments. Sometimes teachers talk with individual
students after class and help them solve their problems, and in these'vays learn
about the impact that the course has had. All of these observations can be
valuable, but they may not always be valid. Too often, teachers or program staff
view the events in the program selectively; they focus more upon those events that
indicate the program is effective but fail to fully-consider evidence that indicates
that the program is ineffective. Even if the staff's observations are accurate and
unbiamed, they will not be viewed as solid evidence for the success of a program.
Thus, you should consider their observations_a valuable source of insights, but you
should not use them to reach final conclusions about the success of a program in a
summative evaluation.

Group discussions can be particularly helpful in formative evaluations, but
they provide much less valid data for summative evaluations. That is, they are not
anonymous or systematic; they rely upon verbally expressed seit reports; and
consequently they are not likely to provide valid information about the actual
effects of the program upon them.

In sum, no single method is best; the most valid conclusions can be obtained
from the-judicious use of two or more maximally different methods. Frequently, if
you have to use a single method, questionnaires will provide the best evidence, but
if you have valid pregnancy or STD rates, they may better measure the programs'
impact upon these rates.

The Role of Values in Conductin- Research

The subject of values is an important and frequently discussed topic in
sexuality education courses. Similarly, it is an important topic in sexuality
education research and even more generally in most social science research. The
basic questions are, "Should your basic values affect your research?" "If so, how?"

One answer commonly held by social scientists is simple in principle, but not
necessarily simple to implement: Values can or should affect your choice of the
problem you study, but once you have selected a topic of study, your values should
not affect your analysis or conclusions.

Practically, this means that you should consider your values when you decide
whether or not to evaluate sexuality education programs, and perhaps, you should
even consider your values when you think about the magnitude of that effort. Thus,
it is perfectly acceptable and probably even preferable to consider the need and the
costs -- both economic and social -- of research in sexuality education.

Practically, this also means that once you have defined the scope of the
research, your desire to demonstrate that a program's success should not bias your
research. That is, you should be committed to an unbiased, valid study and to the
advancement of knowledge, but not to the demonstration of a program's success or
failure.
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At each stage of the evaluation process, there are many overt and subtle ways
that you can bias the results. For example, when designing questionnaires, you may
be tempted to ask questions that will_probably reflect well on the program and
neglect to measure outcomes that will probably be negative. When administering the
questionnaires, you may be tempted to stress the importance of getting particular
kinds of findings and thereby encourage students to bias their answers and to give
you answers that please you. When reporting the results, you_may be tempted to
stress only the positive results and fail to report nonfindings or negative
results. Thus, there are many opportunities for you to introduce your own biases,
and you must continually guard against that. You should be careful to use
established procedures for guarding against bias, and you might consider involving
in your evaluation consultants, university professors, or others who can serve aS
your superego.

If you allow your values and biases to enter into your evaluation process, they
will block your accurate understanding of sexuality education, reduce the faith that
people have in research findings about sexuality education and other topics), and
partially destroy the integrity of evaluation methods.

Overall Approach tQ DesiKnipg_And EvaluAtine, Pro&rams

Major stages --in designing and implementing a program and evaluation are
diagrammed in Figure 1-1.

Determining the desired features and outcomes of programs before designing
either the program or the evaluation is very important. The specified features and
outcomea should guide the design of both the program and the evaluation. Fit
between the two helps ensure that the program and evaluation are striving to achieve
and evaluate the same set of goals and objectives. Fit helps prevent people from
designing a program with one set of goals in mind or with goals loosely defined,
then claiming during the evaluation that additional goals are important even though
the program was not designed to achieve those goals, and then learning that the
program did not meet these additional goals and is not effective.

Of course, many people often design programs implement them, observe problems,
modify the program, and only then think about evaluating the program. Although
designing the program and the evaluation methods simultaneously is better, it is
possible to design valid evaluations well after programs_have been implemented. In
this case, you should follow the bottom set of tasks in Figure 1-1, and you must be
sure that the stated goals really are the goals of the program.

After specifying the major goals and objectives of the program, you need to
design the_basic structure of both the program end the evaluation. For example,
when designing the basic structure of.the program, you should consider the needed
length, the number of sessions, the participants, etc. When you design the basic
structure of the evaluation, you should answer the questions discussed in this
chapter about descriptive versus evaluative information, formative versus summative
evaluation, experimental designs versus surveys, etc.

Next, you and your colieagues should specify more precisely the contents of the
eurriculum and the questionnaires. .For example, you should specify the particular-
knowledge facts that should be covered, the specific attitudes that should be
encouraged, and the specific skills that should be taught. The curriculum should
include not only the specific topics that had been previously specified, but also
the actual activities or processes that will teach the needed knowledge, attitudea,
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Figure 1=1

Ha`or Sta es in Desi Tra a_Prorem am and Evaluation

STAGE 1 Specity (revise)

STAGE 2 Design revise) program

STAGE 3 Prepare (revise)
curriculum standar s

STAGE 4 Create (revise)
curriculum

STAGE 5 Pilot test program

STAGE 6 Imp ement program

jor program goals and o_ ectives

Design revise evaluation

Prepare revise)
questionnaire specifications

Design (revise)
questionnaires or other
methods of collecting data

Pretest evaluation methods

Collect evaluation data

STAGE 7 Analyze data and reach conclusIons about the program;
return to Stage 1



and skills. Vour questionnaires should also be as complete as possible, including
the actual questions that you will pilot test.

The next step is to pilot test both the curriculum and the evaluation methods.
This is a very important step, for it will probably suggest innumerable improvements
that should be made. After improving both program and evaluation methods, you
should implement and evaluate the actual program. The results of your analysis can
then lead to stmgested improvements.in your program if the evaluation finds
weaknesses or to possible expansion of your program ff the evaluation is very
positive.

This sequence can actually be considered a closed loop. Once you have
recommendations for improvements or expansion, you should then revise and/or expand
the program and reevaluate it. Evaluation, then, should be a continuing process of
clarifying goals designing or improving the prgram, evaluating the program, and
improving it aga
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CHAPTER 2

IDRIUTFYING IMPORTAET FEATURES, OUTCOMES, AND COALS OF PROGRAMS

Frequently people evaluate programs by simply _describing a pmgram and
assessing the number of people that participate in various activities or components
of the program. Although these descriptions are helpful, they do not contain the
critical part_of an evaluation, namely, the asseasment of the effects of the program
upon the participants. Especially in a summative evaluation, you should carefully
measure the consequences of the program as well as describe the processes taking
place in the program.

When evaluators do assess the effects of programs, they too frequently give
insufficient thought to systematically determining their important goals and
behavioral objectives of the program. For example, many assess the program's impact
on knowledge, simply assuming that improved knowledge will lead to desired changes
in attitudes, skills decisionmaking, and behavior. Clearly, this assumption is not
always true.

If the goals of your program either explicitly or implicitly include goals
about changes in attitudes, skills, or behavior, then you should measure the change
in all of these. Failure to do so can substantially reduce the effectiveness of
both the program and the evaluation. If you fail to include an essential objective
in your program when you design a program, then that program may be much less
effective. Similarly, if you do not measure an important outcome of your program,
then you are not fully evaluating your program. In sum, you should carefully
specify and then evaluate the important goals and objectives of your program.

Taekl: Establish Maior_Goals

The major goals of the program can be rather broad and you can choose several
of them. Program planners and educators.have used a variety of strategies to create
an initial list of_goals. They have 1) written down every idea arising out of group
"brainstorming"; 2) studied other existing lists of goals; and 3) observed the
contents of different programs and reflected upon the goals of the activities.

Follo ing are a list of some goals that have been adapted from Volume III of
this report, Sexuality Education:A Curriculum Guide for_Adolescents. These goals
are only examples; you should consider these and others and create your own.

Students will have a greater understanding of their own values, their
families values, and their culture's values and will behave more
consistently with those values.

Students will behave in ways that increase their own selt e teem and the
self esteem of others.
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Students will use a systematic decisionmaking process to make important
decisions about social and sexual behavior so that their behavior is
consistent with their values and goals.

Students will enhance their _communication about sexuality and other topics
with parents, peers, and significant others.

Students will enhance interpersonal relationships.

Students will avoid social and sexual activity that is unwanted or
inconsistent with their values.

Students will have fewer unwanted pregnancies.

Students will reduce the risk of gett ng and spreading sexually transmitted
diseases.

Task S Behavioral 0 ective eadin to These Goals

Consider each goal, one at a_time, and specify the important behaviors that
facilitate that goal. Behavioral objectives differ from goals primarily in that
they are subatantiAlly more specific. Thus, you will frequently have several
objectives for each goal, although sometimes you may have only one.

Each behavioral objective should be:

clear; if it is not clear, then it may confuse both the educators and the
evaluators.

unidimensional; if the objective has more than one component, it should be
broken up into more than one objective.

equally specific; some should not be general and others very specific.

reasonably achievable; otherwise there is 1 ttle reason to entail the cost
of tryint to achieve and/or evaluate it.

measurab e; if you cannot measure an objective, you may sti I wish to
include it as an objective for your program, but there is little reason to
include it in the evaluation.

For examlae, given the goal above, "Students will have fewer unwanted
pregnancies," two possible behavioral objectives are:

Some students will avoid unintended pregnancy by abstaining from sexual
intercourse.

Students who are sexually active will avoid unintended pregnancy by using
effective forms of birth control.

Task 3: For Each Behavioral Ob'entive S.ecif the Necessary
Knowle4ne1 Attitudes._and Skills

Consider each behavioral objective, and then specify all the knowledge areas,
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attitudes, and skills that are needed for each objective. (Hereafter, the knowledge
areas, attitudes, and skills will be called simply the KAS components.) Often you
will find many different KAS components for each objective. You can use these as
the basis for both the program curriculum and the evaluation questionnaires.

Specifying the objectives is especially important in sexuality education
evaluation. Sometimes you cannot directly measure the important behavioral goals
and you can only measure the changes in knowledge, attitudes, and skills that
experts believe will lead to the behavioral goals. In such situations, it is
especially important to define precisely the knowledge components, attitudes,
skillo, and behaviors that are needed to reach the overall goals.

The KAS components should have the same qualities as the behavioral objectives.
That is, they should be clear, unidimensional, equally specific, achievable, and
measurable.

For example, following are KAS components for the second objective above,
"Students who are sexually active will have less unprotected intercourse by using
effective forms of birth control."

Knowledge Areas

Students will know:

the needs of children and the responsibilities and costs of parenthood
basic facts of reproduction and fertilization
the important characteristics of the major effective methods of birth
control (e.g., the name, effectiveness, appropriate use, advantages and
disadvantages, cost, source, and relevant laws)
the reasons teenagers fail to obtain and use an effective form of birth
control
the consequences (physical, emotional, and socia adolescent
pregnancies.

Attitudes

Students will believe that:

they are probably capable of becoming pregnant or impregnating if they are
sexually active
it is better to preveut an unwanted pregnancy than to have to deal with one
both sexual partners have responsibility for preventing pregnancy and both
should take that r2sponsibility
it is important to discuss the possibility of pregnancy and the use of
birth control with a partner before becoming sexually active.

Skills

Students will be able to:

refrain from having sex if they cannot use some effective form of birth
control
obtain an effective method of birth control
use that method of birth control effectively.
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agp_a_y_itAta_EAELIAgls

Following are eight steps that will help insure the comprehensiveness and
selection of the important goals, objectives, and KAS components. You can use these
steps with experts, members of your staff, community members, potential
participants, and other appropriate people.

Step 1: Generate a comprehensive list of goals (objectives, KAS components).

Step 2: Continue giving this list _to other experts until no additional goals
(objectives, KAS components) are added.

Step 3: Organize the list in a log cal manner (e.g., group items on a similar topic
together).

Step 4: Give the list to_a panel of experts and have them rate each item on a
numerical scale (e.g.,_1=not at all important, 2=slightly important,
3=somewhat important, 4=very important, 5=critical to the success of the
program).

Step 5: Calculate the mean score for each item.

Step 6: Send the panel of experts the following information: which items received
low ratings and should be excluded, which items received mixed ratings and
should be discussed, and which items received consistently high ratings.

Step 7: Hold a meeting of the panel of experts; have them discuss each item; give
them the opportunity to rewrite and reorganize items; and have them vote a
second time on each item.

Step 8: Calculate the mean score for each item; include only those items that are
clearly important.

If it is not possible to hold a meeting of the entire panel of experts, then
hold a meeting of a smaller number of the experts. If this is not possible, then
reorganize the items yourselt, and send them with the ratings to the panel for a
second vote.

In general, this entire process takes much longer than people typically
estimate. For example, carefully.specifying the important goals, objectives, and
KAS components_for a comprehensive program may require months or even a year. The
less comprehensive the goals, and the more centrally located the panel of experts,
the more quickly the process can be completed.

Although these steps are time consuming, they are worth the effort, because
they will facilitate a much clearer and more precise specification of the goals,
objectives,. and KAS components. Once these things are specified, writing the
curriculum and questions for questionnaires is relatively easy.. For example, if the
effectiveness of different forms of birth control has been specified.' as important,
then you need to include that specific topic in the curriculum and you need to write
a question that measures knowledge about contraceptive effectiveness.
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Taak_4: identifvjnexpected or Undesired Effects

The preceding discussion has focused upon specifying the important goals,
objectives, and KAS components of programs. However, your program may sometimes
have unexpected and negative effects, and these should also be measured. For
example, critics of sexuality education have argued that sexuality educaition
programs suggest new kinds of sexual activity to students, destroy students'
morality by making them believe that premarital sex is acceptable, and increase
students sexual activity. Although people in this country vary greatly in their
views of these possible outcomes, few programs have these outcomes as goals, and
most programs would consider them unexpected or undesired outcomes.

Such unexpected or undesired outcomes should be measured for at least three
reasons. First, your evaluation will be biased if you measure only possible desired
consequences and ignore possible undesired consequences. Second, the program staff
need to know if programs do in fact have undesired consequences, so that they can
remedy the problems. Third, if programs do not have such an impact, this should
also be documented so that there is evidence with which to respond to criticism and
concerns.
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CHAPTER 3

USING IMPERINENTAL AND QUASIEXPEEIKENTAL DESIGNS

Chapter 1 compared the use of experimental designs and survey methods in the
evaluation of sexuality education programs and argued that experimental designs
provide much stronger evidence for the causal impact of programs. This chapter will
describe several different experimental and quasiexperimental designs. It will
discuss the most rudimentary of experimental designs, describe a major weakness of
that design, provide a_solution, describe another weakness, provide another
solution, and continue untirthe design is adequate. This method of presentation is
intended to demonstrate the rationale for each part of a good experimental design.
The chapter will then describe other problems aud other experimental designs that
are useful in particular situations.

This chapter uses the symbols and terminology employed by Stanley and Campbell
in their popular book Ex_erimentalan4:uaalex erimental Desi-na_for_Research. You
should read that book if you need a fuller discussion of experimental designs. In
the diagrams:

"X" represents the experimental treatment; in
participation in a sexuality education course.

"0" represents some observation, measurement, or
represents the administration of questionnaires.

our case, it represents

testing; in our case, "0"

"R" represents the random assignment of people to the experimental group
(those who participate in the program) and to the control group (those who
do not participate in the program).

Each row of symbols represents a ditferent group of people. The left to right
order of the E's, X's, and O's indicates the temporal order of the random assignment
to the experimental or control groups, the participation in the program, and the
observations (administrations of the questionnaire). Symbols in the same column
indicate that those groups participate in the event (randomization, participation in
the program, or observations) at the same time.

Throughout the following discussion of different experimental designs, this
chapter will assume that the experimental treatment is participation in some type of
sexuality education course and that the observations are some type of test.
However, you should remember that the same principles apply to _all _types of
experimental treatments and to all types of systematic observations (knowledge
tests, other kinds of questionnaires, or'other kinds of data such as pregnancy
rates).

One,-Shot Case Study

This is the most rudimentary of all experImental designs and perhaps it should
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be called A pre-experimental desiga. It contains the m7T_Lnimal components of an
experimet1t7=a1 design: participationof a group of pee=)ple in an experimental
treatment (eme sexuality education clsse)followed by one obseeervation or posttest.

Experimental Group

Despite= the rudimentary nature dthe design, educame_tors probably use this
design mofeee than any other design toewauate their courseees. Many educators teach
their studen=ats some material and then ten them at the ettarr_ of that unit. If the
studeuts pemerform well on the taata,the teachera belxeNzre that the students have
learned thte material and that they havetenght the material -well. For example, if a
group of alLiLudents answer correctly 90pacent_of the questx__ons on a knowledge test,
then the temmacher may feel the course isdfective.

This design lias several flaws. Its
critical alLaw is that it fails to measure how much the st=ludents actually learned.
For example,,., even if the students perEonned well on the po attest, the course may
have been t=otally ineffective; the atudents may have knoterme_ just as much before the
course as efEter the course.

S91111jsks2a: Administer tests beforeand after the sexua-lity educe 'on course in
a One-Grouv Pretest Posttest Design.

_One -Grou- =etest Posttest Desi

In thiewe design students com1tea pretest before -the cou se, then take a
course, and: finally complete a poettest after the course.

Experimental Group 0 X 0

By measuring the difference between the pretest scores and tae posttest scores, the
researcher can measure the change that took place during tithe course. Consider the
example belowew:

Experimental Group NZ X 90%

In this exama4ole, the students answered correctly 70% of the c=ine tions on a knowledge
test before t the course, 90% after the course. Thus, their tar-st scores show a change
or improver:tomcat of (90% - 70%) or 20%. hie suggests that theea c urse was effective.

Cosicte n= a different example:

Experimental Group NZ X 71%

In thia temple the students answered cornctly 70% of the ciL=zestions on the pretest
and 71% of he que tions on the poatteg. Their improvemen was only (71% -70%) or
1%, suggesti=mng that the course did not effectively increase &mr.nowledge.

Lvskjj..e..:FaihpgAficchanetchecours. This ciceLasi-experimental design
also has a =anumber of major flaws. nemost critical flzaaw is that the measured
change may ICt have been caused by the course but may have occurred anyway. FOr
example, teemenagers in high school aTein a stage of rapielL change. Regardless of
whether or 110A=Dt they participate in a sexuality education clals, they are likely to
become mereme interested in sexuelxty, to learn more atm. out sexuality, and to
participar in various social angi sexual behaviors for the first time.
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Consequealy, if researc=hers observe the change only in the studentiwno take the
class (theexperimental gro-cup), they may incorrectly conclude that theincrease iv
knowledgewas caused by the course when in fact it would have occurred anyway.
Similarlbthey, may incorro-ectly conclude that a course caused studeutstoengage iv
sexual aaivity, when rhixe students would have engaged in sexual achitay anyway.
Thus, tbelack of a contro: 1 group is obviously a major problem.

Thesn _titaness of mor t having a control group depends partly upoothe length of
time between the pretesta 6...and the posttests and partly upon the occWrence of any
special nents during thsr.t elapsed time. For example, if a course is.aeeaester or
a year long, then students may learn a significant amount about sexualityand a few
atudentsmay become nso -*re sexually active regardless of whOtnlor not they
perticipatein a sexuality education course. For such an extended tiu period, a
control goup is needed.

On theother hand, if a course is short and the pretests and poOttests are only
a coupleofweeks apart cot less, then a control group may or may not belleeded. For
exatple,if researchera are studying knowledge, it the pretests anti-posttests are
only twoweeka apart, and i=if the students did not participate in any %pedal event,
then theresearchers can probably conclude 1) that the students -would not have
increasedtheir knowledge amscore significantly if they had not partici44ted in the
course, nd 2) that the . course produced any significant improvemetbetween the
pretest ndposttest scoresms.

If ths researchers maare studying attitudes or behavior, how Ira,and if the
students piirticipated in pamnrties after a major football game, attethd a senior
prom, ()repent Easter vs*. cation in some romantic spot, then theSe other special
events end Sot the sexualiaty education course may have produced time/lenges in
attitudes and behavior between the pretests and_ the posttests. h general,
researehusshould always mcise a control group if special events, nermelmaturation,
or any factor other than participation in the sexuality education C4RM may have
affecteddm students' scor==es.

Solution: To overco.cme these problems, researchers should use Nonequivalent
Pretest Posttest Control er==oup Design.

panemiltelentjDrapl_t_PoStt=ost ContrpiSimuLljmign

In this design both the experimental
The experimental group them= participates in a sexuality education conrse,and after
the course,both Che experL=mental and control groups complete the posttest.

and control groups complete the pretest.

Experimentel_: Group 0 X 0
Control GroiLiap

The stretghof this designAm.is that it enables the researcher to compsrethe change
in the experimental group w-with the change in the control group.

To illust ate this, co=.nsider the example below:

Experimental Group 70% X 90%
71% 72%Control Crour_p

In this exapple, the eXpOriummental group increased its score by 20% whiletbm control
group increased its score 1)7:y only 1%. This definitely indicates that theexuality



education class ino _see d the know edge of the ttjd ents in the course.

Consider a second e:.xample:

Exper imorrst al Group
Control C7'-roup

75% 9La%
72% r--7%

In this example, the eltr=perimental group increase its percentage of corret answers
by 16%, and the control t group increased its scored rby 15%. Because these increases
are approximately the datirme, some factor other than he sexuality educatiox=s_ c_ 35 was
probably responsible fx -77 the increase in knowledge, and the data indicat that the
sexuality education adalss was not effective.

Finally, consider a A third, somewhat coreo eicarstnple:

Experimoirs.tal Group 75%
Control Grr.roup 60% 63=

Pr con nd erinental rou.a. Because this a iesign does
not include any proce&re for assuring that the two groups are equivalent before the
course, the two groups assay differ. In the example, the experimental group. increased
its percentage of corra-ect answers by 16% and the =ontrol group improved its scores
by 3%. This comparisoran alone would indicate timat the course was efective.
However, the data indisat-te clearly that the experinntal and control group.ss were not
similar prior to the seiot=mality education class. Twat particular, the expierimental
group was already bettls er informed than the control:IL group. This indicato that the
students who signed up ftz or the sexuality educatlos class were differen from the
other students. The ntelig.gram may have been effecti-v for them, but may not have been
effective for other studes.ents. Alternatively, the c=ntrol group may hav had some
special quality that pt-revented them fros learnis a normal amount about sexuaiity
from everyday life. If no, then they were flat Ai= adequate group with& which to
compare the experimental group.

The experimental stx-rid control groups say ditfe= in other, unknown way-se. In the
example, the dissimilatitsty between the control and xperimental groups im obvious;
the pretests indicate is that the groups have aignificantly different scoes on the
measured variables. Hosiesrever, even if the two graps have similar scor-4es on the
measured variables, ttiey may nevertheless ditfer a=ubstantially on other -ainmeasured
variables. Thus, even ittf the pretest scores are sir=ailar, the control gromp may not
be an adequate control stzmoup.

Solution 1: Onv way to assure that experimental and control g_m-oups are
ry to ft ind a control group that is as similar as possitale to the

experimental group. Fof example, one can we as a =ontrol group another class in
the high school which tosas the same age distributierm., the same grade level the same
level of capabilities efulbed intelligence, and other isinilar characteristics.

Finding such a cL&..øsa may be difficult, beteu=se students who decide to take a
sexuality education confess:se may be different from thse who don't. For examcople, they
may be more liberal Of more sexually active. If students going to collge have a
full schedule, they may halave greater difficulty fitting sexuality educa -tion into
their schedule, and thue sexuality courses nay have fewer college-bound stmadents.

Solution Ancyt7=her approach is to oaten each student in the ex-E,erimental
group with a similar etrtudent for a control grail?. For mmmple, if one m=yerson wne
signed up for the sexual.ility education class is very bright, male, Blacic and 15
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years old, then the researcher would try to find another waybright, male, Black,
15yearold student who had not taken the course and add this person to the control
group. Although the procedure greatly improves the similarity of the experimental
and control groups, implementing it may be time consumingand difficult, and the
groups may still differ on unmeasured variables.

Solution_ #3: The preferred method is to use a kandomized Pretest Posttest
Control Group Design.

Randomized Preteat Posttest Control Gr-u De

This is the classical experimental design. It is the same as the fo mer design
except that the students are randomly assigned to the S --ality education class and
the control group.

erimental Group R 0 X 0
R 0 0Control Group

The advantage of this design is that randomly assigptiig students diminishes the
differences between the experimental and control groups, mdtlus the control group
is an excellent group with which to compare the experimentslgroup.

Data is analyzed in the same manner as in the former design.

Problem: Im.ractcalit . The major problem with aiisdesign does not involve
the validity or strength of the conclusions, because thisis an excellent design.
The major problem is a practical administrative problem. hrely can researchers
randomly determine whether any individual must take a selaiity education class or
must participate in a control class. For both moral adpolitical reasons,
researchers should neither force students to take a sekvalay education class nor
restrain them from taking the class.

Solution: Use the Delayed Treatment Design.

Delayed Treatment Design

In this design, students who sign up for a sexuality education course are
randomly assigned to experimental and control groups.

Experimental Group
Control Group

0

Phase 1

X 0
0

rhos 2

I 0?

By considering only those students who sign up for the course, we solve the dileama
of forcing students to take a sexuality education class. The students in the
control group do not take the sexuality education course during Phase 1 of the study
(to the left of the vertical line). During that phase theysuve as a true control
group by taking the pretest and posttest but not the course.

Then after the posttest and during Phase 2 (to the rightof the vertical line),
the control students can take the sexuality education umrse. This solves the
dilemma of preventing them from taking the course. If desired, the researcher can
administer a third questionnaire to the "control group" after they participate in
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the course. The third questionnaire can serve as a posttest to the second
questionnaire which nOw serves as a pretest. That is, the control group can provide
both control group data during Phase 1 and experimental group data during Phase 2.

Problem: jiamediate_versus_loneterm effects. All the designs discussed thus
far measure the effects of the program at only one point in time, typically
immediately after the program. This is a significant limitation because effects may
change over time. Numerous studies demonstrate that students cram for final exams,
take the exams, and then quickly forget a substantial part of the material. Thus, a
posttest completed immediately after a course may exaggerate the long term impact of
the course.

On the other hand, some effects may not occur until months or years have
passed. For example, a sexuality education course that stresses the importance of
getting prompt medical attention if a person has any signs of sexually transmitted
disease (STD) may not have any behavioral consequences until months or years later
when some of the students get STD. Similarly, a course that emphasizes using some
effective form of birth control when sexually active cannot have any behavioral
consequences until the students become sexually active. If a posttest questionnaire
asking questions about these behaviors is administered immediately after a course,
it might indicate that the course had no behavioral effects, when in fact, the
course would affect subsequent behavior.

To overcome this limitation, a Pretest and Multiple Posttest Control Group
Design should be used.

Pretest and Multi.le Posttest Control Grou Des'

This design is the same as the Randomized Pretest and Posttest Control Group
Design except that it includes a second posttest. This design provides the best and
most valid data.

Experimental Group R 0 X 0 0
Control Group R 0 0 0

Two examples will illustrate the interpretation of the- data..

Experimental Group 68% X 90% 85%
Control Group 69% 70% 71%

In this example, the two groups of students began with approximately the same
knowledge. The sexuality education course increased the experimental_ students'.
knowledge substantially, (90% - 68%) or 22%, and the control group remained about
the same. Over a period of time, the ftudents who took the course forgot some
material. The increase dropped, (85% - 68%) to 17%, but they still knew
substantially.more than the control group. .

Experimental Group 70% X 90% 80%
Control Group 71% 76% 79%

The second set of data indicates that the sexuality education course temporarily
increased experimental students'_knowledge, but that the normal life experiences of
the control group also gradual.ly.increased their knowledge; over a period of time,
the two groups were again indistinguishable (80% comTared t 79%). Thus, the
sexuality education class had no long term effect.
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Pr9biami._Administrative_difficultioai. Most researchers have difficulty
keeping contact with both the experimental and control groups over an extended
period of time. Students move away' graduate from high school, drop out of school,
or become lost from the sample for other reasons. Still others may remain in the
sample but refuse or simply fail to return questionnaires after the end of the
course. If a substantial percentage of respondents fail to complete one or more of
the three questionnaires, then the mean scores may become very misleading and
biased.

Solution #1:_ Match individuals'_ questionnaires. _A partial solution to this
problem is to remove from the analysis all questionnaires for anyone who did not
complete all three questionnaires. For example, if a person completed the pretest
but neither posttest, then the pretest questionnaire would be excluded from
analysis. Alternatively, if a person completed the pretest and only the first
posttest, those questionnaires could be included in the analysis of the short term
effecta, but they would be excluded in the analysis of the lorg term effects.

This solution requires some method of linking the pretest questionnaire for
each person with the corresponding posttest of each person. An obvious method is to
ask people to put their names on the questionnaires. If there is no need for
anonymity, this is a good solution. However, in many analyses of sexuality
education, sensitive questions are asked, and anonymity must be assured. Thus,
including names is not allowed. An alternative strategy is to ask each student to
put on the paper some meaningful number that

is unique to that student
can be remembered easily by that student
is anonymous.

If all the students have social security numbers, then they can use the last four or
five numbers in their social security number. Alternatively, they can use the four
digits representing the month and day (but not the year) of their birthday. This
method works well with small groups. If there are many students, however, more than
one student may have the Same birthday, but specifying the year in which they were
born would reduce anonymity of either younger or older students. Yet another
possible'number is the last four or five digits of their phone numbers. In sum,
identification nuMbers must be chosen with care.

This solution will prevent error caused by one group of people taking a pretest
and different groups of people taking posttests. However, another problem may
remain; those students who complete all the questionnaires may be significantly
different from those students who fail to complete one or mere of the
questionnaires. If this occurs, your conclusions would apply to only those people
who complete all the questionnaires and not to all the class participants.

Solution #2: Conduct_a Follow-up_of.Nonreapondents. The best way to determine
whether the course had a different impact upon those students who completed the'
evaluation and those who did not is to carefully track down some of the students who
dropped out of the evaluation and to then compare them with the students who
remained in the evaluation. If students dropped out because they found the course
boring or because they became pregnant, then omitting them from the evaluation may
significantly distort your results. On the other hand, if they dropped out because
their parents moved but appear similar in other ways to the students in the
evaluation, then omitting them from the evaluation may not bias your conclusions.
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P oble Te Effects. When courses are short, taking a pretest may
increase the amount students learn and may also improve their ability to complete
the posttest. For example, after students complete a knowledge test and listen to a
lecture on the material covered in the test, they may remember the questions on the
test and pay special attention to material that answers those questions. That is,
they may selectively learn the material that was covered on the pretest. If this
happens, and if the posttest is the same as the pretest, then the difference in
scores between the pretest and the posttest may overstate the amount learned by the
students. Similarly, if after completing a test, students ask other students about
correct answers to some of the questions, then once again, the change in test scores
may overstate the benefits of the course. Finally, if the pretests and posttests
are administered only a short time apart and if they are the same tests, then on the
posttest students may simply remember their correct answers on the pretest and may
be able to devote more time to the questions that were more difficult for them.

First Solution: Use the Posttest-Only Control Group Design.

Posttest-Onlv Control_Groun Design

In this design the students are randomly assigned to the experimental and
control groups; the experimental groups participates in the course; and then both
groups cmplete questionnaires after the course.

Experimental Group R X 0
Control Group K 0

This design eliminates the effects of pretesting by eliminating the pretests. This
also reduces the total time required for test administration. If the randomization
is completed carefully and if the sample sizes are large (e.g., more than 100),- then
the experimental and control groups should be very similar to each other before the
course begins, and any observed differences after the course should be caused by the
course. Myreover, additional posttests can be administered to measure long term
effects.

The major disadvantage of this design is that the sample size must be
reasonably large and the randomization must be completed properly. If either of
these conditions is not met, then the two groups may differ significantly prior to

.

the course; this difference would not be measured; and it might be incorrectly
attributed to the course.

Second _Solutio.n: Use different but equally difficult tests, using the
Alternative Tests Design.

Alternative Tests Desgi

In this design students are randomly divided into two different experimental..
groups and two different control groups. One experimental group and one control
group get one questionnaire, 0, as a pretest and a second questionnaire, O, as a'.
posttest. The remaining two groups get the two luestionnaires in reverse order.

Experimental Group R 0 X
Experimental Group R O'' X
Control Group R 0'
Control Group R
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If possible, the two versions of the questionnaire should be equally difficult.
However, even if the two versions are not equally difficult, this design still works
if students do not drop out and the same number of students take both versions as a
pretest and the same number take both versions as a posttest. Then the scores for
both experimental groups can be combined (or averaged). Similarly, the scores of
the two control groups can be combined (or averaged).

Third Solution: Use the Solomon Four Group Design.

Solomon Four Croup Design.

In this design one of the experimental groups and one of the control groups
complete both the pretests and the posttests, while the other experimental and
control groups complete only the posttests.

Experimental Group R 0 X
Experimental Group R X 0
Control Group R 0 0
Control Group R 0

This design enables the researcher to measure directly the impact of the
pretest contamination. The design is based upon the following principle: if
students are- carefully randomly assigned to groups, then the mean scores on the
pretests would be the same for all four groups if all four groups had completed the
questionnaires. If the posttest scores of t;he experimental (or control) group with
the pretest differ from the posttest scores of the experimental (or control) group
without the pretest, then the pretest may have affected the posttest scores.

Con ider the following example:

Experimental Group 70% X 90%
Experimental Group X 85%
Control Group 70% 74%
Control Group 70%

This data suggests that the pretest increased the scores in the experimental group
by about 5% and increased the scores in the control group by about 4%.

Several researchers have used the Solomon Four Group Design to measure the
impact of pretesting. Their preliminary conclusion is that pretesting has little
impact if questionnaires are administered at least a week apart. If they are
.administered in the same day, pretesting may or may not have an impact.

Froblem:__.Control_Aroup_ contamination. In some schools or youth agencies, the
students in the experimental group may interact with the students in the control
group. _If so, one group may "contaminate" the other group. For example, if a
sexuality education class has emphasized the importance of using some form of birth
control, And a member-of the-sexuality education class is sexually involved with a
.member of the control_group, the impact of the sexuality education Class may affect
_both people. Alternatively, the lack of sexuality education for the control group
member may affect both of them. In either case, error is introduced into the data.
_This error is particularly significant if the school or youth group is small, and
friends discuss the contents of the course with one another.

Solution: There is no design that overcomes this problem. Instead, the
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researchers need to select control groups that have little interaction with the
experimental groups. If control group contamination appears to be a substantial
problem, then the researchers should consider obtaining a control group from some
other school or population of young people. _This, of course, introduces new
problems, because random assignment is theudifficult and the control group in a
different school or population may not be similar to the experimental group.

Problem: Inablit to obtain u_control 4r2a. In many situations, obtaining
an adequate control group is difficult, if not impossible. For example, everyone in
a school may take a sexuality education program at the same time and consequently,
no one is left to serve as a control group. Or more realistically, many people in a
school may take s sexuality education program and those who fail to take it are not
similar to those taking the course.

Solution: Improve the Single Group Pretest Posttest Design by increasing the
number o- different pretests and posttests.

Time SerieeDeAian

This design lacks a control group, but it does in.1:lude several pretests and
posttests.

Experimental Group 0 0 0 0 X C 0 0 0

In general, the larger the number of pretests and posttests, the more valid the
conclusion. The additional pretests and posttests allow the researcher to establish
a more solid basis before and after the sexuality education course, and therefore,
to make a more conclusive claim about the effects of the course. Ideally, the time
that elapses between the last pretest and the first posttest is similar to the time
between the other pretests or posttests.

Consider the following example:

Exper mental Group 70% 72% 71% 72% X 85% 84% 86% 84%

Assuming equal time periods, the stability of the scores before the sexuality
education course, the sudden increase in the scores during the course, & the
stability of the scores after the course strongly suggest that the course and not
normal maturation processes produced the change. Of course, the possibility that
some other major event affected the scores still remains

Consider a second example:

Experimental Group 65% 70% 74% X 90% 95%

In this example, the effects are less clear. The scores increa e both before and
after the course, but they increase more during the course. This indicates that the
course did have an effect.

Finally, consider a third example:

Experimental Group 65% 75% 662 X 77% 67% 80% 65%

In this example, the scores vary so much from one test to the next that one cannot
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conclude that the course produced an increase even though the scores increased 11%
between the last pretest and the first posttest.

If the Time Series Design is used with questiormaires, students may stop
answering them carefully after the first few administrations. Moreover, the effects
of testing may become substantial.

The Time Series Design is most often used when pregnancy rates or other data
are collected over time by some outside agency. For example, a school may implement
a sexuality education program and afterwards obtain estimates from nearby clinics of
the number of pregnancies in that school for each of several years before and after
the program was implemented.

Al.though this approach is sound in principle, it has three problems in
practice. First, the pregnancy rates for schools (or other groups of people) often
vary considerably from one year to the next. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish
between changes produced by the program and normal variations in pregnancy rates.
Second, programs are often implemented gradually over time. During the first couple
of years, if only 10% of the school participates in the program, the pregnancy rate
would be decreased by only 10% even if the program were perfectly successful in
preventing pregnancies, and this small amount of decrease could be obscured by the
normal amount of change from year to year. Third, the time lag of a program must be
estimated. Even if everyone participates in a program, the effects may not be
immediate. Thus, once again, it will be more difficult to separate changes caused
by the program from changes caused by other factors in the community.

Summary

The great advantage of experi_ental designs is that they increase the ability
of the researchers to control:

the assignment of students to experimental and control groups
the design and content of the sexuality education course
the relative timing of the testing and the course.

This in turn, greatly increases the ability of the researchers to compare:

pretests and posttests
multiple posttests
experimental groups and control groups.

Finally, this ability greatly increases the validity of statements about the causal-
impact of programs. Few other designs can provide such solid evidence about
causality.

You should select the best design that is feasible in your circumstances. At a
minimum, you must administer pretests and posttests to an experimental group. If at
all poasible, you should have a control group. If you are measuring behavior, you
should definitely try to measure long term effects with additional posttests. If
you have a control group that is likely to be very similar to your experimental
group, you probably do not need to worry as much about randomly assigning people to
the experimomtal and control groups, although you should do so if possible.
Similarly, you probably do not need to worry about pretest contamination and thus do
not need to use a Solomon Four Group Design.
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CHAPTER 4

CONDUCTING SURVEYS

When conducting a survey, researchers typically co lect information from a
sample of people. To do this, they usually:

specify the problem
select the basic paramaters of the survey
identify the important variables to_ be measured

o design interview schedules, questionnaires, or other methods of collecting
data
select a sample
conduct personal or telephone interviews, administer questionnaires or use
other methods of collecting data
analyze the data statistically.

This chapter will briefly discuss 1) different kindaof surveys, 2) their
advantages and disadvantages over experimental designs, and 3) ways to use survey
methods to evaluate sexuality education programa. Other chapters cover other
important topics in survey research: identifying important variables, designing
questionnaires, selecting a sample, administering questionnaires, and analyzing
data.

Although large surveys can be used to evaluate sexuality educat on, this
handbook is definitely not designed to prepare you to conduct a large survey. If
you intend to conduct such a survey, you should read a textbook on survey research.

Types_of Surveys_

Methods of CollectinA_Survev Data

Personal. interviews. Soma of the best excmples of survey research have used
interviews based upon detailed interview schedules or questionnaires. During the
interviews, the interviewer can make sure that ali questions are understood and
answered and can ask _additional, more detailed or probing questions when necessary.
When interviewers are properly trained, they are especially likely to obtain
complete and valid data. However, interviews are less appropriate in evaluating
sexuality education programs; they are not anonymous and_ young people may be
unwilling to be honest when answering sensitive questions about sexuality.
Moreover, interviews are time consuming and costly.

Teleohone_interviewa. It is normally much quicker, easier, and cheaper to
interview _people on_the telephone than in person. However, telephone interviews do
have several limitations: respondents are less likely to cooperate or to answer
personal or sensitive questions, and the interviews must be short. Telephone
interviews are somatimes used to contact a random sample of the students parents to
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ask them their views of the course and its ef_ects upon the students.

Ouea_t_ionnaires. Written questionnaires are probably the best method of
collecting survey data that includes any potentially sensitive information. They
are very commonly used in both large and small surveys.

Survey Des jgis

Or-701321_321y_irvea. In most surveys, information is collected at only one point
n time. Thus, if you intend to use a survey to measure the impact of a program or
reaction to a program, you should complete the survey after the program ends. To
measure the impact, you should collect information from both participants and
nonparticipants.

Panel surveys. In panel surveys, information is collected from the same group
of people at more than one point in time. This enables the researcher to measure
change in the people over time.

Surveys Versus Experimental Desjgns

Random_Assignments

In general, the distinguishing characteristic between an experimental des gn
and a survey is that an experiment includes the random assignment of people to
experimental and control groups and a survey does not. However, there are many
kinds of experimental and quasi-experimental designs and many kinds of surveys and
they can overlap. For example, one of the quasi-experimental_designs discussed in
the previous chapter did not include random assignment to experimental and control
groups and did include giving questionnaires_to experimental and control groups
before and after the program. This is identical to a panel survey in which
questionnaires are also given to experimental and control subjects before and after
a program. In other words, as yOu take away some of the characteristics of true
experiments and add to the characteristics of surveys, the two converge and what you
label them makes relatively little difference.

True experimental designs with random assignment can provide the most
compelling evidence about the causal impact of sexuality education programs. This
is a great advantage of experimental designs, but also a major burden. For example,
to evaluate a specific program with an experimental design, you may need to obtain
from the school authorities and the teachers involved their approval of the
evaluation, the experimental design, and the random assignment. You also need the
consent and cooperation of the students to be randomly assigned to the two groups
and to complete_one or more questionnaires. Finally, you may need permission from
the parents to allow their young people to participate in the program and the
experimental design.

In contrast, to administer a survey, you simply need the cooperation of the
respondents to complete one questionnaire and you may need the permission of the
parents for their students to complete the questionnaires. Obviously, completing
the survey is much easier and requires less control than the experimental design.
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A second major advantage of surveys is their much greater sampling flexibility.
When using an experimental design, you must administer questionnaires to the group
of people who participated in a program and preferably to an additional similar
control group as well. When conducting a survey, you can administer questionnaires
to many different groups of people, although if your goal is to evaluate the impact
of sexuality education programs, you must include in your sample some people who
have taken sexuality education and some who have not.

The flexibility inherent in surveys is_demonstrated In previous resear6=--
few studies have administered questionnaires_to all students in a high scW., ano
compared those who had taken sexuality education with those who had not.
studies have selected random samples of all teenagers in the United States an& then
compared those who had taken sexuality education with those who had not. Still
others have taken surveys of program participants, parents of program particapants,
and members of communities with new sexuality education programs.

Demonstration of_Cansality

The major disadvantage of surveys is that they cannot fully control other
relevant variables and thus cannot provide compelling evidence for the causal impact
of sexuality education programs. For example, a survey of high school students
might reveal that those students who have taken sexuality education have also been
more sexually active. However, this conclusion would not.necessarily result from
sexuality education courses causing greater sexual activity. Rather, it could
result from two other relationships: as high school students get older they are 1)
more likely to take sexuality education and 2) more likely to have become sexually
active. Thus, sexuality education would not have caused the sexual activity;
rather, it would have been caused by the third factor, age.

Although it may be possible to control for age statistically, other factors may
produce spurious relationships that could not be controlled for. For example,
students who choose to take sexuality education courses may be more.predisposed to
become sexually active or may be more sexually active even before taking the course
than students who do not choose to take the course. Unlike experimental designs,
surveys cannot control for such factors.

Surveys that are being used to measure the impact of sexuality education
programs in general have another major problem. Respondents may have participated
in numerous different-sexuality education programs, about which the researchers may
have little information. Including some questions in the questionnaire about the
quality and comprehensiveness of the programs would still provide insufficient
information about the programs.

Uses in DesigniuR and Evaluating r,rograms

Although surveys have serious problems they do have several important uses.

AmUming_liggAA

When educators design sexuality education courses, they frequently find it
useful to determine what the potential participants need by conducting needs
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assessments. This entails sending a sample of potential participants a
questionnaire with the following kinds of questions:

o questions about the background of the participants
lists of topics for participants to rate according to their importance to
the participants
open ended questions requesting additional topics that should be covered.

Sometimes educators demonstrate need by designing a knowledge test with questions
about facts that young people need to know, administering it to young people, and
then demonstrating that most of the respondents missed many questions.

Unfortunately, sexuality education programs are often controversial, and a
small number of vocal people may gave a misleading impression that there is a lot of
support or opposition to a program. To accurately determine the actual amount of
community support or opposition to programs, some educators have surveyed the
community.

When implementing such a survey, you should be sure to send questionnaires to
either all parents (or members of the community) or to a random sample of the
parents (or members of the community). You should also try to get a high response
rate so that the survey data accurately reflect community opinion. If only those
people who strongly favor or strongly oppose sexuality education complete and return
the questionnaire, then the data will be biased. Response rates of 80 or 90 percent
are excellent, but unusual. Researchers can normally obtain rates of 50 or 60
percent at most. If your response rates are lower than 80 or 90 percent, you should
try to determine how the respondents differed from the nonrespondents.

When assessing community opinion, you may find it useful to provide a list of
topics that might be covered in a course and then ask parents (or community members)
to indicate which topics should be covered and in which grades (5th grade, 6th
grade, etc.) they should be covered. If you are sending questionnaires to members
of the community in general, you may want to include a question asking whether they
have children in the school.

Assessjn Immediate Reaction to Pro

As discussed in the first chapter of this volume, formative evaluation provides
immediate- feedback to the instructors about Participants reaction to the
instruction. Such feedback is often very important, because it allows instructors
to immediately change or modify the course even before it has been completed. It is
also au important addition to verbal feedback, because it is anonymous.

An important way to obtain feedback from students is to adminiater..
questionnaires at frequent intervals throughout the course. These questionnaires
can contain the following kinds of questions:

_lists of different topics with instructions to rate the value of each topic
open ended questions asking students to suggest additional-topics
open ended questions asking students to suggest any kind of change or
improvement
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characteristics of the teacher with instructions to rate the teacher on
each dimension
characteristics of the classroom environment with instructions to rate the
classroom on each dimension
questions about how the students feel the course has or will affect them.

Questionnaires can be administered in class, distributed in class as homework,
distributed through other organizations, or mailed. However, as many teachers know,
if the questionnaires are not completed and collected in class, many people will not
return them.

ples are found in the appendix.

Assessing_ Parent and Community_ Reaction ams

Because parents have the opportunity to observe their children's behavior off
campus, they can provide an independent view of the impact of the program. One
approach is to send questionnaires to parents at the end of the program, asking them
about their reactions to the program. Such questionnaires should ask for the
following kinds of information:

amount of parental involvement in the course
amount of parental knowledge about the course
parents' perception of the effects of the course upon their children
degree to which the parents support the program
parents suggestions for any changes in the prog am (open ended question

Once again there are examples in the appendix.

Assess' Effec h- Pro- a

There are two ways to use surveys to assess the effects of programs. The first
is to administer questionnaires to people who have taken one or more programs and
also to people who have taken no sexuality education programs. This approach has
the disadvantages discussed above, especially the researcher's inability to control
relevant variables, and the lack of detailed information about the programs taken.

The second way is to administer questionnaires to students themselves and ask
them for their perception, namely, how they believe the course has or will affect
them. This method can provide some useful supplementary information. However, by
itself, it is not a valid method for several reasons. First, if students like the
program, they will claim that it had very positive effects even if it did not.
Second, the method relies upon the students' subjective perceptions, which may be
incorrect. They may believe the course will change their behavior, when in fact
their behavior will not change or would change anyway.

Conclusion

In sum, surveys can elicit u e ul information from different people during the
planning and revision of programs. They cannot provide the compelling data that can
be provided by experimental designs for the causal impact of programs, but they can
provide very useful supplementary information.



CTIAPTER.

EMPLOYING THE FUNDAMEN1AS OF QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

This handbook devotes considerable _space to the design and use of
questionnaires to evaluate sexuality education programs. There are three reasons
for this. First, most evaluations of sexuality education programs have used
questionnaires. Second, anonymous questionnaires usually provide the best method of
collecting new data on the numerous possible outcomes of sexuality education
programs. Third, other methods may not be feasible. For example, although a
programmay attempt to influence students social and sexual behaviors, you cannot
directly measure those behaviors outside of the classroom. Similarly, interviewing
is not only very time consuming, but sacrifices the respondents' andnymity and
probably the validity of the data as well. In sum, anonymous questionnaires are
usually the most practical way to obtain reliable and valid data on the effects of
sexuality education.

Different designs require different kinds of questions. For example, if you
want to measure the impact of the program upon the participants and are giving
questionnaires to the students only at the end of the program, the questions must
ask the participants how they believe the program has and/or will affect them. In
contrast, if you are giving questionnaires'to the participants both before and after
the program, the questions should measure their knowledge,_attitudes, or behaviors
so that you can comPare their pretest Scores with their posttest scores. Thus,
different designs require different kinds of questions.

Chapter 6 discusses questionnaires that measure participants' assessments of
the program, and that are best administered only at the end of the program.
Chapters 7, 8, and 9 discuss questionnaires that measure knowledge, attitudes, and
behavior, and that can best be administered both before and after the program.

Qliestionnaires

To develop reliable, valid, sensitive, and appropriate questionnaires, you
should complete the following steps:

1. niriehefeatetei measured.

Consider state guidelines, community standards, and sensitivities of the
students.

o Specify the number of questions needed to measure each feature and outcome.

2. Constr et the uestionnaire.

Review other questionnaires and select questions..
Select the best formats for the questionnaire (multiple choice quest us,
Likert scales, etc.).
Write or rewrite the questions.
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o Organize the questionnaire.
Review the questionnaire several days later.
Review the questionnaire for sensitivity.

Pretest the questionnaire.

Have other experts review the questionnaire.
Pretest the questionnaire with a few students.
Review the the overall distributions of answers.
Pretest the questionnaire with a larger group of students.
Analyze the responses to each question, and modity the questions if
necessary.

4. Assess reliahili y and validity.

Assess the reliability and validity of each question, and r- ove or modify
those questions with poor reliability and validity.
Hake sure the final distribution of questions and answers is acceptable.
Assess the reliability of the entire questionnaire.
Assess the validity of the entire questionnaire.

Dete inn the Im.ortant Features and Outcomes That Should B-

Chapter 2 strongly encourages you to develop the curriculum specifications and
the test specifications simultaneously and to develop both of them before
implementing the program. If you follow that plan, your program and your evaluation
will probably be consistent.

Unfortunately, many program providers follow a different developmental
sequence; they gradually develop and modify a program, then .decide to evaluate it,
and then specify its goals and objectives in order to conduct the evaluation. In
doing this, they risk specifying new and unrealistic or unfair goals, and basing the
evaluation upon these goals rather than upon the original goals of the program.
Then they lack congruence between the actual objectives of the program and the
objectives used in the eValuation. If, for example, knowledge tests measure facts
or content areas that are not emphasized in the classroom, the questionnaires may
underestimate the amount that the students learned. It is essential to ensure that
program and evaluation objectives are consistent.

Conside 'ons and Communit Values

When you are deciding.which features and outcomes of the program you wish to
measure and evaluate, you need to consider any regulations pertaining to the
administration of questionnaires to students. Although all states allow teachers to
administer knowledge tests about sexuality, several states and many school districts
have regulations governing the administration of questionnaires about sexual-
attitudes and behavior. Only a few distritts forbid such questionnaires, but many
place restrictions; they may require that parents have the opportunity to see the
questionnaires, that parental permission be obtained, or that school boards approve
tha. questionnaires. You should be certain to meet these regulations. If you fail
to do so, your evaluation and your programmay be endangered.

You should also consider the sensitivities of the students and the values of
the community. There may be some outcomes you should not try to measure because
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either your students or your community would find the questions offensive or overly
personal.

Bnecifyinz the_Number of Questions to Atilt in Each Area

After making final decisions about what features and outcomes you do wish to
evaluate and measure, you often need to decide approximately how many questions you
will need in order to measure each feature or outcome. For example, if you have
specified several different knowledge topics that should be covered, you then need
to decide how many questions you should ask in each area. Similarly, if you wish to
measure self esteem, you need to estimate the number of questions that you will need
in a selt esteem scale. Approximate numbers of questions needed for different kinds
of scales are discussed in Chapters 6-9.

For the first draft, develop a larger number of questions than you u timately
wish to ask in each area. During the pretesting some of the questions will probably
be unreliable, invalid, or unusable for other reasons and will be deleted.

Sometimes you may want to measure many program outcomes and may need to ask
more Questions than you can reasonably expect students to answer. If you have a
sufficiently large sample ef participants, then you can use matrix sampling, a
technique that_allows you to ask a greater number of questions and thereby measure
more of the salient outcomes without making any single questionnaire too long and
overburdening the participants. To use this technique, divide all the questions yeu
wish to ask into several different questionnaires. Then randomly divide your
respondents into the number of groups that you have questionnaires. If the groups
are completing both a pretest and a posttest, be sure that they complete the same
questionnaire on both.

Constructing theQaestionnaire

Figyikian, Other Questionnaires

Before designing your own questions and questionnaire, you should review
existing questionnaires. They can provide a useful pool of questions, some of which
may be appropriate for your evaluation and may also be-reliable and valid.

Some questions will stimulate ideas about additional questions;
Same can be modified to meet your own particular needs;
Same can be used as they exist.

However, when reviewing questions and questionnaires created by others, you
should remain-cautious for_several reasons. First, those questionnaires may not
have b-een properly designed. Second, questions which are valid for another
population may not be valid for your population because your program participants
may_differ, in age, in educational level, Or_in some other fundamental way. Or your
program may differ; it may haveemphasized different facts, attitudes, or behaviors.
-It is easy to use questions created by others, but not always appropriate.

A few questionnaires that have been carefully developed for the evaluation of
sexuality education programs are listed-at the end_of the appropriate chapters. In
the Appendix are questionnaires that we have used in our evaluation of sexuality
education programs.
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Yriting,and Orzanizing the Questions,

Writing good questions is an art at which most people improve with prac ice.
However, the following guidelines can help you avoid common errors.

Use a vocabulary that all the respondents can understand.
Use simple sentence structure.
Make questions as clear as possible.
Avoid double negatives.
Avoid any trick or misleading questions.
Make questions (especially attitude and behavior questions),
unidimensional: in any question, focus upon only one topic, attitude, or
behavior.

Poor: How often do you talk about sexuality 'th your friends and parents?

Bette-- How often do you talk about sexuality with your friends?
How often do you talk about sexuality with your parents?

Make sure questions are appropriately open-ended or closed-ended. Closed
ended questions provide all possible answers and ask the respondent to
select the best of the answers (e.g, "What is your sex? Male
_ _Female"). Open-ended questions provide a blank space and ask the
respondent to write the answer (e.g., "Describe something you liked about
this course.")

Organizing an entire questionnaire is also au art guided by these basi_c
p inciples:

Provide clear, complete, and concise directions.
Arrange questions so that they are easy to read (e.g., put each choice of a
multiple choice question on a different line).
Orgawize questions by fomat (e.g., all multiple cho ce quest ons
together).
Put easier questions first and more difficult questions last.
Put closed-ended questions first and open-ended questions last.

Keep the entire questionnaire short. If at all possible, a person should be
able to complete it within 20 minutes. Questionnaires for elementary school
students should take less time; questionnaires for college students can take more
time. If necessary, administer different portions of the questionnaire on different
days or use matrix sampling.

Analyze the responses to be sure correct re3ponses_form a random pattern.
Avoid several consecutive questions with the same answer. _For example, in a
knowledge test you should have no more than three consecutive multiple choice
Tuestions with the correct answer "a." Similarly, in attitude scales you should
avoid strings of items to which the respondent is likely to "Strongly Agree" or
"Strongly Disagree." If you discover such response sets, You should change the
order of questions or change the correct answers to questions.

Finally, avoid having a disproportionate number of questions with the same
answer. If you have a multiple choice test with five possible answers for each
question, then about 202 of the questions should have "a" as the correct answer,.
abonl 20% should have "b", etc. Having as many as 407; with the same correct answer
mey affect the respondents answe _ and may adversely affect the validity of the ,
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questionnaire.

Reviewing Tour draft. After you have prepared a draft of the questionnaire,
set it aside for several days, and then review it. Normally you will find that your
fresh look will give you new insights and enable you to make numerous improvements.

At this time, you should also review the questionnaire with the sensitivity and
values of the students and community in mind. Modify or remove any questions that
might:

offend the students
offend members of the community
inadvertently teach students incor ect information or promote improper
values and behavior.

In addition, if you intend to _ask questions about personal behaviors that, if
revealed, could harm the students, you should either not ask the questions or take
all reasonable precautions to ensu e that the information will remain anonymous.

Pretesting the_ -estionnaire

Evaluators have commented that the three most important tasks in writing a
questionnaire are pretesting, pretesting, and pretesting. Certainly pretesting is a
very important task that is not always fully completed. Our experience clearly
demonstrates that pretesting questionnaires uncovers confusion or other problems
that we could not have anticipated and thus greatly improves the final versions of
the questionnaires.

UsinK_Experts

When writing questions, have other sexuality educators or knowledgeable
professionals complete the questionnaire, examine it for clarity, suggest
improvements, and if it is a knowledge test, verify the correct answers.

Usirtg_A§MAll_gEgEP ofTMMEEL2ArliiREIRLA

In addition, administer the questionnaire to about 5-10 participants with
different skills and backgrounds.

Observe any problems that they have while taking the questionnaire.
Measure the time they need to complete it.
Diocuss each question on the questionnaire one at a time with them.

During these discussions, you should ask them how they interpreted each
_question and whether the questions contained needlessly difficult words, were clear,
or were too personal or embarrassing. Ask if there were any other sources of
confusion and how the questions could be improved. Such a process, if done
properly, can elicit numerous suggestions for improving the questionnaires.

At this point, it is important to administer the questionnaire to at least 30
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students. During the administration, you should observe any problems that the
students have with the questionnaire. Then score the answers and conduct an item
analysis.

Item analysis 'nvolves the examination of the responses to different questions.
Because it is particularly hmportant in constructing knowledge tests and attitude
scales, this handbook discusses item analysis in those chapters. However, an item
analysis is often useful with other _types of questions to determine whsther
questions were too difficult or were misunderstood, and whether questions should be
made more or less extreme. Be especially careful when using criterion reference
methods. Removing items or making them more difficult or easy may destroy your
criteria. For example, if you removed several ii:ems because they were difficult and
most people missed them, you maght erroneously conclude that students who
subsequently took the test had a sufficient grasp of the material.

If you are creating scales, you may wish to use factor analysis or other
statistical methods to select or improve the questions in the scales. This requires
a sample size of at least 50 and is fully discussed in Chapter 8.

Reliability is the consistency, replicability, or reproducibility of a
question, scale, or entire questionnaire. A reliability test measures how well you
are measuring whatever you are measuring; it does not measure how well you are
measuring what you think you are measuring.

To realize the importance of reliability, consider as an example an ordinary
bathroom scale that measures your weight. If you stood on it five times in quick
succession, and each time it gave you very different weights, you would consider the
scale unreliable.- On the other hand, if it gave the same weight each- timei you
would probably consider it reliable, although not necessarily accurate or valid.
Similarly, if you gave a group of students who were not in a related course a
knowledge test several times during a short period of time and they received widely
different scores each_time, it would not be reliable. If the students gavssimilar
answers each time, it would be reliable. More generally, if a questionnaire fails
to provide reproducible results, then it is not reliable and probably not useful.-
If it does produce reproducible and consistent results, then it is reliable and may
be useful.

The re lability of a questionnaire can be measured in several different ways.
Some methods are better for particular kinds of questionnaires than others.

TestRetset_RoliAbilitv

in the testretest method, as suggested by the name, the researcher gives the,
same people the _same questionnaire twice and compares the results of eaeh
adlinistration Two principles guide the time interval between the two
administrations. First, if respondents can remember their answers from the first
administration and simply repeat them diaring the second, the second administration
-would not-be-an independent measure of the phenomenon being measured. Therefore,
the two administrations must be sufficiently far apart. Second, if the phenomenon
being measured changes between the two administrations, the results would change
even if the test was reliable. Thus, the two administrations should be sufficiently
close together that the phenoumnon being measured has not actually changed. For
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many questionnaires, a duration of 2 weeks bet_een the two administrations is a
realmnable solution to these two conflicting principles. However, if the
questionnaire is a knowledge test, and if the students are covering in class the
material in the test, then 2 weeks is obviously too long. You should either shorten
the time interval, or give both the test and retest to a different group of students
not taking the course.

If you have a calculator with correlation or a small computer, an easy way to
compare the scores from.the first administration with those of the second is to
calculate the correlation coefficient between the two administrations. If etudents
who scored poorly on the first administration also scored poorly on the second, and
students who scored 'well on the first also scored well on the second, the
correlation coefficient will be high, and the test is reliable. Correlations in the
high .80s and 90s represent high reliability; correlations in the .70's and low
.80s represent adequate or fair reliability; and correlations below .70 reflect
poor reliability.

If you do not have a calculator with correlation ora small computer, then you
should visually compare each individual's pretest and retest scorea. If the scores
appear similar, then the questionnaire is probably reliable. Of course, inspecting
visually is much less precise than calculating a correlation coefficient.

Split-Half Method

In the split-half method, the researcher measures the same underlying
phenomenon twice, but this time measures it during the same administration with
slightly different questions. Thus, the questionnaire would contain two parts, each
of which would measure all the content_areas. In a knowledge test, for example,
each content area .could have two similar questions, one in each half. These pairs
of questions should be so designed that if particular students knew the answer to
one, they would probably also know the answer to the other. Then, instead of
comparing the two administrations of the same test, you would compare the two
di_fferent holveS of tho tont. Again1 an eaFy vey re mple.e thAs cf...por4Fon 4s to
calculate the correlation coefficient between the two halves.

Mu le-Item Method

The multiple-item method is actually an extension of the principles involved in
the split-half method. Instead of containing only two similar questions, the
questionnaire would contain several questions measuring the same thing. For
example, when measuring attitude toward premarital intercourse, a researcher could
,create a five-item scale_with each item or question measuring the student's
attitude, then compare all five responses from each student. Although it is not
possible to calculate a single correlation coefficient among three or more
questions,- an excellent statistic called Cronbach's alpha-does summarize the extent
to which all the questions presumed to measure the same phenomenon are interrelated.
Cronbach's alpha can be interpreted in the same way as a correlation coefficient to
establish reliability and can be found in standard statistical packages such as the
Statistical Package for tilg gocial Sciences.

Reliability and Criterion Referenced Measure

Some criterion referenced measures may have little variation in the answers.
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That is, many people may answer the question identically. When this occurs,
testretest correlations or multiitem reliability coefficients will be low even
when the items are reliable. Thus, contrary to the discussion above, when the
variation is low, you should not conclude that the item is not reliable, even if the
correlations are low. On the_other hand, if the correlations are high, you can
still conclude that the item is reliable.

Assessinz Validity

Validity measures how well you are measuring what you want to be measuring.
This ia in contrast to reliability which measures how well you are consistently
measuring whatever you are measuring. Return for a moment to the example of the
bathroom scale. If the bathroom scale iaactually a thermometer in disguise and is
measuring the room temperature, then it may-be reliable because it consistently
measures the same temperature, but it is not a valid measure of weight because it is
not measuring weight. More generally, questionnaires may be reliable but not valid.

Sy definition, you want your questionnaires to measure the phenomena that you
designed them to measure. Thus, the validity of questionnaires is very important.
When collecting evidence to demonstrate that you are in fact measuring what you want
to measure, you may find one or more kinds of validity.

Face Vialidit/

Face validity, the simplest and most direct kind of validity, measures the
extent to which a question obviously or "on the face" measures the desired concept.
The examples below have high face validity, because people will probably interpret
the questions as they are intended and will answer them honestly.

What is your sex?- Female

In what month were you born?

How often do you talk with your parents about methods of birth control?

Male

In contrast, the next examples have lower face validity, because they may be
misunderstood, may be difficult to answer, or may be answered dishonestly.

How many times each year do you have sexual intercourse?

How effective was the program? Very effective
Somewhat effective
Not at all effective

Some young people may not know the meaning of sexual intercourse, may not remember
how many times they had intercourse, or niay not be willing to answer the question
honestly if they think others may see their answers. Hence, their answers may be
invalid. The second question .may be invalid because people who like their
instructors tend to overrate the effectiveness of programs.

If_you.are including questions of a slightly more technical nature (e.g., self
esteem items), you can ask an independent professional such as a psychologist to
assese whether the items measure the desired concept.
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Because face validity can be overused and is not scientific, many texts reject
it as a serious type of validity. You should olaim your questions have face
validity only if you a -e certain of their face validity and have no alternatives.

Content_ Validity

Content validity involves the extent to which questions proportionately cover a
specified domain. To demonstrate content validity, you must demonstrate

that experts in the field have selected certain facts, attitu
behaviors that should be measured, and
that you are actually including questions on those particular facts,
attitudes, or behaviors.

It may be the most common type of validity that you will use, especially if you
are using criterion referenced methods. If you have followed the procedures for
developiAig criterion referenced methods and specified the important goals,
behavioral objectives, and necessary facts, attitudes, and skills, you should be
able to demonstrate a reasonably high content validity.

Content validity is most appropriate for knowledge tests and less appropriate
for questionnaires where different respondents may interpret items differently,
misunderstand items, or refuse to answer them.

Cri rion-Related VaLiditv

Criterion-related validity measures the extent to which you are measuring a
desired construct by independently collecting valid data on the respondents and then
comparing that data with their responses on the questionnaires. Because this method
involves verifying questions against known and valid data, it is probably the best
type of evidence for validity. (Note that criterion related validity is different
from criterion referenced methods. Although they have a common theoretical
underpinning, they are distinct and should not be confused.)

Criterion-related validity is difficult to implement in sexuality research.
Sometimes you can compare results from your questionnaire with results from another
questionnaire that is known to be valid. However, other than knowledge tests, few
questionnaires on sexuality have been established as valid for young people. Or you
might administer a questionnaire about use of birth control methods to young peopl,a-
in a clinic, and then compare answers on the questionnaire to their clinic records.
This camparison could serve to validate the questions, and then you could use the
-questionnaire independent with another similar population. However, such
opportunities are r,Qlatively rare.

The difference between predictive and criterion-related validity is simply a
matter of timing. In criterion-related validity-you compare your questionnaire
results with data collected previously or simultaneously from a different and valid
source. In predictive validity you use your questionnaire data to predict
subsequent behavior and then compare your predictiona with that behavior.

Be'cause of this similarity, predictive validity has the same advantages and
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disadvantages as criterion-related validity; it is a compelling method but very
difficult to implement.

Construct Validity_

Construct validity also resembles criterion-related validity to a considerable
extent. In criterion-related validity, both your questionnaire and the independent
source must measure the same concept. In construct validity, they measure two
different concepts that are theoretically related. That is, you hypothesize that
your questionnaire data will have certain kinds of relationships with other
constructs. If your hypotheses are supported by the data, then you can have greater
faith in both your hypotheses and the validity of your questionnaires. If your
questionnaire data do not support your hypotheses, then either your hypotheses are
incorrect or your questionnaires are not valid.

Validity checks may be performed in the following circumstances :

The two constructs may be correlated with one another. For example, you
might compare or correlate test scores on your sexuality knowledge test
with scores on a general intelligence test. Because they are measuring
different content areas, they should not compare or correlate perfectly.
However, because they both measure aspects of knowledge, they theoretically
should be somewhat related.

Different groups may be expected to perform differently on your
questionnaire. For example, you might hypothesize that freshmen would have
less knowledge about sexual activity and be less sexually active than
seniors. If your questionnaire measuring knowledge and activity supports
this hypothesis, then you have some evidence for the validity of your
questionnaire. On the other hand, if your questionnaire did not produce
the expected results, then either your hypothesis is incorrect, or your
questionnaire is invalid.

Your experimental group should perform differently on the pretests and the
posttests. If your questionnaire finds these results, then you have some
evidence for the validity of the questionnaire. If you find no change,
then either the program did not perform as you hypothesized, or your
questionnaires were invalid.

In order for construct validity to be compelling, your hypotheses should be
supported by established theory or data. That is, if others do not find your
hypotheses compelling, they will not find this evidence for validity compelling.
Moreover, you should not generate one hypothesized finding, learn that it was not
supported by the data, create a new hypothesis consistent with the data, and then
claim this as evidence for construct validity. The established hypothesis must come
first and-your test second.

Validity And CriterionReferenced_ Measures

If you measure criterion-related validity, predictive validity, or construct
validity, your assessment may be based upon correlation coefficients or other
statistics that need considerable variation. However, if-you are using criterion-
referenced questionnaires and have little variation in your data, then your
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correlations may show that the questionnaires are not valid, when in fact they are.
The reverse is not true -- if your correlations indicate that questionnaires are
valid, then they are. This is the same problem that also occurs when measuring
reliability.

Conclusion

Generally, you will find assessing reliability far easier than assessing most
kinds of validity. If possible, you should try to obtain evidence for validity.
You may, however, choose to do as many others have done and carefully follow the
major guidelines for creating reliable and valid questionnaires and then measure
their reliability but not their validity. _The numerous procedures described in this
chapter, especially those on pretesting, will definitely help produce reliable and
valid questionnaires.
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CHAPTEM

HUMMING PARTICIPANTS- ASSESSMENTS OF THE PROGRAM

This ampter discusses issues in designing questionnaires that ask participartto
to assess bath the characteristics of the course and its effects upon themselliSsi
Such questionmaires might be given at any time during or following the prograta arid
are particulemly useful for formative evaluations. Later chapters discuss issueS in
designing glue stionnaires to measure the actual effects of the program ..----
questionnaires that would be administered in pretests and posttests. This chaptee
assumes that you have read Chapter 5 on the fundamentals of questionnaire design,

If properly constructed and completed, program assessments can be more
sensitive thaua change data from pretests and posttests and can yield types of data
that cannot be obtained from pretests and posttests. If people reflect thoughtfully
about a progiraue and its impact, they can consider feelings and reactions to tbu
program that pretests and posttests cannot possibly measure, and they may recogpize
subtle changes in themselves that pretests and posttests are insufficientLy
sensitive to capture.

On the c)ther hand, program assessments by participants are also notoriously
unreliable and invalid. Participants who like the staff of the program typicalLy
rate all the characteristics of the program very positively. Participants who like
a course or program invariably indicate that the program had a greater and mot-e
positive imapvact upon them than the program actually had -- especially when *Re
program evaluLation is undertaken during the last part of a program when participants
may be particnalarly enthusiastic about the program.

Using Partici ants' Assessments

Consider ng the advantages and disadvantages of program assess ents, you ckn
profitably use them -on several occasions:

o You want to know the participants views on the different parts of tke
progm.am.
You Tomnt to ask questions (about the staff, particular topics, atmospher,
etc that other kinds of questionnaires do not measure.
You la.mnt suggestions for changes and improvements.

ev You want to makeimmediate improvements and cannot wait to compare pret
and poatteStS.
You were unable or failed to obtain pretest daZa.
You wenre unable or failed to obtain posttest data.
You have insufficient resources to-do more than a formative assessme-
the program.
You want to use more than one method of evaluating the program. 901
example, you want to compare self-assessment data with change data frow
pretests and posttests.
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WELLUIELSbsaWall

Nearly all the steps for writing questiosifthat .1re discussed in Chapter 5 also
apply to these questionnaires -- you shoultlAwiff the important features and
outcomes to be measured, construct the questimuire pretest it with other experts
and participants, and if possible assess its golisbilk=y and validity.

Your questions about the features of Negros Acciould include questions on the
following:

the program s ructure (the conveflieaeDf the taltime, duration, place, etc.
the staff and their skills
the topics covered
the class atmosphere (comtortable, boxing, pefoonal, etc.)
the interaction between the staff and partiQjLnts.

Your questions about the outcomes of progvm shotrld include measures of all
outcomes specified as important, if tlieBe can bcDe measured by this type of
questionnaire. In addition:

Include open-ended questions aboutthe vz laknesses of the program and
suggestions for improvement.

Avoid asking participants ques 1.Ms t _,y cannot answer correctly.
Participants may be able to a0SeSs hv the Vro=ogram has already affected
them; some respondents may be able teutimmitere how the program will affect
them in the short term future. Bowever,few Veigeople can accurately assess
how a program will affect them in IsterYesree

Allow for negative change as well.as pos,1 tive change. Too commonly
evaluators bias their results by pbrasingcluezions so that there can only
be improvement. Consider the folic/1111:1g exampLe. e :

Biased: As a result of this course, ovInuch i-.=learer are your values?

Unbiased: As a result of this c0ue
clear?

not at all clearer
slightly clearer
somewhat clearer

_much clearer

values less clear or morc

much less clear
less clear
about the same
more clear
much more clear

Use some open-ended queSti_ For mmple, you might ask the respondent
to describe any other effects of theprograA or to make other remarks.
Often such open-ended questions provlteavealthCh of insight and good ideas.

GI
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Choosing_ Response Catego= ies

A variety of different kinds of response catgories is available to evaluate
--the features and otrtcomes of the program. Table 6-1 contains examples of categories
-that can be used wi_th many different questions. Thee examples illustrate important
characteristics of wesponse categories:

Use responme categories that fit the questioma.
Use betweem four and seven categories. If ,--cou use fewer
lose detail. If you use more than seven people may
answering the questions and the additionl precision
real. If =be respondents are very young Ceg., 5 to 12
me,y have difficulty with more than 3 categores.

o Use categt)ries that allow for both positiv and
6, 7, and B).
Make the differences between adjacent categoies approximately equal.
If possihLe, use the same response categor- les for several questions. The
reader wilt have an easier time.

than four, you may
have d if ficu 1 y
gained may not be
years old), they

negative change (questions
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To Measu e Featu es

Exam-

Pro- ams

Table 6-1

Different Re onse Cate one

1. Did the teacher encourage students to ask
whatever questions they had?

strongly agree
agree
neutral
disagree

_ strongly disagree

2. Did the teacher show respect toward the students? _ none at all
a small amount

_ a medium amount
a large amount
a great deal

3. Did the students become uncomtortable when
sensitive questions or topics were discussed?

4. Was the teacher enthusiastic about teaching
this course?

To Measure Outcomes of F o ams

your opinion of the overall progr

Did the course make ycm less likely or more
likely to think sericuP,ly before having sex
in the future?

7. Did the course make your social life better
or worse?

almost never
sometimes
about half the time
usually
almost always

not at all
slightly
somewhat
very

very poor
poor
average
good
excellent

much less likely
less likely
no change
more likely
much more likely

much worse
worse
no c hang e

better
much better

8. Because this course do you now respect yourselt a lot less
less or more? a little less

no change
. a little more
a lot more
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CHAPTER 7

DESIGNING KNOWLEDGE TESTS

Many people, especially teachers, are accustomed to writing knowledge tests to
grade students in the classroom. However, knowledge tests that are used to assess
the knowledge of individual students relative to one another may not be the best
knowledge tests for assessing the change in knowledge of a group of students over
time. Moreover, many knowledge tests are quickly prepared, contain ambiguous
questions, and lack a reasonable reliability and validity.

To develop a reliable, valid,and sensitive knowledge test, you should complete
the basic steps described in Chapter 5:

Determine the important areas to be measured.
o Construct the test.

Pretest it.
Assess its reliability and validity.

This chapter discusses special issues to consider when applying those basic
steps to knowledge tests and assumTs that you have carefully read Chapter 5.

U5iTExj9tjflZ KnowLedge Tes t s

As discussed in Chapter 5, existing tests can provide a useful pool of
questions, many of which may be valid if they came from carefully constructed and
tested questionnaires. However, there are only a few tests that have been carefully
developed. (References to them are at the end of the chapter, and a knowledge test
that proved useful in the evaluation of several different programs is at the end of
this volume.) If you do use existing tests, be sure that they focus upon those
specific facts and knowledge components that you should be measuring.

Selectiog_formats

The many different formats for knowledge questions that are widely used are not
equally good. The section below briefly discusses them in order of preference. Of
course, not all test designers would rank formats the same way.

Some topics lend themselves to formats that are inappropriate for other topics.
Similarly, students vary as to which formats they handle best. Thus, you may want
to use a mixture of formats. For example,to test knowledge of body parts, you may

. .want to combine multiple-choice questions with diagrams requiring labeling.

Multiple Choice

Some multiple choice questions include a stem (the first part of an incomplete
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statement) followed by several possible answers (that complete the statement).
Other multiple choice questions include a direct question with several possible
answers.

For most purposes, well constructed mu iple-choice questions are the best
format. They have many advantages:

Their multiple possible answers reduces the impact of guessing.
If created properly, they have one and only one correct answer (which may
be "None of the Above" or '%.11 of the above."
Most students are familiar with the format.
Multiple-choice questions are relatively easy to answer.

o They are easy to score.
They can cover a wide variety of topics. Contrary to popular opinion, they
can also cover major substantive points as well as specific facts.

The main disadvatage with multiple choice questions is that their incorrect answers
may inadvertently teach students incorrect information. This problem can be
minimized by reviewing the test after its final administration and by emphasizing
that multiple choice questions contain answers that are plausible but incorrect. In
general, multiple choice questions have few of the disadvantages that characterize
other formats.

Alternative Response

.An alternative response question is_a_multiple-choice question with only two
possible answers. For students with very limited reading and cognitive skills, the
alternative response format may be more valid, because it requires less reading and
is less complex.

A disadvantage with this format is that simply by guessing, students will
answer correctly half of the questions. This is especially a problem if you wish to
rank individual students. It is much less of a problem if you are comparing a large
number of students over time, because you will then be comparing mean scores; if the
group is sufficiently large, the number of students who guess many questions
correctly will be balanced by those who guess many questions incorrectly. At any
rate, more questions must be asked to obtain meaningfpl data.

True/Faise

True/false questions are best for measuring knowledge of topics that are
unequivocally right or wrong. Often they can test knowledge about specific facts
with few yords and thus require minimal reading time. Moreover, if properly
constructed, they are not complex and do not confuse readers.

However, few topics in sexuality are based upon important facts which are
clearly right or wrong. This produces several problems. First, creating a
statement that is clearly right or wrong is very difficult.- You may-believe that a
statement is clearly correct when in fact, it 's not. For example, the statement
"All people can catch an STD" may be intended as a true statement that counters the
common-myth that only certain types of people can catch an STD. But the statement-
is not true for those people who will never have any sexual activity, who live in
remote:areas of the world that are devoid of STD, or who are involved in mutually
monogamous relationships.
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Second, people may answer some true/faise questions correctly because they are
not informed about possible exceptions or factors which make the issue more complex.
Some may miss the question because they are informed about the exceptions and
greater complexity. Further, in an effort to make true/false questions clearly
right or wrong, test designers may add modifiers or phrase a statement in such a
manner that someone ignorant about the true answer could guess the correct answer
from the language of the question.

Finally, true/false questions have the same problem as alternative choice
questions; namely, students will guess half of them correctly. This problem can be
reduced by adding a third option, "Don't Know," and/or by telling students that they
will be penalized for guessing. The number of incorrect answers could be subtracted
from the number of correct answers, while unanswered questions or questions answered
"Don't Know" are not counted.

Matching

This format can be an efficient method of asking several questions with similar
kinds of answers. Names of body parts, for example, could be matched with their
functions. However, for several reasons matching is not recommended as the primary
format in a knowledge test. First, it limits the kinds of questions that can be
asked. For example, all the answers in the right hand column must have a similar
format (one word answers, parts of a diagram). Second, the contents of the right
hand column must also be homogeneous. For example, if the left hand column needs a
date and there is only one date in the right hand column, then the two can be
matched without knowledge of the correct answer. To prevent this, numerous dates
must be included and this limits the kinds of questions that can be asked.

Fil in-the-Blank

This fo mat has two flaws. First, determining whether or not some ans ers are
correct can require experts, which is costly. Second, some answers may be
technically correct, but may not be the desired answer. For.example, the question
"Columbus discovered America in ?" can be answered with "1492," "a boat," "the
Santa Maria," or "a state of desperation." Sometimes the most informed students are
more likely to provide nonstandard but correct answers. Thus, the person who scores
such_ tests must be knowledgeable about the material and must be prepared to give
credit to nonstandard answers.

Label the Figure

Asking students to label the parts of a figure or diagram may be the only
reasonably direct format for assessing certain types of information. Moreover, this
format is commonly used by teachers in earlier grades and thus most young people are
familiar with it.

Figures have two disadvantages; they can test only one kind of informati n, and
they must be scored by people familiar with the material.

Essay

Although essay.questions may be useful in no al classroom use, scoring essay
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questions from many students on pretests and posttests is too imprecise, too
difficult, and too costly. Thus, this format is not recommended for evaluation of
knowledge changes.

Selectin e NumJ Lons in Each Co ent Area

After determining both the important content areas to measure in your knowledge
test and the question format(s), you need to determine the number of questions to
ask in each content area. As a basic rule of thumb, you should ask between three
and five multiple choice questions for each content area. However, other rules also
apply. If you have defined-your content areas very broadly, then you may wish to
ask a few more questions in each area. If you have defined them narrowly, you
should ask about three questions. If you have defined many content areas, you
should reduce the number of questions in each area to avoid making the test too
long. If you are using question formats that are easier to answer than multiple
choice and in which guessing has a greater impact, then you should ask more
questions. For example, true/false questions are easy to answer and guessing plays
a more major role; you should include more of them. Kirkpatrick (1981) suggests
that one multiple choice question is about equal_to three true/false questions.
However, you probably do not need to ask as many as 15 true/false questions in any
single content area.

Writing Questions

Writi g good questions is an art, and consequently increased practice improves
that skill. However, there are numerous guidelines that can help people-avoid
common errors.

Questions in Auy Format

Ask questions about the most important facts, not about trivia.
Make sure one and only one answer is correct.
Use a vocabulary that all the students can easily understand (unless,
course, you are testing vocabulary).
Use simple sentence structure.
Avoid trick or misleading questions.
Be sure that questions are independent, that answers to one quest on do not
depend upon correctly answnring another question.
Avoid double negatives.

Multiple Choice Questions

Include as much of the necessary information in
Make the possible answers as short as possible.
Include three to five possible answers.
Make-all of the possible answers-plausible.
Avoid over-using "All of the above" and "None
tend to confuse students.
Avoid having "All of the above" and
answer more than half the time they are
Avoid overly complicated possible answe

the stem as possible.
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of the above" bec,zuse they

"None of the above" be the correct
included as possible answers.
n like "a and c above."
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Alternative Res onse and True Falke_gutA.t7_ -ions

Be sure one answer is clealy botz=ter than another.
Avoid words which tendto make statements false ("all," "always, "none,"
"never") and words which tend tO make statements true ("sometimes," "under
some conditions," and
Limit statements to a single idea=_.
Avoid negatives.

Matching Questions

Keep the content homogeneous.
Keep the number of itemsnmli.
Have more answer choices that' statements unless an answer can be used
twice.
Arrange the answers_ in a logical =manner, if possible.

Reviewin he Se.uence of Correct A

It is easy to inadvertegly hau.v.re several consecutive questions or a
disproportionate number of question with the same answer. To correct this, list
all the answers and then reorderqueatins, reorder answers within multiple choice
questions, and/or modify the questims.

An item analysis can greatlyinTrove the test's quality and can be an important
step in its construction. To conduct an ume_tem analysis you must administer the test
to a group of people. Ideally,the gtc=,up will include 30 or more people and will
resemble the participants in theceurse both before and after the participants
complete the course. Then the analysis fir7s1 two major steps.

Anal ze the Distribution of Aflswrs to Each luestion

Observe both the level of difficuly of each question and the number of times
that each response to a questionischoseL4 as correct. If a question is so easy
that most (about 90%) of the pople an_swer it correctly, that question will be
useless in measuring change betweentha pr=etest and the posttest. Easy questions
should be removed or made more difficult, unless you are using criterionreferenced
tests.

Conversely, a question thg is so difficult that very few people answer it
correctly may not help distinguidnmong s.--;Itudents nor measure increases in knowledge
over time. If the percentage ofpeoplo correctly answering a question is close to
chance, then that question is toodifficIsmalt. For example, approximately 50% of
students will correctly answer a true/falaz.e question simply by guessing; if only 60%
of the students can answer it correctl_y, it is too difficult. Similarly,
approximately 25% of students will correc_ztly answer a multiple choice question with
four possible answers; if only 351of the students actually answer it correctly,
then it is too difficult. If youare not --using a criterion referenced test and if a
more reasonable percentage of student0 will not answer it correctly,efter the
course, then you should remove oroclify i t.
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Although questions that are either too easy or too difficult should sometimes
be removed or modified, the entire knowledge test should contain questions with a
rather wide range of difficulty. Lord (1952) provided a widely used chart for the
ideal level of difficulty of different kinds of questions:

IYRE-91JOMELLIg AYIEEE.t_giELLILU
(Percent Correct)

5-choice multiple choice 70
4-choice multiple choice 74
3-choice multiple choice 77
True/false or alternative response 85
Matching or completion 50

Of course, this chart is only a guide and not a strict criterion that should be
rigorously followed. Although all questions should not be far too difficult nor far
too easy, questionnaires can deviate significantly from this guide and still be
valid.

As indicated above, you should also observe the number of times that each
incorrect answer is selected by the students. If students never or rarely choose an
incorrect answer in a multiple choice question, then that answer should be replaced
by another incorrect but more believable answer. If students too frequently select
an incorrect answer, the answer may be unfairly misleading and you should examine
it.

These guidelines for finding and removing or modifying questions that are too
easy or too difficult are important if you wish either to rank individuals or to
measure change over time. However, if you are using criterion.referenced methods
and if your purpose is to ascertain the percentage of students that meet specified
criteria both before and after a program, then it is important NOT to remove or
modify items simply becEe items are too easy or difficult. If you did so, you
could destroy the criteria that you or experts carefully constructed and reach
incorrect conclusions about the knowledge of the students. For example, if you
removed all knowledge questions that everyone answered correctly, then on .later
administrations of the questionnaire you would incorrectly believe that students
were less knowledgeable about that topic than they actually are. Of course, the
converse is also true -- if you remove all questions that everyone misses, then
later you would incorrectly conclude that the students had performed better than
they actually had.

BALILII_AmIlvgg_She Reliability _of Each e st io n

If the knowledge test is reliable, students who score higher o4
more.informed about the content areas than students who score lower,
high scoring students should be more likely to answer any question Litan
should low scoring students. If low scoring students tend to answer a question
correctly and high scoring students tend to miss it, then the question may be poorly
worded and unreliable or invalid, and you should consider improving it.

There are two ways to assess whether high scoring students are more likely than
low scoring students to answer a question correctly. The first method is simpler if
you do not have a computer or do not understand correlation. However, it is
adequate but not quite as elegant as the second method.
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Separate the 25% of the questionnaires with the highest total scores and
the 25% of the questionnaires with lowest total scores from the remainder
of the questionnaires.

2. For each of these two groups of questionnaires, calculate the number of
correct responses to each question.

For each question, calculate the mean o_ the high scorers and the mean of
the low scorers and compare them.

If more high scorers answered a question correctly than low scorers, then the
question is probably reliable. If more low scorers answered a question correctly,
then the question may be unreliable and you should examine it and possibly modify or
remove it.

The second method is easier and more valid if you have a computer and
understand correlation. Correlate the correctness of each question with the overall
test score. That is, correlate whether or not question 1 is correct with the total
test score; then correlate whether or not question 2 is correct with the overall
test score; etc. If the correlation between a specific question and the total test
score is high, then students who answered that question correctly also scored well
on the entire test, and the question is reliable. If the correlation is low, then
the students who answered that question correctly were low scorers on the other
questions, and the question is probably unreliable.
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DESIGNING QUESTIONNAINES TO HEASURE ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND FEELINGS

Attitudes_about sexuality are important for at least two reasons. Some, such
as self esteem (positive_attitude toward_ oneself), we value intrinsically. In
addition, a person's attitudes may significantly affect bow he or she behaves. For
example, a person's attitude toward contraception may affect his or her current or
subsequent use of contraception.

Many activities in sexuality education classes are directed toward attitudes.
Some activities may attempt to promote basic values such as the dignity of all human
life or the immorality of using physical force in sexual relations. Others attempt
to help students clarify their own and their families values about such issues as
premarital sex and contraception.

If your program has goals involving attitudes, values, or feelings, you should
not rely on simply measuring the program's impact upon knowledge or behavior,
because changes in knowledge mey not lead to expected changes in attitude or
behavior. Likewise, changes in behavior may not lead to desired changes in attitude
or feelings. Thus, you should measure your program's impact on any attitudes,
values, and feelings that your goals address.

You should, however, be cautious. There is a large body of literature that
demonstrates that attitudes are poorly related to behavior and that many other
factors play a far tere important role. Very general attitudes are especially
poorly related to behavior; attitudes specific to particular behaviors are more
highly related to those behaviors.

To develop reliable, valid, and appropriate scales and quest onnaires for
measuring attitudes, values, and feelings, you should complete the basic steps
described in Chapter 5:

Determine the important attitudes, values and feelings to be measured.
Construct the scales and questionnaire.
Pretest the questionnaire.
Assess the reliability and validity of each scale.

This chapter discussea special isnues to consider when measuring attitudes and
assumes that you have carefully read Chapter 5.

Selectin ant Attitude s and Values to Measure

Commonly when deciding which outcomes to measure, you select those which are
both important and have a reasonable chance of occurring. However, when measuring
attitudes, you should consider both the values of the community and the needs of the
ntudents. Just as some communities are very much opposed to teaching specific
values, so others are very much opposed to measuring personal values. Members of
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the community may feel that measuring certain values may suggest to the students
that alternative values are acceptable.

You should also consider the privacy of the students. Before trying to measure
sensitive and personal attitudes or values, you should be certain that
questionnaires will remain anonymous or confidential.

On the other hand, if people opposing your program have claimed that it
destroys cherished values, then you may want to measure these attitudes or values in
order to determine whether your program has affected them. In such cases, you would
be measuring important values that you hope are not affected by the program, not
just values that you hope are affected.

Using Stale' _onstructed by Others

Psychologists have constructed innumerable scales to measure attitudes and
other psychological traits of_individuals. Some of these scales, especially those
that are mhre psychological (e.g., self esteem scales) may be useful to you as they
exist, or they may evoke creative ideas of your own. However, you should be careful
using them.

Relevancy: Some scales may have titles that appear relevant, but if you
examine the actual items or questions, you will find that they do not
measure the concepts that you wish to measure.

Reliability and validity: Look for scales that have reliability and
validity coefficients in the 80s or higher.

Appropriateness: Many scales are designed for adults and are too difficult
or inappropriate for young people. Their reliability and validity may be
high for a different population, but low for yours. Sometimes you can
modify the scales slightly (e.g., lower the vocabulary level) and thereby
make them appropriate.

At the end of this chapter are references to potentially useful collections of
existing scales.

Selecting theBent _Scalns

All scales summarize an attitude with a single number or score. Because
attitudes frequently range-over a broad continuum, a scale must also have a range of
possible numbers; otherwise the scale would not be sufficiently precise.

You can obtain these scores by asking a single question or a series of
questions. However, there are several reasons to use more than one item and to
combine the scores. First, each individual item is likely to measure partly the
desired concept and partly other undesired factors. For example, some people tend
to agree with items regardless of their content; thus, the first item in Table 8-1
would measure not only students self esteem, but also their tendency to agree.
Other respondents may partially misread an item or focus unnecessarily upon some
part of it and.answer it differently than you intended. Providing_several items and
designing the items properly minimizu these undesired factors and increase both the
reliability and validity.
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Table 8-1

A Likert Scale to Measure Self Esteem

Overall, I am satisfied with myself. Strongly Di agree (1)
Disagree (2)
Neutral (3)
Agree (4)

__.Strongly Agree (5)_

I feel that I have many good pe onal Strongly Disagree (1)
qualities. Disagree (2)

Neutral (3)
Agree (4)

_Strongly Agree (5)

I feel I do not have much to be -Strongly Disagree (5)--
proud of. Disagree (4)

Neutral (3)
IAgree (2)
Strongly Agree (1)

4. I wish I had more respect for myself. Strongly Disagree (5)
Disagree (4)
Neutral (3)
Agree (2)

Strongly Agree (1)

5. At times, I think I'm no good at all. Strongly Disagree (5)
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Second, an attitude or feeling may have a number of different aspects, and you
may want to summarize them. For example, attitudes toward premarital sex are
usually quite complex; most people are not simply for or against premarital sex.
Their attitudes depend on the circumstances: age, sex, maturiA:y, degree of
closeness to the partner, and other factors. Asking several questions and
summarizing them in a single score increases the likelihood of obtaining a reliable
and valid score.

If you are measuring a relatively unidimensional attitude, value, or feeling,
then you should use about five items in your scale. If you're measuring a more
complex attitude, then you should use more items, but rarely more than 12 in a
single scale.

Likert Scalee

Likert scales are the most popular type of scale to measure attitudes, values,
and feelings. Likert scales are based upon the idea that people's attitudes,
values, and feelings typically have both a direction (for or against) and an
intensity (neutral to strong). Table 8-1 provides an example of a Likert scale that
can be used to measure attitude toward aelt (selr esteem). Many other examples are
in the Attitude and Value Inventory in the appendix. They all demonstrate a number
of important properties of Likert scales.

Disagrepagreeresnonseet. All Likert items include a statement and a set of
responses_that range from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Thus, they measure.
both the direction and _the intensity of the attitude. _Sometimes evaluators label
the middle category "Undecided" instead of 'Neutral" or omit the middle category
altogether to force respondents to side either for or against something. In
general, you should not foree people to make such a choice unless you have a
particular reason for doing so.

Strong items. If you use neutral or bland items, everyone may agree and then
you have obtained relatively little information. Thus, strongly worded items will
be more informative. On the other hand, if you are using criterion referenced
methods, strongly worded items may specify a higher criterion than you believe is
necessary.

Positive and_neRative items. In the table, the first two items are positive
-ems; greater agreement with the item means more selr esteem. The last three items

are negative items; greater agreement with them means less self esteem. When
respondents answer numerous consecutive positive questions, they tend to give less
.attention to each item and to give the same answer to all the. questions. These
sequences of_identical answers are called response sets. In contrast, when some
items are positive and others are negative, respondents tend to read them more
thoughtfully and to give more accurate And valid responses. Moreover, some
respondents have a predisposition to:agree or disagree.with items. Including both
positive and negative items wi11 reduce the effects of this predisposition. In sum,
to reduce response sets and to improve the reliability and validity, include both
positive and negative items.

Scoring Likert,scales. At the right of each response in Table 8-1 is a number
in parentheses that represents the score for each response. This score gives
information about both the direction and intensity of the attitude. Because the
direction of items 1 and 2 is the reverse of the direction of items 3 to 5, the
numerical scores assigned to the categories are also reversed (see the numbers in
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parentheses). With scores on items 3 to 5 reversed, 1 indicates a strong and
negative eelf esteem and 5 represents a strong and positive self esteem. With these
scores, you can simply add (or find the mean) of each individual's scores. In this
example, a total score of 25 (or a mean of 5) would represent the highest possible
self esteem; 20 (or a mean of 4) would still represent high selt esteem, but with
less intensity; 5 (or a mean of 1) would represent the lowest possible self esteem.

Rating_ Scales

Rating scales are another popular method of measuring attitudes. Their
greatest advantage is their flexibility. You can %lee each ques ion as a separate
scale or combine several questiona into multiitem scales. Rating scales can
measure attitudes or feelings about a wide variety of phenomena such as dating,
premarital sexual behavior, birth control, the oppoaite sex, interaction with
parents, family regulations, clarity of values, and clarity of long term goals.
Note that you can use them both to measure the respondents attitudes toward some
phenomenon (the first example below) and to measure the respondents' self assessment
of their attitude toward some phenomenon (the second example below).

I-1
W W

W IBI

W 0 M0 W
co

Z

How often should people use birth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

control if they do not wish to have
children at that time?

How strongly do you feel that people 1 2
should use birth control if they do not
wish to have children at that time?

Rating scales have several impor ant traits:

4 6 7

AbourA to.7 categoriee. If you have fewer than five categories, you may
unnecessarily lose detail. If you have more than seven categories, the respondents
may have difficulty choosing a category. Furthermore, the apparent additional
specificity may be misleading.

Labels _at_the ends of the.continuum. Specify the continuum and tie down the
end points by giving the end categories labels. If it is easy to do so, you should
also give labels to other categories. Be sure that the apparent distances between
adjacent categories and labels are equal.- Also be-sure the end labels are
reasonable enough for some people to choose; that is, avoid extremes that no one
will choose.
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Scoring. For singleitem scales, simply use the numerical scores. If you have
multiitem scales, score them the same way you score Likert scales, being careful to
reverse the scores of any negative items.

Semantic Differential Scales

Another popular kind of attitude scale, the semantic differential, also
involves ratings of feelings about a concept (Table 8-2). Semantic differential
scales have the following characteristics:

Table 8-2

Semantic Differential Scale Used
to Measure Attitude toward Contraception

Directions: Indicate your feeling toward contraception by reading the pair of words
on each line and quickly checking the line that best indicates your feeling. If you
have no feelings about contraception, check the middle space. If your feeling is
more similar to the word on the left, check a line closer to the word on the /eft.
If it is more similar to the word on the right, check a line closer to the word ou
the right. AnSwer once and only once for each pair of words.

good

wrong

responsible

fair

strong

Ineffective

cold

dirty

bad

right

irresponsible

unfair

weak

effective

warm

clean

Adjectives and antonyms. Each scale specifies a particular concept and then
contains a series of adjectives and their antonyms that might describe the concept.
Any set of adjectives and their antonyms can be used, provided, of course, that they
have some relevance to the concept in question. The adjectives and their antonyms
are separated by either five or seven underlined spaces.

Random.nrder of adjeotives. When creating a scale, randomly order the side on
Which the positive adjective is presented. For the same reasons discussed about
Likert scales, avoid havtng all positive words on one side and all negative words on
the other.
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Because the semantic differential forces people to choose between single
adjectives, it best measures general impressions rather than specific, complex, or
detailed attitudes. Specific attitudes are measured better with a Likert scale.

Scoring. Semantic differential scales may be scored similarly to Likert
scales. Assign each line a number, with I always representing the most negative
attitude and 7 (or 5) representing the most positive attitude. Then add the scores
for all the lines, or find the mean of all the scores.

Previous research has demonstrated that many adjectives are highly related to
three basic and independent dimensions: potency (how powerful or effective),
activity (how active), and evaluation (how good or bad). Consequently, the semantic
differential is good for measuring broad, general feelings about something, but is
not good for_measuring specific attitudes or attitudes that do not primarily involve
potency, activity, and/or evaluation.

Behavioral Intentions

Behavioral intentions questions are specifically designed to better predict
behavior. Evaluators often attempt to learn how people do or would behave in
sexualityrelated situations by asking about attitudes. For example, consider this
question which measures a general attitude but not an intention:

Two people who do not wish to have children
and who have sex should defin4tely use same
form of contraception.

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Attitudes, however, do not always accurately predict behavior. Other factors
such as norms, habits, peer pressures, economic factors, personality factors, and
special circumstances also influence behavior. Thua, evaluators ask questions about
what respondents believe they would actually do in a given set of circumstances.
Research demonstrates that this type of question better predicts behavior than
questions asking about a general attitude. Consider the following example:

If you knew that you w- e going to have sex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
this week, how likely is it that you would
use some form of contraception?

This question is clearly more behaviorally oriented than the earlier one and would
probably better predict behavior. Thus, it will probably better evaluate the impact
of a program upon behavior than would attitude questions. Remember, however, that
even questions about behavioral intentions cannot always accurately predict
behavior, especialiy in the area of sexual activity among adolescents. For example,
many adolescents who believe that they will act responsibly when sexually involved
do not do so when they actually become involved.
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A disadvantage of these questions_is that combining several different questions
into a single score is sometimes difficult, although you can describe different
situations and find the average of these scores.

Other Kinds of Scales

Psychologists have developed several other kinds of scales that have been
commonly used: Thurstone scales, Guttman scales, and various sociometric scales.
This handbook does not explain them because they are substantially more difficult to
develop than the scales described above and thus are not recommended. However, you
can read about them in the reference books listed at the end of the chapter.

Construetin and Pretes he Scales

Reliable and valid scales are surprisingly difficult to coectruct. A question
or item that is very.clear to you may have very different meanings for the
respondents. Thus, it is especially important to follow the steps described in
Chapter 5 for constructing and pretesting questionnaires.

In addition, if you are creating multiitem scales and have a computer on which
you can easily obtain correlation coefficients between different items, follow the
procedures below. If you cannot easily obtain correlation coefficients, you should
seriously consider using existing scales that have been properly validated.

All the items in a scale should measure the same trait and consequently, should
be highly correlated with one another.

Step 1: Create about tw ce as many items as you need for each scale.

Step 2: Administer the questionnaire to at least 50 and prefe ably 100
people.

Step 3: Ca culate the correlations between each pair of items in each
scale. For example, if you wrote 20 items for a scale, find the
corr.alations between each of the 20 items and the other 19 items.

Step 4: Examine the correlations for each scale and throw out those items
which are poorly correlated with the other items. Keep only those items
that are highly intercorrelated. Be sure that you keep the correct number
of items needed for your scale. For example, if you want a scale with 8

ems, keep-the 8 items that have the highest intercorrelations.

If yOU do not have enough items that are highly intercorrelated, then
improve the items, add to them, and repeat this entire process.

Step 5: Review your final selection to make sure it includes a balance of
positive and negative items.

This examination of the correlation coefficients can be improved and simplified
by emproying factor analysis, but you should attempt this only if you already have a
basic understanding of factor analysis. Steps 1 and 2 would be the same.

Step 3 For each scale, one at a time, run a factor analysis on the items.
Either limit the number of possible factors to one or allow more factors,

cIY
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but prevent rotation. The items with the highest factor loadings on the
first (or only) factor should be the items that best measure the desired
attitude.

Step 4: Throw out those items with the lowest ratings. If several i ems
have similar ratings, you can throw out the poorest items and repeat the
factor analysis. If several items still have similar ratings you can
employ other criteria for keeping items (e.g., apparent face validity).

Step 5; Review your final selection of items to make sure it has a balance
of positive and negative items.
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CHAPTIkR 9

DESIGNING QuESTIONNAIRES TO MEASURE BEHVIOR AND SKILLS

Many educat tonal programs are ultimately concerned with influencing long term
behavior. Courses may focus upon knowledge, but the supporters of the course often
hope or believe that improved knowledge will subsequently itprove decisionmaking and
behavior. Many sexuality education programs have as explicit or implicit long term
goals:

the increase in communication with parents
the delay of sexual activity
the reduction of unwanted pregnancy
the reduction of sexually transmitted diseases,
more generally, the improvement of social and sexual relationships.

If your program either explicitly or implicitly has goals regarding behaviors, then
you should measure its impact upon these behaviors.

Sexuality educators are often concerned with several different components of
behavior:

the amount and/or frequency of individuals' behavior
the skillfulness or effectiveness of their behavior
the individuals' feelings about their behavior.

For example, consider communication between two people about sexuality. Your
program and your evaluation may be concerned with 1) whether any communication took
-place, and if it did, how frequently and for how long, 2) whether the participants
used important communication skills, and it they did, how effective the
communication was and 3) how comfortable the participants were.

ccuisider the use of birth control methods. The program and
evaluation may be concerned with 1) how frequently birth control methods were used,
2) how effectively or properly each method was used, and 3) how comtortably and with
what-feelings participants -obtained and used a method.

The previous chapter discussed methods of measuring att tudes and feelings
about different behaviors. This chapter focuses upon methods of measuring the
amount and the effectiveness of the behaviors. This chapter assumes that you have
carefully read Chapter 5 on the fundamentals of questionnaire design and that you
are following its major steps for constructing questionnaires:

Determine the important behaviors to be measured.
Construct the test.
Pretest the questionna e.
Asen its reliability and validity.
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Determining the Important Behaviors to Be Measured

Social and Political Costs and Benefits

Despite the obvious need to evaluate the impact of programs upon behavior, all
of us doing research in sexuality education need to weigh carefully the costs and
benefits of doing such research. We need to compare the potential costs to the
student respondents, to the program, and to the community with the potential
usefulness of the information we collect.

Costs to the students. When Kinsey conducted research in sexuality, he took
great care to insure that the anonymity of the information he collected was not
breached. He interviewed people individually and anonymously, coded the answers
directly with a code that few people know, and kept the coded data in a safe that
only a few could open. However, sexuality education programs have difficulty
maintaining such rigid controls. When students complete questionnaires in
classrooms, when questionnaires are collected in class and/or sent through the
mails, and when keypunchers keypunch the data, some of these safeguards are lost.
Even if you take all reasonable precautions, no set of safeguards Is foolproof.

If only a few people conduct research, then the chances of confidential
information being released remain small. When many researchers aik thousands of
students to complete sensitive questions, then the chances substantially increase.
Therefore, when making a decision about whether to ask a sensitive question,
seriously consider the cost of some student answering that question honestly, some
other students seeing the answer, and the reputation of that person being affected.

Costs to the program and the community. Any question about sexuality may
offend some people, but questions about individual sexual behavior are more likely
to evoke a negative reaction from parents or concerned community groups. If you
obtain appropriate approval from school boards or other boards, if you notify
parents and obtain their approval, and if you follow the other steps described in
Chapter 11 on administering the questionnaires, then the chances of a negative
reaction from parents or the community are greatly reduced. Nevertheless, you
should still consider the possibility of negative reaction and 1) be able to justify
the need for each question and 2) be sure of strong administrative support based on
careful review of the instruments.

Quality of_the data. The validity of questions on sensitive 4exual behaviors
may be lower thabe validity of other questions. This, of course, will depend
greatly upon the age and experience of the students you-re evaluating. When you
decide which behaviors to measure, you should consider the quality of the data and
the actual benefit of that data to you if it is not valid data.

Aspects of Behavior That Can Be Measured.

There are at least three different aspects of any behavior:

The number of times the student engages in the behavior
The skill with which the student engages in the behavior
The comfort level the student feels during the behavior.

Often more than one of these may be important and should be measured.
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rCpsstructing the Questionnaire

Confidentiality and Validity of Behavior Questions

A major problem with questions about sexual behavior is that students may not
be willing to answer them honestly and thus they may be invalid. However, you can
reduce this source of error by following the suggestions below in your questionnaire
design and by following the guidelines in Chapter 11 when administering the
questionnaire.

Prin- -ueations on_on _one aideof_the a This reduces the ease with which
other people can see previously answered questions. If you print questions on both
sides of the page and if_the pages are stapled together, then other people can more
easily see previously .printed pages facing up.

Sar_v_sansi_t_ive_-tqiest_. If sens tive questions are
grouped separately, then others can-More easily see them and may be more empted to
look at someone else's questionnaire. In particular, sensitive questWns should not
be separated at the bottom of the last page.

Prevent completion time from Predicting sexual activity. If a questionnaire
has many questions that must be completed only by those who are sexually active,
then students may believe that students who finish the questionnaire first are not
sexually active and that those who finish last are sexually active. You should
prevent this by 1) having all students read and answer all questions or 2) including
many insensitive questions in the questionnaire.

Use the random_response_techninue. The random response technique is one method
researchers have used to get a better estimate of sensitive behaviors while
absolutely assuring anonymity. As an example, suppose you have two identical
glasses filled with water to the same level. You know that the temperature of one
glass of water is 40 degrees and you wish to know the temperature of the other
glass. Rather than measure it directly with a thermometer, you could add the
contents of one glass to the other and measure the temperature of the combined
tontents. If that water is 50 degrees; you could conclude that the water in the
unmeasured glass had been approximately 60 degrees.

To use the random response technique to evaluate a sexuality education program,
you should give all respondents two questions, a .sensitive question and an easy
question, that have the same possible responses. (yes or no, a Likert scale, etc.).
Each respondent.then uses a random method (perhaps the flip of a coin) to-determine
which question to answer. Thus, no, one except the respondent can know how any
particular respondent answered any sensitive question, becaLe no one knows whether
that respondent even answered the sensitive question. Por example, you could ask
the students to answer one of the following questions yes or no, depending on their
.toss of the coin:

Heads: Question A: Were you born between January and June?
Tails: Question B: Have you ever had sexual intercourse?

No one knows whether the student who answers yes is talking about a birthdate or a
sexual experience. However, the alternative questions were designed so that the
frequencies of answers to both the sensitive and the alternative questions could be
determined. The researcher, knowing the probability of students getting heads or
tailS, and the probability of students being born during the first 6 months, an



stati- ically determine the frequency o: exual intercourse in the group.

In the example above,

(1) (2)
answering '5,es") ( answering que o_(% born between Jan and June) 1-

(4) (5)
(% answering question B) % having had sex)

The answer to term I comes from the data. If a coin is flipped to determine whether
Question A or Question B was answered, terms 2 and 4 are both .5. If half of all
people in your class were born in January through June, then term 3 is .5. With
simple algebra, you can find the answer to term 5, which is what you really want to
know.

This method requires 1) considerable additional work and 2)- rather-large sample
sizes. However, if you have reason to suspect_that respondents are answering
dishonestly because of fear of exposure, you may wish to use this method.

Using Other Techniques for Enhancing Validity

Make_vocabularv_clears and_ unamb'guous.. In the area of sexua ity, many wo ds
are poorly defined and should be either clearly defined or avoided.

Poor: When did you become sexually involved?
Better: When did you first have sexual intercourse?

Use appropriate rasponse_cate2ories. If the behavior you're measuring is
discrete, then ask for a frequency of that behavior during a specified time period:

How many times did you have sexual intercourse during the last month?

If the behavior is not discrete, then provide appropriate response cAtegories:

When you talk about sexuality with your
-girl/boyfriend,- how often do you listen
to her/his feelings?

almost never
sometimes
half the time
usually
almost always

Include-"DoesNotAPPJY_" asaresponse category. Many behavior questions may
not apply to all respondents. To avoid confusing the respondents, be sure to
include "Does Not Apply" as a possible response in all appropriate questions.

Make tems unidimensional. Too frequently researchers include questions that
ask about two separate phenomena in one question:

Poor: How often do you have discussions about sexuality with your
parents and friends?

Better How often do you have discussions about sexuality with your
parents?
How often do you have discussions about sexuality with your
-friends?
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Write oues_kons_that_Atudsnts_can Answer accurAlglI. Research in many fields
strongly indicates that people poorly remember_their own past behavior. The more
frequent the behavior, the poorer our memory of the frequency. For example, we may
easily remember the one time we have gone to Europe, but we may not be able to
remember how many movies we went to in the previous year. In general, questions
should deal with recent information:

Poor: Row many times_ did you have sexual intercourse during the last
year?

Better: How many times did you have sexual intercourse during the last
month?

Avoid or modify_leading_ouestions. When measuring sexual behavior, you may
want to ask many questions with socially desirable answers. You should either
rewrite the question so that its social desirability is not so obvious or eliminate
the question altogether because it would be invalid.

Poor:
Better:

Poor:

Better:

Do you ever discuss anything about sex with your parents?
Last month did you discuss sexuality with your parents?

Last month how many times did you have
without using any form of birth control
Last month how many times did you have
How many times did you use some form of

exual intercourse

exual intercourse?
birth control?

Allow students to ski. '-relevan _nestions. Many sexual behaviors are
hierarchial -- a student who has never kissed someone has probably never engaged in
petting; an individual who has never engaged in petting has probably never engaged
in intercourse. This hierarchial principle can be used to have respondents skip
questions which.a e inappropriate and may embarrass them.

Question 35: Have you ever kissed a girl/boy?

If no, skip to Question 40.

Question 36: Have you ever had sexual intercourse?

Question 40: How often do you go to the movies?

If you use skip patterns, you risk students concluding that some students are
sexually active (because they completed all the questions and took longer) and
-others are not (because-they skirped many questions and finished quickly).
Therefore, use this technique sparingly.

Createe e versions of the .uestionnajre for males and females.
Administering only one version of a questionnaire is often easier than administering
two versions. Nevertheless, if you want to ask wAles and females different
questions, Or if you want to avoid the awkwardness of terms like "boy/girlfriend,"
then you may want to consider having male and female versions of the questionnaire.
Different versions may also increase confidentiality.
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Measuring_ Skills and Effectiveness

It is often very difficult to measure either skills or the effectiveness of
using those skills. In particular, it is difficult to measure communication,
decisionmaking, or other interpersonal skills with questionnaires. A number of
people have tried and have not been fully successful.

One partially successful approach is to ask questions about frequency: how
often has the respondent actually used_the various important components of
communication, decisionmaking, or other interpersonal skills. For example, to tap
decisionmaking behavior, you could ask questions about the frequency with which
students consider alternatives, obtain additional information, weigh the outcomes,
and take responsibility for the outcomes. This was the approach that we used in our
evaluation. A scale based upon this approach is included in the appendix.

Another approach is to focus upon the last event of a particular type and ask
numerous questions_about that event. For example, if you are trying to measure the
effectiveness of using a particular birth control method, you could ask several
questions about how respondents used that method on the last occasion. If
sufficient time has passed, you can even ask whether the woman became pregnant.

If you are-giving questionnaires to a small number of students and can
carefully score answers to questions, then you might consider writing scenarios,
asking the students to describe the factors they would consider in making a-
decision, then scoring the answers. Such questionnaires must be carefully pretested
and the judges who are doing the scoring must do so blindly; that is, they should
not know which questionnaires are pretests and which posttests or which belong to
the experimental or control groups.

Pretesting the Questionnaire

When you pretest the questionnaire with a small group of students, you should
focus your questions on their perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions:

Were they comfortable answering the questions?
Do they think other students would answer the questions honestly?
CoUld the questions be reworded so that they would be less sensitive, yet
still measure the same behaviors?

o Which questions did they feel were especially likely to elicit incorrect,
socially desirable answers?
Row could those questions be reworded?

Assessing Reliability and Validity

The reliability and validity of behavior questions may be reduced by several
factors, namely, the respondents':

fear of being exposed
reitmtance to admit even to themselves that they had engaged in some
behaviors
feelings of guilt about some behavior
reluctance to remember or focus upon past and painful experiences
desire to boast and enlarge upon their sexual activities.
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Thus, assessing reliability and validity of behavior questions is particularly
important.

Assessing Reliability

The best method of assessing reliability is the test-retest method. You should
administer a questionnaire to the students on two different occasions about 2 weeks
apart. Some kinds of sexual behavior are sporadic and change daily or weekly. If
students are having sexual intercourse, for example, that behavior probably varies
considerably from week to week. To measure the test-retest reliability of questions
about sexual intercourse, you should probably administer the questions only a couple
of days apart.

Other methods of assessing reliability are not likely to be effective, because
you cannot ask several slightly different questions about the same behavior and have
the respondents answer them independently. For example, if you ask several slightly
different: questions, all of which seek to measure the amount of sexual activity the
previous week, the respondent will probably recognize their similarity and answer
them all the same. Thus, the answers will not be independent measures, and you
cannot use split-half or multi-item methods of reliability.

However, you may be able to examine the internal consistency of different
questions. For example, you might include the following three questions:

Have you ever had sexual intercourse?

How many times did you have sexual intercourse during the last month?

If you occasionally have sex, how comfortable are you getting same form of
birth control? (Include "Does Not Apply" as a response.)

Numerous combinations of possible answers would not be appropriate. For example, if
the respondent said that he had never had sex, but had sex four times last month,
and that the last question did not apply, then one or more of his answers must be
invalid.

Assessim_Validitv

As indicated in Chapter 5, assessing the validity of behavior will probably be
difficult. Occasionally you can obtain evidence for different kinds of validity.

Face validitv. If your questions a e truly clear and straightforward, and if
the respondents are willing to answer them honestly, the questions may have
considerable-face validity. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, face validity is
the weakest kind of validity and is especially weak if the respondents may be
reluctant to answer sensitive questions.

Crite ion_ va_l_idi_tv. Criterion validity is the best form of validity, but you
cannot obtain it for many behavior questions. Occasionally you can obtain
criterion-validity on contraceptive use by obtaining independent data from clinics
or other contraceptive sources in the area and comparing 'this data with the
questionnaire data. Sometimes you can also compare student data on communication
with parents with parent data on communication_with their teenagers. However, if
the parents data does not support the students' data, you don't know whether the



parenta data or the students data or both are invalid.

Construc.t_validitv. Oft2n you can hypothesize that different groups of people
will engage in different behaviors. For example, freshmen should engage in less
sexual behavior than seniors. This enables you to use construct validity in many
cases. Unfortunately, freshmen and seniors are very different in many ways and thus
the mere fact that freshmen have reported less sexual activity than seniors does not
provide good evidence for the fact that you are measuring what you want to be
measuring.
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CHAPTER 10

SELECTING A SAMPLE

In research, a population is defined as the collection of people (or other
phenomena) that are of interest. The first step in evaluating sexuality education
or any program Is to define the population of interest. If you want to generalize
to all teenagers, then the population is teenagers. If you are solely concerned
with those teenagers in a particular geographical area or in a particular school,
those teenagers form the population of interest.

In many cases, the population is too large to study in its entirety and a
portion of the population, called a sample, is studied in order to make inferences
.or generalizations to the total population. Therefore, the second step is to decide
whether to evaluate the entire population or to select a sample. If the population
is small -- for example, if a school program has been given to only 100 students --
questionnaires can be given to the whole population. If thousands of students have
taken a program, querying the whole population may be too costly or time consuming
and you can save time and effort by carefully selecting a sample of students to
participate in the evaluation.

Two factors determine the overall quality of the sample: Its size and Its
randomness. Both are important. If the sample is perfectly random bat very small,
you cannot generalize to a larger population. For example, if 1,000 students
participated in a sexuality education program and if you interviewed or gave
questionnaires to only 10 of the students, you could not meaningfully generalize to
all 1,000 students because the 10 students might have special qualities that make
them different.

Similarly, if the sample is very large but not random, the results may not
represent the to_al population. For example, researchers in a major study of
sexuality once collected more than 100,000 questionnaires, but their sample was not
chosen randomly, so that in spite of their enormous sample size, their results
cannot be used to make meaningful inferences to any larger population. A random
sample of only 500 respondents would have been more useful.

Selecting a Sample _Size

Other things being equal, large samples are better than small samples for two
reasons: they decrease the amount of error caused by sampling and they increase the
power of the test. Both of these are discussed below. However, they also cost more
and may be more difficult to obtain. Thus, when selecting a sample size, you need
to consider the amount of acceptable sampling error, the desired power, the
feasibility, and the economic and social costs of samples of different sizes.
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Sampling Error_ andPower

Whenever you take a sample,_you_introduce a certain amount of sampling error.
For example, if you toss a fair coin 10 times, you will not always get exactly 5
heads and 5 tails; often you will get 6 heads and 4 tails, 4 heads and 6 tails or
some other combination. Similarly if you have 1,000 students in a high school and
randomly select 50 for a sexuality education class and another 50 for a control
group, the two groups will probably not be identical even before the course begins;
one of the groups is likely to be slightly brighter, more sexually active, or be
different in some other way. The difference between the two groups is caused by
sampling error.

If you select 50 students for both the control group and the experimental
group, the difference between the two groups will probably-be less than if you
selected only 2 students for each group. This illustrates the general principle
that larger samples tend to have less sampling error.

Reducing sampling error or its possibility will reduce the probability that you
will make either of two errors. By increasing your sample size, you become less
likely to erroneously conclude that the difference between an experimental and
control group (or between the pretests and posttests) is due to the program when in
fact it is due to sampling error. Assume, for example, that the mean number of
correct answers on a knowledge test administered after a program is 85 for the
experimental group and only 80 for the control group. If there are only 2 students
in each of the groups, this difference might have been caused entirely by the
differences in the students before the program began. .Concluding that the program
had caused the difference would be wrong. In contrast, if you had randomly assigned
50 students to each group, this difference is less likely to have been caused by
sampling alone, and you are less likely to_ reach an incorrect conclusion. Thus,
with a larger sample, you can be more confident that a difference is actually caused
by the program and not by sampling error.

Conversely, increasing the sample size decreases the probability that you will
incorrectly decide that a difference between the experimental group and the control
group is not significant when in fact it is. In the example above with two students
in each group, you might have incorrectly decided that the difference in mean test
scores was entirely due to sampling error when in fact it was caused by the program.
However, if you had had 50 students in each group, you would probably have
accurately concluded that the program was effective. Decreasing the probability of
this type of error is called increasing the power of the test.

Statistical principles demonstrate that you can be 95 percent certain that
sampling error will be less than or equal to: ( .96)(standard deviation)/(square
root of the sample size).

Error 1.96 standard deviation

Lfir

For example, if the standard devia ion is 5 and your sample is 100, your sample
estimate of the mean will be within (1.96)(5)/10 or .98 of the true population
mean.

-Standard deviations are measures of the extent to which the scores are spread
out. They are more fully discussed in Chapter 14. However, even when you:

_understand standard deviations, you cannot know what the standard deviation of- the-,-
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data will be until you have collected the data, and of course it is too late to
determine the sample size at that time. Thus, you have to make an intelligent
guess. You can improve your estimate by observing the standard deviations in
previously conducted studies or by asking consultants. One helpful hint: if you
have a dichotomous variable that is scored 0 and 1, the maximum possible standard
deviation is .5.

Normally, you would choose an acceptable error, and then calculate the needed
sample size. Using simple algebra, the formula above becomes:

sample size = ( (1.96)(standard deviation)/(acceptable error

That is, you should:
1. Multiply 1.96 times the estimated standard deviation.
2. Divide this product by the acceptable error.
3. Square this quotient.

2

If you have a dichotomous variable and your estimated standard devia on is .5, and
if your acceptable error is .1, then your sample size should be:

((1.96)(.5)/(.1))2 = 96

As you can see from this formula, larger samples sizes produce less error than
smaller sample sizes. However, increasing sample size carries diminishing returns.
-Once the sample size is very large, further increases have only a small effect upon
sampling error, for the amount of error in the sample statistics is inversely
proportional to the square root of the sample size. For example, if you increase
the sample size by a factor of 4 (e.g., from 100 respondents to 400), you will
reduce the error in sample statistics by a factor of only two.

Although the formula above gives you the proper sample size for a spec fied
amount of error, many evaluators simply use general guidelines for sample Size.
These are presented below.

Sample Size Comments

25 This size is about the smallest size that warrants doing
statistical research. Effects of the program would have
to be rather large to obtain statistically significant
results.

100 This size is substantially better than 25 and is commonly
worth the additional effort to collect and analyze the data.

200 This size is about the largest that warrants additional
effort unless the evaluation is a major project being
completed with great care.

1000 This size is necessary for national studies of major
significance and requires substantial funding.
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Feasibility

Sometimes it is not possible to select a sufficiently large sample; the number
of people in the program may be small and thereby limit the sample size; you cannot
obtain the names or addresses of previous participants; parents, school boards, or
other bodies will not provide their consent; participants will not agree to
participate; or other very practical matters will limit the sample. These problems
are especially likely to arise when you wish to administer questionnaires to a
control group that has not participated in your program.

You need to consider all these potentially limiting factmrs in advance and
surmount them as best as you can. Those factors that can not be surmounted should
be described in your final report.

Social and Economic Costs

If the number of program participants and other similar factors do not limit
the sample size, then you need to consider the social and financial costs of
increasing the sample size. Although the gains from incrieasing the sample size
diminish with increasing sample size, many of the costs incruse proportionately.
Doubling the sample size may well double the cost of copying the questionnaires., and
the person_ hours required to complete, code, and keypunch the. questionnaires. It
may also double the risk of students seeing the confidential alaswers of other
students. The person and computer time required to analyze the data van probably
also increase, though not proportionately.

In sum, your selection of a sample size should reflect all these factors.
Although the optimal sample size will vary from one study to another, the._
guidelines provided above may be helpful.

Improving the Ransiomness of a Sample

A sample is considered random if some method that is completeay unrelated to
any characteristic of the population is used to select the sample.. For example, if
yoU listed all the names of the students in the population of interest, selected
each name one at a time, and flipped a coin to determine whether to include that
person in the sample, you would create a random sample. If the sample is large
enough, the students in the sample should have characteristics very similar to the..
entire population. However, if your.population of interest is everyone in a school,
and you selected a sample by specifying everyone in study hall, the sample may not
be representative, because it would exclude all students who do not come to study
hall: students, for example, who are on work programa and students who are-.
preparing for college and do not have time to take study hall. Such students might
be affected by a sexuality education program differently than others. Thus, the
study hall sample could bias any conclusions drawn about the i;a:pact of the program
upon the en ire school.

There are several methods of randomly selecting students. One of the best is
to.determine_the desired sample size, assign everyone in the population a number,.
and then using a table of random numbers in a statistics book, select students one
at a time until you have the desired sample size. Another good way i.se to determine .

the desired sample -size, divide the -population by that number tes determine "p",
arrange all names in alphabetical order, and then assign every pth person on the
_list to the sample. For example, if the population has 2,000 people and you want-a-.
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sample size of 200 peopl , you wc=.uld select every lOth person.

Randomly selecting indivi *duals is often not feasible because it requires
calling students out °Ideas. Another method is to administer questionnaires to
all the students in each of a ra=eclom sample of classes in the school. The risk here
is the same as in the study h.1.l example above; you must be sure the sample of
classes is representattve of tIML-ie total population. The sample should include
proportionate numbers of studnts according to intelligence, racial background,
grade level, popularity among pers, etc.

Imprving the Response Rates

When researchers try to ceeollect information from a specified sample, they
normally are unable to collect awe desired information from all the members of that
sample. For example, if they mail a questionnaire to a sample of people, the
addresses of some of the envelops may be incorrect. Some of the people may fail to
complete and return the queatTonnaires. Others may not treat the questionnaire
seriously, and answer questions i_ra a flippant manner so that the questionnaire must
be discarded. The percentage of members of the originally specified sample that
provides usable infortnatton is d-±ined as the response rate.

You should try to obtain s high a response rate as possible, because a high
response rate will help you obtai. xi a sample size closer to your desired sample size.
Even more important, a high respe.onse rate will help maintain the randomness of your
sample. If your response rate is_ unexpectedly low, you may not have enough people
in your sample, and even more Amportant, the people who do not respond may differ
significantly from those who d-do respond and thereby bias your analysis. For
example, people who fooled aro-vind during the sexuality education course may have
learned less and may be leas like ay to return mailed questionnaires. Thus, if your
response rate is low, you night 1.racorrectly conclude that your students learned more
than they actually learned. NA_ternatively, students who were initially less
knowledgeable about sexuality may have learned the most, and these atudents might be
less likely to return the questionaire. In this case, if you got a low response
rate, you might incorrectly co-waelude that your students learned less than they
actually did. The important poin: is that your sample should be a random selection
of the people in your eopulatioa and if many people fail to return, questionnaires,
you may not know how thie will afect your analysis.

Respon,e rafes of SO or 90 percent are considered very good to social science
research. Ween questioorlaires ar mailed to people, the response rates are more
commonly around abotit 50or KU percent. Responses rates lower than that are
generally unacceptable.

When you administer questi_ onnaires to a captive group, you abould get usable
information from most or all of t.ie group. However, if you send questionnaires home
with your students or threugh the rmil to parents or other members of the community,
there are several ways to increas a response rate that might otherwise be low:

Telephone the responderis or send them a notice in advance indicating that
they will be receiving a dequestionnaire in the mail and that it is invortant
for them to complete and --eturn it.
Offer to share eetth them -.or publish the results of the survey.
Make all correspondence aid the questionnaire very professional.

o Ask a principals school 1=loard, or some other respectable person or group to
endorse the study.



Send a followup questionnaire .or postcard or both to th.ose who do not
respond. (If the qu.estionnaire is ums_monTmous. you must provide a separate,
return postcard indicating hey have completed armd mailed the
questionnaire.)
Telephone those who do not respond

When your response rates are low, you should determine as best as you can how
your respondents differed from the nonrespomm_dents. This is difficu.lt because by
definition you do not get the questiortna _res from the nonrespondInts. However,
there are still tvo approaches you can fo1lo-m.7. First compare the chsaracteristics
of your completed sample with characterisics of the population. For example, if
most of your completed sample is of one rac . but most of the popuLation is of a
different race, tlien there ts a bias; or if most of the sample consits of seniors,
but most of the students in the course are am="phmores and uniors, Oxen there is a
bias . Second, make a greater eftort tow obtain information frovi:a some of the
nonrespondents and then see if they differ from the respondents. For example,
carefully obtain information from about 10 o 20 noriresponding studemts, and see if
they were more likely to have dropped out of school, to have become p=egnant , or to
have done something else which would bLa your dnta. If they simply moved away
because their parents changed. employment, thri this might not be a & ignificant or
important bias.

When people evaluate sentuality educati=*ma programs, they typicalLy select first
a program, then a sample of participants, and then evaluate the impact of the
program upon those patticipants. If the program is successful, the evaluator
probably writes and successfu lly publishes aims. article- Others then rend the article
and conclude that sexuality education i successful. If the p=ogram is not
successful, the evaluator probably does not ite and publish an arti.cle to inform
others about the program-s lack of suceen. Or, if the evaluator does write the
article, journals may be relu.ctant to pub litank it. Stich inconsisten.cy produces a
bias in the literature: only successes published and read. 'this bias can be
reduced by randomly choosing n sample of pro=ams and then publishing the results of
those programs regardless of whether they m.re found to be successful. Of course,
this requires the cooperation of a journa.1 to pu.blish negativie results or
nonf indings .

Referene
Kish, §aiLysz_avjtijm. New York: Wiley, 1965.
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UNAPTMil

ADNIISTERING QUESTIONNAIRES

Few methodology texts provide guides to administering questionnaires, but our
experience has clearly demonstrated that poor administration can completely
invalidate good questionnaires and destroy-the evaluation. Thus, administering
questionnaires properly is just'as important as constructing them well.

Obtainin Approval

Because sexuality is a_sensitive and controversial topic, it is often important
to obtain approval to administer the questionnaires from parents, school officials,
human subject review boards, and/or other appropriate organizations. There are
several reasons to obtain this approval. First, parents should have the right to
prevent their children from reading and answering sensitive questions about
sexuality. Similarly, school officials and teachers should also have the right to
prevent children in their school or classrooms from completing questionnaires on
sensitive subjects. Several people who have evaluated sexuality education programs
in this country have learned this principle the hard way. They failed to obtain
appreval from parents and school personnel, and when their work was discovered, the
evaluations were scuttled. Obtaining approval in advance would probably have
prevented such a drastic consequence.

Second, obtaining approval prior to administering questionnaires can help
prevent potential abuse of sensitive data. Very rarely, if ever, do researchers
abuse the collection of sensitive data, but obtaining approval may add safeguards
the researchers overlooked.

Finally, approval should be obtained in some places because it is required by
law or governmental regulations. In California, for example, parental consent must
be obtained before-sensitive questionnaires are given to students. Similarly,
federal regulations require that various kinds of approval if federal funds are used
in the evaluation.

In our experience administering thousands of.questions to students, 99% of
parents.gave permission, less than 1% denied their permission, and none complained
at any later time. To obtain permission from parents, write them a letter including
the following:

The rationale or need for the information and the study.
An accurate summary of the questionnaires.
A statement of approval received from school boards or o her official
groups.
A summary of special pro edures that will be followed to ensu e
voluntariness and anonymity.
A statement of appreciation for parental support.



Experience has indicated that it is not necessary to send the entire
questionnaire home to parents.. Doing so may needlessly raise questions. On the
other hand, if any parents wish to see the questionnaire, they should certainly be
given that opportunity.

At the same time, it is essential to provide an accurate summary of the
questionnaires. If the questionnaires include questions about sexuality or
behavior, the letter to the parents should state this. If the letter to the parents
does not accurately describe the questionnaires, parents will have the right to
complain. If the letter accurately describes the questionnaires, parents will have
no reason to complain and will probably not do so. Some evaluators have made the
description more concrete by including an example or two. In sum, if the letter is
well written and its information is accurate and valid, then most parents will
provide their consent.

Selectin a rest Administrator

Methodologists differ over the question of whether to have a teacher or some
other person,administer the questionnaires. If_teachers administer and see the
test, they may either consciously or unconsciously "teach to the test." For
example, they might cover some of the facts asked on a knowledge test immediately
prior to the test and thereby bias the results of the test. In addition, the
teacher's very presence may bias the students, particularly when the students are
being asked to rate the teacher or the class. If the study is evaluating several
different classes w4th different teachers, having a single skilled test
administrator give all_the tests will ensure that the administration is the same in
all the classes and avoid the risk that one or more teachers will fail to properly
follow the directions, assure anonymity, arumer questions about the test
appropriately, etc.

On the other hand, there are also reasons for having the teacher administer the..
testa. First, just as students often treat a regular teacher with more respect than

.

a substitute, some students will-treat a questionnaire far more seriously and answer,
the questions more reliably if the teacher, instead of an unknown person,

,

administers the questionnaire. Second, some students will answer honestly.someH
sensitive questions only when the teacher has gained their trust andA,a,
administering the questionnaire. Third, teachers who have considerable knowledge
about sexuality may be better able to answer questions about the test...than .a test
administrater who is .not knowledgeable about the field. Finally, employing a te.a
administrator each time a questionnaire is being administered maY simply be-too
costly.

In sum, the researcher needs to consider the pros and cons and the individual'.
abilities of both teachers and others to administer the questionnaires. In some
tuations, a compromise may be the optimal solution. Especially when trust is an,
issue, the teacher can emphasize the need to complete the questionnaires-carefully-
and explain that responses will be_ anonymous, and an _independent skilled test,
administrator can then actually administer the questionnaires and ensure that the,:
correct procedures are followed.

Selecting_Dates

When employing an experimental or quasi-experimental design, the researcher
will typically want- to administer the questionnaires-at the-beginning of -the program



(pretesta)i st the end of the program, and possibly several months or even years
after the program (posttests).

._Timing of pretests is important. Especially for questionnaires containing
sensitive questions -about behavior, the researcher may want to delay administering
thSpretest until considerable rapport has been established between the students and
the-teaaher. For. .exaMple, if the program lasts an entire semester, the researcher
:might administer the questionnaires at the end of the first week. Such delays are
-feasible when the program lasts several weeks or longer and when relatively few
topiCs-ate covered during the 'first few days.

-SiMilarly,.posttests may best be given earlier than the close of the program.
For example, if the program ends . near the end of the semester or the academic year,
then thefirstposttest should be given'about a week before the end.- During the
last days of a semester or .school year, students are excited;.they are ready to
leave school and have vacation; they have many other tests. Consequently, they are
less ..likely to answer questionnaires carefully and validly. Again, this
coniiderition applies only-to long programs.

A'2-Bu-J1 Coo erat -on
Because of the personal and sensitive nature of some of the questions,

students' cooperation in completing questionnaires must be entirely voluntary.
Assure them, both in the written questionnaire directions and verbally during the
instructions, that they are not required to complete any questions that make them
uncomfortable. If the questionnaires are administered as part of a class, emphasize
that their decision to skip part or all of the questions will not affect their
grades.

On .the other hand, the results of the study will be more valid if a large
percentage of the selected participants do complete the questionnaires. Thus, you .

shOuld encoUrage(but not pressure) students to participate and should stress the
importance. of their participation in the study. You can do this by emphasizing that
their answers may affect future programs.

XnamLing.AlignYmitY

The.. personal and sensitive nature of.the questionnaires requires that they be
truly -anopyious. No one (including you,. the AdMinistrators) should know

. who
:Completed:specific questionnaires. To this end, describe all'of.the following steps.:
before.yeu give.students. the questionnaires. Disc:Us-sing the steps _before:
'distribu.ting the questionnaires will no.t only help them follow the steps, but will
slso 6ssurs.them that anonymity is being treated very seriously.

Physically separate the students so that no Student can see the_responses'
of*anyother student. Separating students may require rearranging desks or
using:.a larger. room. Neither teachers nor test administrators-should walk

,

around .the room, if doing so .enables them to see the answers of. the
students.-

Stress to..the students:that no-one neither the student nor anyonsel_e'
shotild place any identifying information on any of the questionnaires.-



Ask students to use normal laad pencils to complee ale questionnairea.
Red, green, or purple ink can destroy anonymity of a questionnaire. Supply
pencils, if necessary.

Give all students identical envelopes into which they will place their
questionnaires before turning them in. Once questionnaires have been
turned in, mix up the envelopes so that no one knows whose questionnaire is
on the top or bottom. Alternatively, let them put their questionnaires
anywhere in the middle of the pile of questionnaires or have them drop
their questionnaires into a large.ballot box.

Usig Identi ication Numbers

Whenever you need to match pretests with posttests, you must use some method
that enables you to pair each individual's pretest and posttest, yet maintains the
confidentiality of the questionnaires. The best and most common method is to assign
unique identification (ID) numbers to the students and to their respective
questionnaires. There are several different ways of doing this; each has its own
advantages and disadvantages.

In the first method, the researcher randomly assigns each student an ID, keeps
a list of students names and their respective ID numbers, and then during both the
pretest and posttest, gives each student the questionnaire with his or her ID number
written on the questionnaire. This method is relatively simple and works well
methodologically. However, the researcher could take a given questionnaire, observe
the ID number on it, and then use the list of names and ID numbers to discover which
student answered those questions -- thus destroying the assurance of anonymity.
Technically, this problem can be overcome by making sure that the people who see the
completed questionnaires never have access to the list of names and ID numbers.
However, some students may not fully trust this process; they may realize that if
the researchers wanted to, they could bring together the list and the questionnaires
and destroy their anonymity.

In the second method, students select their own numbers and then put those
numbers on each questionnaire that they complete. The administrator can instruct
students to use the month and day of their own or a parent's birthday (June 7 would
be 0607), the last four digits of their phone number, or the last four digits of
their social security number. There are at least three problems with using
student-selected numbers. First, the number may not be unique (e.g., two or more
students may have the same birth date). This problem can be minimized by further
dividing students into reasonably small groups (e.g., Mr. Jones' second period
health class), and by using other identifying information on the questionnaires
(e.g., the person's sex, age, or handwriting) when duplication of a number does
occur. The second problem with this method is that someone may recognize the
number. For example, a student may recognize the birth date or phone number of a
friend. However, this problem is relatively minor because other students or friends
should never see the campleted questionnaires, and the researcher who does see them
will not know the birth dates, phone numbers, etc. of the students. Moreover, no
one will know whether an ID number is a birthday or some other number. The third
problem is that students may forget what number they selected (e.g., their own
birthday or their mothers' birthday). You can overcome this by specifying yourself
what number they should select. Eliminating the student selection of the type of
number will, however, slightly increase the chances that someone else will see the
number and identify the respondent.
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Givin Directio-- -nd Answering Quest OUS

All directions should be written on the questionnaire. However, since many
students fail to read directions, they should always be paraphrased verbally. If
thi questionnaires are carefully designed and pretested, then all the directions
should-be clear, and no students should fail to understand the questions. However,
invariably some students become confused about some questions. A student-s
misreading the directions and answering all'questions in an incorrect way will
decrease the validity of the data. In general, the test administrator should do
whatever will maximize the validity of the data. Of course, the adudnistrator
OloulA not -nnewer any knowledge test questions. Moreover, whatever policy the
administrator establishes for answering appropriate questions should apply to all
administrations of the test. Providing help on the pretest, but not on the
posttest, may Introduce bias In the analysis.

In addition, we have found that when the teacher stresses the importance of the
study and of.careful answers, the students do treat the questions seriously; when

.

teachers fail to stress care, some stmients are careless.

Allowing Sufficient Time

When measuring the effects of sexuality education programs, there is rarely a
need to administer timed tests. If students are hurried, or even if they believe
that they may be hurried, they may spend less time on each question and answer less
carefully. All students should have sufficient time to answer each question
carefully.

Attention span varies with different groups of students and wi h.different
kinds of'questions. When students complete tests for grades, they may be able to
concentrate an hour or more, but when they complete questionnaires that have little

'Jmpae* upon them, their attention span is shorter. Attention span is probably
."greatest.'for questions about their behavior that they find interesting, shorter, for
:questions about their attitudes, and shortest forquestions testingknowledge. If
_stUdents cannot complete the questionnaires in 20 to 30 minutes, administerthem in
2 or more days, if possible.
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CHAPTER 12

usrnc UNOBTRUSIVE MEASURES

This handbook has frequently emphasized that an important principle in
methodology is that phenomena -- whether outcomes or programs -- should be measured
or evaluated in two or more ways that are maximally different.

Poor: Using two different questionnaires to measure the outcome of a program.
Better: Administering questionnaires and conducting indepth interviews.

If the maximally different methods all provide evidence for the same
concY,usionthen you can have much greater faith in that conclusion. Rarely will
redul..Zs from different methods be identical. However, if one of the methods
.provines evidence for one conclueion and the other method provides evidencefor a
.different and conflicting conclusion, then one or both of the methods must be.
incorrect', 'and you cannot have much faith in your conclusion.

Two maximally different kinds of methods are .obtrusive and unobtrusive methods'.
Previous chapters .have discussed the use of questionnaires to evaluate programs.
Questionnaires are obtrusive because they'intrude into the lives of the respondents,
requiring .their.knowledge, their consent, and even their full cooperation . iin
contrast iare unobtrusive methods that do not intrude into the lives of the
'participants and do not even require their knowledge, consent, or cooperation.'

-Developing unobtrusive.methods often requires great creativity. To demonstrate
the wide range of creative possibilities, this chapter will (1) briefly.describe
several exaMples of unobtrusive measures used in other fields, and (2) discuss
possible uses in the analysis of sexuality education programs.

Nflin_Unebtrue ve.Heasurea in Other Fields

,Prob1em:. When television first became popular in this country, many people
wanted .to ascertain the .impact of television upon reading habits. 'To'jlave
administered aquestionnaire.to a random sample of Americans would have been costly,'
and-previous studies indicated that such studies were invalid becauoe many people

...forget what they have read, and others exaggerate how much they have read.

S ln 'on: The researchers sampled several libraries in the country and
observed ,the changes over time in the number of different kinds of books that were
checked out. TheV also observed the changes over time in book sales.

Problem: A museum wanted to measure the popularity of different exhibits but
didn't want to administer questionnaires or directly observe the number of people
viewing the exhibits.

Solution: The museum installed an inexpensive tile floor that wore out rather



quickly. Every 6 months they measured the thickness of the tiles. If the tiles
-e.thinner than average in front of a.particular exhibit, they concluded that more

people had walked or.stood in front of that exhibit. To assess the popularity Of
different exhibits with different age groups, they also counted the number of fingei
prints of varying heights on the glass in front of the exhibits.

Problem: A county in Kentucky abolished the sale or importation of alcoholic
beverages in the county and then wanted to know the actual impact upon drinking
habits of the population. Obviously people would not have anawered questionnaires
honestly.

Solution: First, county officials simply observed the change over time in'.
citations for drunk driving. Second, both before and after the abolition of
alcoholic beverages, they counted the number of empty bottles of different kinds of
alcohol in a random etiMple of trash cans in the county.

Using Unobtrusive Methods to_ Meesure_ Contraceptive,
'Pregnancy,. and UTD Rates

Many programs want to 1) increase the effeotive use of birth controlAaethodsi-
2) decrease the -amount of unprotected sexual activity (and thereby decrease unwanted'.
pregnancies)-,and 3) 'reduce the number of cases ef sexually transmitted diseaee.
These goalsare clearly not the only goals ofsexuality education .programe..

,

However, many programa consider them 'very important and use them tO justify their':
funding.: Thus, it is essential to adequately measure the impact of programs Upon
.pregnancy and STD rates.

Whereas previous chapters have discussed methods of measuring these rate
questionnaires, this chapter focuses upon unobtrusive methods of measuring
rates, naMely, collecting data from clinics.

CollectingDatefrom_School Clinics

in a few high schools, measuring the impact of a program upon contraceptive
use,.pregnancies,'births, and. STD's is relatively easy, because most girls who want
eome-forM ofeontraception, who become pregnant, or who get a. sexually transmitted
disease go to the, high.school clinic for initial treatment and/or referral'. 'Thee,
you can eak the health clinics .inthese schools to simply tally the number'of
observed.pregnancies, births and cases of sexually transmitted diseases eachyear..'

-In many schools, a large proportion of.girls who become pregnant go to termend
are either visibly pregnant while at school and/or obtain a medical excuse from the
.school,clinic. to drop out of school before and after delivery. In these schools,-
the health clinics can tally the number of births.

with
hese

Because such.clinics also have access to the names of the students who'attend
the sexuality education.programs, they would be able to 1) determine.the numbereef
.pregnancies, births, and cases- of STD. each year before and after'the _sexuality
education program and. .2) compare people who did ind did not take sexuality
education.. That.is, you can use a quasiexperimental design in snch settings to
obtain important information unobtrusively.

However, .monitoring the use of contraception, the number of pregnancies,and
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e number sif cases of STD is much more difficult than monitoring births. Many
uvio-iezntraception, have early miscarriages or abortions, or have STD's

.4 ne(=Lfying any staff person in the school. Thus, you will normally have
ehtaining valid data from school clinics.

1-antielity is always a _ rious problem, because a teenager's use of
cot-aceatiqes, pregnancy, or cat..? of STD should never be made public. To assure
that c,buF''4dentiality is maintained, only appropriate people should be allowed to
viaw Ole clinics records, and all research data with personal identifying
'-forWt:ion should be kept absolutely confidential.

Data from Nons hool Health Clin

In some communities the vast majority of teenagers who Obtain a medical form of
c0Mtraception, who becoma pregnant, or who get an STD go to a small number of

.ctors ot clinics. You can determine if the students in a particular school visit
_a_limited number of doctors or clinics by Administering an anonymous questionnaire

_--to 'seniors, asking them where they have gone or would go if the_need should arise.
If..,most-Itudents,would visit a limited number of doctors or clinics, and if all of
these doctors' and clinics are willing to participate, then there are two different
waya.to collect:contraceptive, pregnancy, and STD data.

One method' 'involves creating lists of all female students in your.school each
year,: then looking up each student's name in the,files of eaeh clinic or doctor to
deterMine whether that female student obtained contraception, got pregnant, or got
an STD that' year," 'Often, whenlooking up a name, it 'is convenient to see whether
.that student attended the clinic or doctor during.any previons year. When checking
the records,,' write down the date of the visit, so that 1) additional pregnancies-or
..cases of,..STD by the same person can be recorded, and 2) redundant visits to two .or
-more doctors or'clinies for the same problem will not be counted twice. Count -the
-numbers of people who obtained contraceptives, got pregnant, or had an STD, and add
across clinits and doctors. Then compare rates before the implementation of a
sexuality education program with rates after its implementation.

If you wish to compare studen s who take sexuality education with other
students who have not taken sexuality education, divide your list of female students
accordingly. Then find the rates for each group.

If a doctor or clinic from whom you need data will not allow an outsider to
.

.view their 'recerds, .you may be able to hire a staff person currently workinvfor
that doctor or clinic to review the records. This procedure may also help maintain
the". confidentiality of thedata.

A. second method, of collecting contraceptive, pregnancy, or STD data involves
asking the cooperating doctors and clinics to collect a very small amount of
additional information during the intake interview from all teenagers getting
centraeeption, having a positive pregnancy test, or having an STD. If the .doctors
and clinics- eak' whieh school the teenager attends, they can provide you with the
unawr s 6f teemagers fromeaeh schoo.1 each month or year that obtained

contraception,. had .a positive pregnancy test, or had .an STD. In addition if the
doetorsand-clinics-ask whether the-teenager completed the sexuality education'
Course -in that' school, then they ean provide data on the numbers of teenagers both
taking ..and not talcing sexmiaLity edn&ation who are seeking treatment' or
eontraeeptives..



The first method discussed above has two major advantages. First, it can be
imp -10mented months or even years after people have attended the clinic, provided the
rem=tords of the clinic patients remain on file. In contrast, the second method does
not allow the collection ef data for years prior to the data collection, because it
depm...ends upon patients answering questions when they come to the clinic. Second, the
fir=Ast method is probably more reliable. If you can gain access to the :ecord's, and
if vou have sufficient time to look up all the names, it should be a relatively
straightforward task producing reliable data. However, if you are e-ialuating
sevweral schools, er if you are evaluating schools with very large numbers of
stun...dents, the first method may be teo time consuming and costly.

gekLlectingPata from Djstrct or Count Statistics

In a few schools yeu can use district or county statistics te evaluate your
prs.-gram. If a school district implementing a sexuality education program is
eolimmgruent with a county or a health district, then you may be able to obtain
off=icial estimates of contraceptive use, pregnancies, abortions, births, and cases
of STD from the county or health organizations. That is, ether people will already
haveze done all the work fer you. However, you can only use this data to compare the
taL----tistics before the sexuality education program was implemented with the

stsamtistics after the program was implemented, and rarely are sexuality education
proEE2;rams implemented quickly in entire health districts.

Lirntations on Breanancvi_Birth._ and STD Data

Because pregnancy, birth, and STD rates vary substantially in schools from year
&wear 'simply because of chance factors, obtaining several years of baseline data

and several years of post7program data is critical, particularly when the iMpact Of
the sexuality education program is likely to be small. For example, if a course
stucmeasfully reduced the number of teenage pregnancies among the students in the
cou2mrse by 30%, and if 30% of the student body completed the coursei then the
prepnancy rate for the entire school would decline by only 9% (30% x 30%) because of
the ::program._ The rather small impact of a rather successful program would, probably
be eftobscured by the annual changes in pregnancy rates caused by chance or systematic
fact--;ors.

Any procedure for collecting pregnancy, birth, and STD data will .invariably
,undcrestimate the actual number of pregnancies, births, and cases of STD. because
somemepregnancies,births, and cases of STD will certainly be Missed.. ,However,. 'this

mrxot a problem if..1) the researcher is comparing rates over time, and 2). the
peremcentage of-missed pregnancies, births, or cases of STD.remains constant. over

For,example,. if a -school, actually has 100 pregnsamies per year before a
progggram but only identified 80% or 80of them, and ifthe same school actually has
,70 prixregnancies after .a program .but only identifies 80% or 56- of them,thenHthe
resarcher would properly conclude that pregnancies have declined by 30%.. In-Ysnl, a
yeematicerror in the collection of data will not affect the estimated percentage
chanmage

.When comparing.the contraceptive, pregnancy, and STD rates ofatudents who have
amen sexuality education,and students.who have not taken sexuality education,.:you

-ou=11.d. be-certain .that the two groups are similar in other respects. For eitaMple,
',would:be completely invalid tb.,compare all .students who have taken:sexuality

...edue=lation with.. all who have not-taken sexuality education, because those who have
, talten'sexualitY...education are-probably-older and more sexually experienced. -Thus,
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for example, you sThould compare freshmen Igliftisto have ter_Icen sexuality education wi-h
freshmen who have nommt ; sophomores who have takerma sexuali_ty education with sophomors
who have not; etc. SimiLarly, you should owiTol for iother important factors thit
might exist such as aee, es, and religion.

JJBDO ob 8.v. 4nther Goals
Comprehensive sexuality education prog.518 freqzvuently have many goals othr

than increasing use of contraception and redadammiunwant_ 4ed pregnancies and cases s="f
STD, and some of t-leee can be measured by unele=qtruaiv- methods. If a goal of yosr
program is to increma.se ser ions discussion of aexualiy and decrease exploitie
thinking, you could count b all before and at ter a progremmi is implemented, the numbr
of sexist or "dirty' comments or jokes in the ...locker rt=oms of the school, in tl:mLe
hallways, or on the bathroomnailis. If a gaol to imp=ove skills in communicatie=pn
and conflict resolut_ion, yen could tally the nui=tzter of f aghts on the school grouncR_s
before and sf ter pb=rogram implementation. I a goal is to reduce inappropriae
public sexual behavi-_or. you. could observe any clirn.anges i the amount of necking in
the hallways. If goal is tO improve thoughtfa 1 commurication about sexuality, y=au
could monitor the misnumber of articles in the school -mewspaper,, the number o.f
discussion groups lhout sexuality, or the tl,...catment waif sexuality in other schocml
functions.

None of these um=i1oh rusivemethods is o t
more problems that Inay reduce its validity.
very useful as Inethwmods that are maximally di
provide an independet source of evidence for
use yOur creativit and design additional
evaluation of your owaora prog7em.

Eral or ide1. Each of theta has one ow.r
eft..veyer, tm.nobtrusive methoda can

fzent frown obtrusive methods and thts
tl-Lleaucceson of a program. 'You shouL_ d
nsuizie6trusi-7e methods suitable for tl-am_a

13...tfLreac_t

Webb , F . Campbll, V. T. Nonreactide swures_in a. 2d ed
Bos!mn: lioughtc-n Mifflin, 1981.
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CRILPTER

PREPARING DATA FOR ANAL SXS

This chapter discusses procedures for' preparznacg questionnaire data for
statistical analysis. The next chapter discusses spP--cific statistics to use when
analyzing the data.

ko_isg the vais bv er

1.1hen analyzing quantitative
hand or to use a computer. Doing
following conditions exien

data, first decide whmaether to analyze the data by
by hand is probabi best whenever all of the

The data containa mall number of cases (e.g., respondents).
o The data containa mill number of variables per-- case.

You desire only simple statistical analyses such as frequencies and mean
scores.

Using a computer isusually necessary whenever 1) the data contain a large
,number of .cases or variables, or 2) you wish to use , more complex statistical
Hanalysessuch as tests of significance, correlation m-coefficients, or reliability
coefficients, If you deade the data or data analysis m=require a computer, but do

...not know how to use one, you ean usually hire a universimr-ty graduate student or other
:consultant to conduct the.statistical analysis. If you 0o.do 'hire someone, make sure
:that...that:person has had considerable experience vita:Eh the kinds of data and data
-analysis that you will have.

Coding.the.questionnaire data is the process ofEE translating answers on the
questionnaires'into numberv(or occasionally .letters)0 that can be subsequently
keypunched. 'Coding can take a-substantial amount of time and may introduce
additional. errors. Therefore, whenever possible -m, you should design 'the
quest.ionnaires- so that the keypuncher cart punch t =he data directly from the
questionnaire without someonecoding all the data.on sepearate sheets of paper.

Develop Codebook

The first step in coding the data Is to develop a er=)debook, the directions that
:translate a set of question into a matrix of numbers - or letters that are to be
entered into the computer. The codebook must accuratellaw specify 1) how each answer
onthe questionnaire should be translated into a let= ter or number, and 2) the

_ -ect column placement in the data matrix for each 006-motion or variable.

If possible, use only numbers in the data matrix- .
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Assign each queatiennaire .lamparate ID nuzszaber. It is often convenient to
use sequential numbers, ot tfpu are matchimmag pretests and posttests, to
use as the ID number the bhaidate or other number that is your basis for
matching.

Code important informetiOrithat may not b-*---e written on the questionnaire:
whether the questionnaire ik [pretest or pommsttest, whether the respondent
is_part of the .experinientglar control grownup, which class and teacher the..
respondent had, etc.

Be sure that every answer &be assigned one._ and only one number.

If respondents write tzi fts different from the possible choices.that
you provided in the 4ue5tc7flire, and if yonwa wish to code these answers;
then 1) give each of then A different code, .cmdivide the answers into groups,:
and give each group a aepartacode, or 2) coviTmlmbine them all into an "Other"
category.

When you have missing det1use a missing data code equal to some number
that can never be a valid ohm. Coders ozlIten use '9' as the miesing
data code for one colaran :stovers and '99' gems the missing data code for two
column answers.. Other kinda oftnissing data such as "Does Not Apply" cara
be given the same missing Sta code, or if you might vent to analyze them
separately, a different rUmb4mtch as '8 or '98' that cannot be valid.

If feasible, assign column0 hthe the dat mmnatrix in the same order as the
questions in the questionnaix6

Plan coding according to Ovaimpability of ywour equipment. If you will be
keypunching onto IBM cards, Notiwill be limitdswed to 80 columns per line. If
you will be keypunching dtnaly onto magnemmtic tape or into the computer,
you should probably not exceed132 columns pe3mr line, because most printers
which will print out your diataile are linitmned to 132 columns per line.

Code the Data

Coding the data is a process cdpreparing dallta no that someone can easily
keypunch it. You should either 1) arldidentification numbers and/or other numbers
to the questionnaires so that th.ekeypuncher cara keypunch directly from the
questionnaire or 2) copy the identification numbers and all other data from the
questionnaires onto a specially pt-sared sheet of pwmaper from which the keypuncher
will keypunch the data. If the questionaire is rathc=r straightforward, then the
first way is certainly easier and P-Idably more reli _able because it eliminates the
tedious step of copying numbers by MAIL On the other-- hand, if the questionnaire is
complex and requires some thought ta We the questions, then the second method may
be necessary.

To include the answers.to cipen-,461d questions Ln the data, you mu code them
first,before..they can be keypunched.

When coding any data, be sore Wdo it oarefumally. If your concentration
diminishes, take breaks.
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Check the Reliability of_tlig_Codilm

Whenever the questionnaires include open-ended questions that require careful
consideration in coding, at least two people should code some of the questionnaires
and their codes should be compared. If the questionnaires include only closed-ended
questions that cell be coded .mith little thought, then only one person needs to code
the data, but that coder should still periodically complete spot checks of the
coding to assure that he or she is not making any errors.

Kevpriching the Data

If yOu are not an experienced keypuncher and have a substantial amount of data,
you should probably use a professional keypunching firm. Such firms commonly
keypunch data very rapidly_and hence also inexpensively; they make far fewer errors
than novices; and they utilize computer programs that further reduce errors. For
-example,- some progrmns-check each-data entry to ensure that it is an acceptable
entry for that column.

'If- .funds are available, verifying the data is usually a relatively inexpensive
optionthat.further reduces error. During the process of verification, one or .two
:keypunchers punch each questionnaire twice, and the computer compares the'twe
copiea. If .then:e is any discrepancy, the computer alerts the keypuncher who then
ascertains the correct entry.

Experience has clearly demonstrated that nonprofessionals make many errors.
Thus, if you..are not an experienced keypuncher, but nevertheless must do the
keypunehing', you should definitely use some reliable method for checking errore,
such aachecking all your work, or preferably, asking someone else to check 'it.

If the data is not keypunched directly into the computer where it will be
.analyzed, then it must be put onto some kind of device so that it can be traneferred
to the:desired. computer. If-the amount of data is relatively amall, IBMcards may
.be 'easier. If the amount of data is large, then magnetic tapes should be used.
Because the specifications for these tapes differ with each computer installation,
--you should check with the installation.

Setting up Kaviounched_Data on the Computer

When you putthe keypunched data into the computer, the resulting file 7" 1

automatically be a rectangular matrix of numbers. Sometimes this matrix of numbers
can be statistically analyzed by the computer as it is.

Hewever, if you used an experimental design and have both pretests and
.

postteats, then you must treat the data as data from either independent samples or
matched.aamplei. Treating the data as data from matched samples allows you to later
conduct certain statistical tests that'are -more powerful and provide more'valid
informationthan others that do not require matched simples.

judependent_saMples. _If you do.not have the'identification numbers for. each.'
....reepondent-and- cannot or will not-match each-pretest with_each posttest, then yOU
must:treat._ the data.as data from independent. samples,. In this case the pretests'and
pesttesta:canbe'entered in .any order,..althougheften it is more convenient te enter
allYthe.pretests first and all the_postteats second. When specifying-the names:of
thevariables.-in.the SPSS file (discussed below), use the same namea for both
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pretest and posttest variables. For example, if you enter the answer to question #1
as Ql on the pretest, you should also call it Qlon the posttest. =DO must also
have some variable which indicates whether a given cne is a pretest or mma posttest.

Matched samples. If you have identification numbers and can match t=ach pretest
with each posttest, then you should (but do not haveto) treat the data mess data from
matched samples. To do this, you must include for eschrespondent first the pretest
data and then the posttest. To group the data in dds manner, you call 1) Bert the
data in the column by indicating whether the case isapretest or posttcftmat, 2) sort
the data by identification number, and 3) eliminateamy cases for whicILL2 you do not
have both pretest and posttest data. If you have toeliminate many cascame, then your
remaining sample may be biased and you should either treat the data LARS data from
independent samples or treat the data first as datsfrom independent B.:samples and
then as data from matched samples and compare the results of the two ansl:_yses.

Specify different names for the pretest and posttest varisbym les For
convenience, begin each variable on the pretest withdm letter A (Al, A2:.t, A3, etc.)
and each variable on the posttest with the letta B (111, B2, B3, eaotc.). Any
subsequent posttests may be labeled C, D, etc.

cseatin_-

Although many computer software packages are available, MOSt re er.=archers who
analyze social science data use the Statistical Padage for the Soo e_A.. Sciences,
(SPBS),,and itis highly recommended. SPSS can conduct all the kinds 0 _statistical
analyses-that the deer may desire. It can handle mining data (which are 'likely
to have), and it has excellent handbooks on its use.

Following are several suggestions for setting upthe SPSS file cards:

Assign each variable a label similar to the questionnaire auvidlbers (e.g.,
Question #1 would be Ql; Question #2 would be Q2; etc.) Xf the file
contains pretest and posttest data, use Al,A2, etc., and Bl B:7_72, etc., as
discussed above.

Use the COUNT card to score knowledge test _

Use theRECODE cards to reverse the order of any variableø 0.010M:should be
reversed, (e.g., negative statements that are part of indices

Use the COMPUTE Cards to add together different variables to solsake. indices.
When doing this, be sure to divide by the nuaer of variables in't, each index
and be sure to use the ASSIGN MISSING card tohandle missing data

gleaBiDE_IIIA_REte

Regardless of the care with which students comPlae questionnaires oders code
them, and keypunchers keypunch them. All these people swe human and invs-Ariably make
mistakes. Some simple coding and keypunching errorscanproduce inerecitilble errors
in conclusions. For example, consider a question mIdng for the nombetxr of times
respondents had sex in the last month. Imagine that "99" is being mmxsed as the
missing data code for a two column answer, and the keypuncher accidentallirLy punches
"98" instead; you might improperly conclude that there had been a greet= change in
sexual behavior. Thus, properly checking and cleaning the data can be extremely
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important and should be completed before conducting any serious analysis.

Scan the pata_Matrix

Print out the data file and examine it in the following ways:

Check to see that all the cases have the correct number of lines.

If there are pretests and posttests for each case be sure each case has
the required number of tests.

Be sure all the lines in the files have the correct number of columns. If
_1 the cases have only line, then the right hand boundary should be

straight. If the cases have more than one line, then the right hand
boundary should be consistent; it should form either a straight line or a
regular pattern.

Be sure other columns appear to be aligned properly. For example, if one
or more columns should be blank, scan down the file and be sure that they
are in fact blank. Or, if one or more columns should.have only. "0"s or
'v.'s in them, be sure that they do in fact contain only "0"s and "1"s.

Check each case for large amounts of missing data. If a case is missing
only a small amount of data, you should keep the case and use one of
several useful options SPSS offers to handle missing data. If the case is
missing a large amount of data, you should probably exclude the entire
case. The missing data may indicate that the respondent had too little
time, was confused, or did not treat the questiormaire seriou.sly;
consequently, what data does exist may not be valid.

Check each case for response sets. If you find the same answer for several
consecutive questions on a knowledge test or attitude inventory, you should
consider excluding the case. The respondent probably did not read these
questions or may not have taken the questionnaire seriously. For example,
if -a- re.spondent answered edght successive questions on an attitude
inventory with a 115," and if logically consistent answers would require
some high and some low answers, then that data is probably invalid.

When making decisions about whether to exclude cases because of missing data,
response sets, or any other reason, you- should always do so blindly. That is, you
should never determine whether keeping or excluding a case will support or refute
your theoretical conclusions and then keep or exclude the case for that reason. To
do so would greatly bias your data and would violate basic principles of scientific
research. On the other hand, you should not keep data or cases that are clearly
invalid, because invalid data Can also bias results. Thus, you should exclude cases
when the data is clearly unreliable or invalid, but your decisions should be
determined entirely by the validity of the data, not by the effect the data would
have on your conclusions.

Examine the Fre-uenc Distrihutions o- Each Variable

The FREQUENCIES program in SPSS can provide you with the frequency distribution
for each variable. Examine the frequencies to make sure that all the answers that
actually occur in the FREQUENCIES printout are reasonable numbers. If some numbers
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are implausible, look _first for the implausible numbers in the data file.

If the numbers in the data file are not plausible, then return to the
original questionnaires, find the error, and correct the data file.

If the original numbers reported in the questionnaire are excessively large
and clearly invalid, simply declare the offending numbers as missing data.
For example, if a student claims to have had sex 100 times in the last
week, this number should be declared missing data.

If the numbers are correct in the data file, then the SPSS file must
contain errors, and you should correct these.

If the SPSS file is correct, and it is impossible to find the origina
rect numbers, simply declare the offending numbers as missing data.

Reference

N e, N., Hull, C.H., Jenkins, J., Steinbrenner, K., & Bent, D. Statistical Package
the Social Sciences, 2d ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 197
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CHAPTER 14

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Some people are frightened by s atistics, probably because they do not
understand them. HAD_ ever, there is nothing inherently magical, mystical, or
difficult about statistics. They are simply procedures to summarize data, make the
data more clear and understandable, and help answer specific questions.

This chapter discusses the basic procedures of statistical analysis that you
will need to analyze your data. It will assume that the computer will do most of
the calculating. If you need to know how to calculate by hand any of these
procedures, read one of the statistics books referenced at the end of the chapter.

The decision about what statistical procedures to use depends upon the type of
data that you have and upon the hypotheses that you wish to test. There are four
basic kinds of data: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio.

Kinds of Data

Nominal

Nominal variables are characterized by:

mutually exclusive categories; that i no person could fit into two or
more categories of the same variable.

exhaustive categories; every person can fit into one category in each
variable.

categories with assigned numbers that have no real meaning apart from their
function as codes; a larger number does not mean more or less of something
than a smaller number.

The following variables are examples of nominal variables:

Religion: 1=Catholic Race: 1=White Sex: 1=female
2=Protestant 2=Black 2=male
3=Jewish 3=Hispanic
4=Agnostic & Ansi t 4=0riental
5=Other 5=Americen Indian

6=Other

Note that you cannot meaningfully add, subtract, divide, or multiply nominal
numbers. The average of 1 and "5" is "3," but the average of "Catholic" and
"Other" is not "Jewish."
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Ordinal

Ordinal variables are characterized by categories that:

o are both mutually exclusive

have assigned numbers whose order has real meaning; that Is, the numbers
reflect the order of some real and underlying dimension.

In the example below of political beliefs, people who have a larger number are more
"liberal" or "leftist" than people with a loN;er number.

Political beliefs: 1=radical right
2=conservative
3=middle of the road
4=liberal
5=radical left

Belief about birth control: 0 people should definitely use birth
control if they are having sex and do not wish to have children:

1=strongly agree
2=agree
3=neutral
4=disagree
5=strongly disagree

Sexual beliefs: 1=1ntercourse only acceptable in marriage
2=intercourse only acceptable if engaged
3=intercourse only acceptable if in love
4=intercourse only acceptable if there is caring
5=intercourse acceptable any time

Methodologists differ over whether or not you can add and subtract ordinal
variables. Methodological purists claim that you do not know that distances between
adjacent categories are equal, and thus you cannot add or subtract. Oither
methodologists claim that commonly the distances are approximately equal, that small
errors make little difference, and that the advantages of being able to add and
subtract are great. A reasonable criterion is the following: it you believe that
you and other methodologists could reasonably consider _the distances between
adjacent categories about equal, then treat the variable as interval (see discussion
below) and add and subtract them. Otherwise, you should not add or subtract them.
The first two examples of ordinal variables above could be treated as interval
because the categories are approximately equally far apart. The distances between
categories in the third exampleare less certain, but could probably also be treated
as interval.

Clearly you cannot multiply and divide the categories. For examp e, 4 is twice
as much as 2, but it would be meaningless to say that a liberal is twice as much as
a conservative.
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Interval

Interval variables have

mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories
categories that have a natural order
categories with meaningful distances betwewa them.

For example, temperature as measured by Fahrenheit or Centigrade is an in irval
variable; the difference between 70 and 80 degrees is meaningfully the same as the
difference between 90 and 100 degrees.

Interval data do lend themselves to some arithmetic operations. You can add
and subtract scores meaningfully and multiply or divide the sum or difference of two
or more scores. For example, you can average 70 and 80 degrees by adding the two
temperatures together (70 80 = 150) and dividing the sum by two (150/2 = 75).

Thus, you can calculate means on interval data. However, you cannot
meaningfully multiply or divide the original scores; 40 degrees is not twice as hot
as 20 degrees.

Surprisingly, you can assign the values 0 and 1 to a dichotomous variable and
treat it as interval.

Examples:

0=part1cipated in the control group
1=participated in the experimental group

0=never had sexual intercourse
1=had sexual intercourse

0=had never gone to a clinic for con racep ion
1-=tad gone to a clinic for contracep ion

0=male
1=female

To be interval, the distances between categories must be equal; dichotomous
variables meet this criterion because the variables have only one "distance," and
thus the distances cannot be unequal. The real reason for treating dichotomous
variables as interval is that you can then perform various important arithmetic
openstions without violating i _portant statistical assumptions and producing
nonsensical outcomes.

Ratio

Ratio variables have

mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories
categories that have a meaningful order

o distances between the categories that are me "ngful
a meaningful zero point.
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The following examples are ratio variables:

weight
height
number
number
number
number

of questions answered car
of hours that a sexuality
of times that respondents
of times that respondents

ectly on a knowledge test
education class lasts
taiked with their parents
had sex in the previous month

Because these variables have a meaningful zero point, the ratio of two numbers
is meaningful. For example, 80 pounds is twice as much as 40 pounds, and eight acts
of intercourse is four times as much as two acts. Therefore, you can legitimately
perform all arithmetic operations on the scores. You can add, subtract, multiply,
and divide them. This gives them a great advantage over other kinds of variables.

Deserintive Statistics

There are two basic kinds of statistics, descriptive and inferential.
Descriptive statistics simply summarize and describe different properties of the
data. To make a statement about the students who_participated in a program, you
would use only descriptive statistics. In contrast, inferential statistics help you
make inferences or generalizations from the sample before you to some larger
population. If you want to make a statement not only about the respondents, but
also about similar students who might take the course, then you should use
inferential statistics.

This section will discuss in order the steps that you should follow to simplify
and summarize your data. It will use the same data in each step as an example.
Suppose that you administered a 40-item knowledge test to 25 students both before
and after your course, and that you obtained the test scores in Figure 14-1.

Figure 14-1

Kno =led Scores Presented as 0 nal Raw Data

Pre_test Scares

31 19 24 28 14 38 21 26 29 12 26 26 3/
20 30 24 25 9 30 20 23 28 17 28 34

Posttest Scores

22 38 28 34 18 36 33 33 24 40 l 2/ 30
31 40 33 13 21 35 26 38 39 20 34 35
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Ar_ravs

To create an array, simply put all the numbers in numerical order. A computer
can do this for you, or you can create one yourself. The scores in the example are
presented in Figure 14-2.

Figure 14-2

9

26

13
33

12
28

15
33

14
28

18
34

Pretest and nsttest Scores Ordered n_Arsayl

2617
28

20
34

19
28

21

35

20
29

22
35

Pretest scores

24
34

26
39

24 2
37 38

3u 31

40 40

20 21 23
30 30 31

Posttest Scores

24 26 27
36 38 38

By simply ordering the scores in this example, you can see that posttest scores
are larger than the pretest scores. However, if you have a large number of cases,
simply_ presenting the array of SCores requires too much space, and you need to
summarize further.

Frenuennv__Dist ibutions

A frequency distribution is a table that specifies the number of times that
each number appears in the array. In Figure 14-3 are the frequency distributions
for the scores in the example. As you can see, they present the scores in a manner
that is more clear, understandable, and conCiSe than the original arrays. Note that
no information was lost by presenting the SCOreS in this format.

and Cumula ive Percentae Distributions

Often you will find it helpful to know not only how many individuals obtained
the different scores, but also the percentage of all individuals who obtained that
score. To create the percentage distribution, divide the frequency of each value by
the total number of cases. Sometimes you will want to know the percentage of all
scores of a particular size or smaller; to find the cumulative percentage, add the
percentage to all the percentages of lower scores. Figure 14-4 illustrates these
two distributions, using data from the. example.

Cumulative percentage distributions have special importance when using
criterion referenced methods. Cumulative percentage distrions can show the
percentages of students who reached the criterion levels specified previously by
_experts. You can use them to compare students performance on the pretest and
posttest.
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Figure 14-3

Rnow1ed.e Teat Sco e- Presented inFre.uenc _us

Pretest Sco_res Poattent SeDres
(N=25)

Value Frequency

W.25)

VnLue Frenuencv

9 1 13 1
12 1 15 1
14 1 18
17 1 20 1
19 1 21 1
20 2 22
21 1 24
23 1 26

24 2 27
25 1 28
26 2 30 1
28 4 31
29 1 33
30 2 34
31 1 35 2
34 1 36 1
37 1 38 2
38 1 39 1

40 2
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Figure 14-4

Knowledge Test Scores Presen_ed as Percentage
an Cumu at_ve rercentage st on

Value

Pretest Scores

Value

Posttest Scores

Cumulative
Percent

N-25)

Frequency
Cumulative

Percent Percent

N-=25)

Frequene Percent

9 1 4 4 13 1 4 4
12 1 4 8 15 1 4 8
14 1 4 12 18 1 4 12
17 1 4 16 20 1 4 16
19 1 4 20 21 1 4 20
20 2 8 28 22 1 4 24
21 1 4 32 24 1 4 28
23 1 4 36 26 1 4 32
24 2 8 44 27 1 4 36
25 1 4 48 28 1 4 40
26 2 8 56 30 1 4 44
28 4 16 72 31 1 4 48
29 4 76 33 3 12 60
30 2 8 84 34 2 8 68
31 4 88 35 2 8 76
34 4 92 36 1 4 80
37 4 96 38 2 8 88
38 4 100 39 1 4 92

40 2 8 100
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Grouped Frequency Tables

In the example above, the tables occupy a fair amount of space because they
contain a large number of different values. With an even larger number of
categories, such tables would become too cumbersome. To overcome this probifta, you
can group the different values together into classes. There are three steps to this
process:

1. Calculate the size of the range of the scores; that is, sub_ act the
smallest value from the largest.

2. Within that range, establish between 4 and 15 classes of equal size;
classes should be mutually exclusive and have a logical size.

3. Count the number of scores in each class.

In the example, scores range from 9 to 40; the size of the range is 31. A
class interval of 5 would produce about 7 classes. Seven is a reasonable number of
classes, and a class interval of 5 is logical and easy to handle. This produces the
grouped frequency distributions in Figure 14-5.

Figure 14-5

Knowledge Test Scores Presented i- Grouped Frequency Distributions

Pretest Scores Posttest Scores

lasses Frequency Classes Frequency

6-10 6-10 0
11-15 2 11-15 2

16-20 4 16-20 2

21-25 5 2 1-2 5 3
26-30 9 26-30 4
31-35 2 31-35
36-40 2 36-40 6

Mere is no one correct grouped frequency distribution for such scores. For
example, if you want more detail, you could use a class interval of 3 and have more
classes.

Bar Graph_or.Histogram

Grouped frequency distributions can easily be turned into bar graphs cr
histograms for greater visual impact. In general, you may find it useful to create
bar graphs of the most important outcomes that you wish to emphasize. (See example
in Chapter 15.)

Measures_of_Central Tendency

Commonly you will find it useful to further summarize a set of scores by

.L.
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calculating a measure of central tendency or average. These averages do not present
as much information as frequency distributions, but they are obviously very
convenient summaries of the data. There are three different measures of central
tendency.

Mode. The mode is the value with the largest frequency. In the example above,
the MaT-for the pretest is 28; for the posttest, 33.

Note that finding the mode does not require either ordering the cases or
performing any arithmetic operations on the scores. Thus, it is the only measure of
central tendency that you can use with nondnal data. You can also use it with
ordinal, interval, and ratio variables, although it is not as good for these kinds
of variables as the following measures.

Median. The median is the value of the middle score after the scores have been
ordered. If there is an odd number of scores, then there is only one score in the
middle and that is the median. For example, if there are 25 scores, the median is
the value of the 13th score in the array. If there is an even number of scores, the
median is the average of the two scores in the middle. In the example, the medians
of the pretests and posttests are 26 and 33 respectively.

Finding the median does require the scores to be in order, and thus it is
generally the best measure of central tendency to calculate with ordinal data. You
can also use it with interval and ratio data, although in those cases the mean is
normally better.

In the pretest scores above, if you decreased or increased any of the sc .res
below 26 without letting them exceed 26, the median would not change. Similarly, if
you decreased or Increased any of the scores above 26 without letting them fall
below 26, the median still would not change. Thus, the median is not a very
sensitive measure and wastes information. Normally this insensitivity is not
desirable. However, if you have interval data with one or a couple of very extreme
scores that would greatly distort the mean, the insensitivity of the median would
make it a better measure of central tendency.

Mean. The mean is the average of the scores and is obtained by calculating the
sum of the scores and dividing by the number of scores. In the examples above, the
means of the pretests and posttests are 621/25=24.84 and 743/25=29.72 respectively.

The mean does involve addition; thus, the data must be either interval or
ratio. For these two, it is commonly the best measure of central tendency to
calculate. Once again, if you have ordinal variables with categories that appear to
be equal, then you can consider calculating the mean, although the median would be a
more rigorously correct measure.

In contrast to the median, the mean is affected by all the scores, because in
the first step it adds every value. Thus, it is normally a better measure of
central tendency than either the mode or median. However, as noted above, if an
extreme score would greatly distort it in a misleading way, the median would be
better.

Using measures of central tendency in comparisons. Normally in evaluation, you
will not be concerned with a single mode, median, or mean; rather, you will want to
compare one mode with another, one median with another, etc. In the example above,
neither the pretest nor the posttest mean is particularly useful alone. It is the
comparison between the pretest and the posttest means that is useful.
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Chapter 3, which discusses experimental designs, discusses proper methods
comparing different means in different experimental designs.

Meas-=e of_Oi!peysion

Just as describing the central tendency of data hy finding the mode, median, or
mean is commonly useful, so is measuring the extent to which the scores are
dispersed or spread apart. For example, the mean temperature in the summer may be
80 degrees, but if the weather ranges from 60 to 110 degrees, people may be much
less comfortable than if it ranges from 75 to 85 degrees. Similarly, if everyone in
your class has about the same score on the test, then you can target your teaching
to that particular level. On the other hand, if some students perform very well and
others very poorly on a pretest, you will need to consider their varying skills.

You can obtain some estimate of the dispersion of scores by observing either
the frequency distribution or the grouped frequency distribution. However,
sometimes it is more convenient to summarize the dispersion with a single number.

1._ange. The range is simply the largest observed score minus the smallest
obserVed score. Thus, the pretest and posttest scores have ranges of 29 and 27
respectively. In order to find the range, you must be able to order the numbers;
thus, the data must be either ordinal, interval, or ratio.

Variance. To calculate the variance, find the distance of each score from the
mean, square the distances, and find the mean of the squared distances. If all the
scores are close together, the sum of the distances between each score and the mean
will be small and the variance will be small. In contrast, if the scores are spread
out considerably, the distances from the scores to the maan will be larger and the
variance will be larger. Since the variance is affected by all the scores, not only
by the end scores, it is a more sensitive and useful measure of dispersion than the
range.

Variance Involves adding and subtracting scores, so the data must be interval
or ratio.

Sometimes statistical formulas or computer outputs require or provide the
standard deviation. It is simply the square root of the variance. Thus, if the
variance is 4, the standard deviation is 2.

Inferential Statistics

suppose you completed a 50-Item multiple-choice knowledge test without rading
the questions. That is, you marked off one answer on each multiple choice question,
but you had no idea what the correct answer was, because you had not read the
question. If each question had 5 possible answers, you might guess correctly about
10 of them. If you repeated the test, you might guess correctly only 6 of them or
15.

This example is realistic in some ways. People do guess on tests. Sometimes
they are lucky and guess many questions correctly; other times they are unlucky and
guess most questions incorrectly. Moreover, during actual testing of groups, many
other chance factors (e.g., respondents having colds) affect the overall scores.
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If the mean score on your posttest is better than the mean score on the
pretest, you can describe the posttest mean as higher than the pretest mean. But
descriptive statistics alone cannot tell you whether the Improvement was probably
caused by the program or by a myriad of chance factors. However, you can determine
whether chance factors or the program probably produced your results by using
inferential statistics, and in particular, tests of significance.

Obtaining the following tests of significance is normally easier on a computer
than by hand. If you do wish to calculate them by hand, consiAt one of the
statistics books referenced at the end of the chapter. Calculating a t-test by hand
is not very difficult if you have a small number of cases.

Tests of Significance

T-tests. The t-test provides the probability that the difference between two
means could have occurred by chance. Consequently, whenever you want to know
whether or not the difference between two means is statistically significant, you
should conduct a t-test.

T-tests require interval or ratio data. However, if the data are ordinal, have
a small number of categories, and appear to have roughly equal intervals, then you
can safely conduct a t-test. Technically, the t-test also requires that the
distribution of each sample be normal and that the two samples have similar standard
deviations. However, both of these requirements can be violated without much effect
if the sample sizes are similar or are larger than 50. Because you are likely to
have similar sample sizes in your analysis, you will commonly be safe using the
t-test.

You can use the t-test in several different experimental designs. If you have
a pretest-posttest design, use the t-test to determine whether the difference
between the pretest and posttest means is significant.

If the pret.ests and posttests of each case cannot be matched, use a
separate or independent samples t-test.

If cases can be matched, use the matched pairs t-test- it Is both more
powerful and more valid.

For a classical experimental design that includes expertnentad and control
groups:

If you have independent sample data and not matched pairs data, find the
mean improvement in the experimental group (by subtracting the pretest mean
from the posttest mean) and then compare it with the improvement in the
controlgroup.

If you do have matched pairs data, subtract the pretest score from the
posttest score for each individual and compare the mean improvement of the
experimental group with that of the control group.

Analysis of variance. The analysis 0f variance provides the probability that-
the differences among two or more means could have occurred by chance. If you have
only two means, the analysis of variance will give you the same probability as the
t-test. In fact, the t-test is a special case of the analysis of variance. Because
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t-test programs are easier to run, you should use t-tests with only two means.

If you have three or more means, use the analysis of variance to determine
whether all of them eignificantly differ from each other. It is especially well
suited to comparing several different experimental groups or several different
control groups (e.g., Solomon four-group design).

If you wish to observe the relative Impact upon different groups of people,
me of whom participated in the program and some of whom did not, use two-way

analysis of variance. For example, you may have given the program to half the
freshman class, half the sophomore class, half the junior class, and helf the senior
class. Thus, you have an experimental group for each of the four classes and want
to determine which class was most affected. A discussien of two-way analysis of
variance is beyond the scope of this handbook, but can be found in Blalock (1972).

Levels of Significance

When you conduct any of the tests of significance above, you will obtain a
number representing the probability of the data occurring by chance. That is, th,
number specifies the probability that you would have obtained these scores even if
the groups were not different. In the example used throughout this chapter,
probability .028. This means that even if the program had no impact, you would
obtain a difference between your pretest and'posttest means of at least 4.9 in 28
times out of 1,000. Because 28 times out of 1,000 is a smell number of times, you
can conclude that chance factors probably did not produce the difference between the
pretest and posttest means and be right 972 times out of 1,000.

When you obtain your probability, you should round it upward to a level of
significance. In inferential statistics, there are three important levels of
significance: .05, .01, and .001.

If the probability you obtained is greater than .05 state that the results
are not statistically significant.

If the probability you obtained is less than or equal to .05, and greater
than .01, state that the results are statistically significant at the .05
level.

If the probability you obtained is less than or equal to .01, and greater
than .001, state that the results are statistically significant at the .01
level.

If the probability you obtained is less than or equal to .001, state thet
the results are statistically significant at the .001 level.

The .05 level of significance means that the probability of the your data being
produced by chance alone is 5 chances out of 100 or less. Conversely, it means that
the chances that the program or some other important factor (other than luck)
produced the change are 95 out of 100 or more. Similarly, the .01 level of
significance means that chance factors would produce these results only 1 time out
of 100 or less; the .001 level, 1 time out of 1,000 or less. Clearly, .001 is
better than .01, and both are better than .05.

There is nothing magical about these particular levels of sign ficance. They
have simply been selected by convention.
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eaningfulness

Tests of significance can tell you whether your program probably had an impact.
However, they cannot tell you anything about the magnitude or importance of that
impact. Particularly if your sample size is large, the program could have a very
small but statistically significant impact. Thus, as a very important last step in
your analysis, you should examine the magnitude of the impact and consider is
importance.

If you have used criterion referenced - hods, then you should give
considerable weight to the percentage of people that meet the desired levels and
also to the increase in the percentage of people who meet these levels.

If you chosa not to specify levels of competence, then you should look at the
change in the mean scores. Often it is useful to view the increase in mean scores
as a percentage of the possible range. For example, if you use a 1-5 Likert scale
to measure clarity of values, an increase from 3.0 to 4.0 would represent 20% of the
possible range and would be substantial, whereas an increase from 3.1 to 3.2 would
represent only 2% of the possible range and would be small. On a 50-Item knowledge
test, an increase from 33 to 34 would be small, whereas an increase from 33 to 40
would be substantial.

When making assessments about the magnitude of the change, you should be
realistic. Innumerable evaluations of social programs have demonstrated that
changing people's social skills and behavior is very difficult, and in general, you
should be pleased with small changes. Even if you are not doing a rigorous
cost/effectiveness analysis of your program, you should at least consider the cost
and comprehensiveness of your program. If your program is short, you can be pleased
with smaller gains; if your program is more comprehensive, you should have higher
expectations.

Blalock , H.M.,
1972.
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CRAPTKR 15

WRITING TUE EVALUATION REPORT

The quality of writing of your report may substantially affect the extent to
which it is read and used. If you carefully describe your program, your research
steps, your results, and your conclusions, your report May affect subsequwat
programs and policy. If you fail to present needed evidence or to focus your
conclusions, your entire evaluation may have far less impact than it deserves.

Plannin the Wr1tin Pro ect

Just as there are important steps in designing questionnaires, so there are
important steps in writing a report.

Define your audience and consider its needs and interests.
Determine which points or conclusions you wish to emphasize, and cre-te a
detailed outline of the report.
Write a draft, let it sit for several days or so, and then rewrite it.
Have others involved in your research and in your field review it and
incorporate their suggestions.
If feasible, have a professional editor help you organize and edit it.

When you consider the needeof your audience, remember that some important
members of your audience will view research_methodology and statistical analysis as
foreign languages. Thus, you must keep in mind not only their needs for the results
(to justify funding, improve the program, etc.), but also their familiarity with
methods and statistics. Although you may be writing the report after having been
been immersed in the fine distincti-ons of statistical analysis, many of your readers
will be put off by them.

In some situations, you may want to summarize in lay terms the important
findings and recommendations at the.beginning of each section and then move into
more technical explanations. Those who do not need or want the more technical
material can skip over it, and those who are interested can skip to the tables,
graphs, and more technical discussions of findings.

In other situations, you may find it useful to write two reports: one for
general dissemination such as in your community, and another for the professional
literature. You do not have to satisfy all requirements of your varied audience
with one piece of writing.

As you write, try to follow these general guidelines:

Keep both sentences and paragraphs short.
Use descriptive section-headings.
Use active,- not passive, verbs. (Not "questionnaires were completed by
students"; rather, "students completed questionnaires.")



o Use definite, specific, concrete language.
Continually edit to omit needless words, tighten loose sentences, and
rewrite jargon.

Contents of the Re ort

Your report should explain and discuss the following:

The background and purpose of the evaluation: who wanted it for what
reasons
The nature of the program: demographic characteristics of pa ticipants,
goals, content, time period, etc.
The specific goals or objectives that a e being evaluated
The general methods used in the evaluation
The questionnaires used
The sample: selection criteria, size, and other character ico
The results both in table form and in prose
The limitations of the evaluation

o The conclusions and recommendations.

Presentin. Quantitative Results

You should emphasize your most important points by creating one or more tables
and graphs. Tables are eye-catching; graphs are even more powerful. Some people
will read only the tables and graphs and ignore much of the text. Thus, tables and
graphs should include your major findings and should be self explanatory.

Following are some guidelines for creating-these tables:

Create a title that accurately describes the content of the table.
Provide pretest and posttest means to show the size of the increase or
change.
Include the sample size.
Include tests of signiticance if they were calculated. Follow convention
by letting * a result significant at the .05 ** = a result
significant at the .01 level; and *** = a result significant at the .001
level.

o Rather than using numbers to signity footnotes, use letters (e. g., a, b,
c).

For example, the data from the previous chapter has been presented in Table
15-

If you have more than one group, then you need to add additional rows for those
groups. For example, Table 15-2 is based upon different fictitious data with
additional groups.

Bar_Graolip-

Since bar graphs have a greater visual impact than tables, you may find it
useful to create bar graphs of the most important outcomes. Grouped frequency
distributions and the means and-medians of different groups lend themselves well to
this treatment.
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Mean P and Po-

Group.

Sexua ity
Education
Class

Table 15-1

est Scores on a 40-Item Multile Choice Test

T-test for
Difference Difference

Sample Between Between
Sizea Pretest Posttest Means Means

25 24.84 29.72

**Significant at the .01 level.

amatched pairs.

4.88 2.27**

Sexuality
Education
Class

Control
Group

Mean Pretest and P

Table 15-2

T-test for
Difference Difference

Sample Between Between
Size Pretest Posttest Means Means

42

29.45

28.22

**Significant at the .01 level.

33.93 4.48

31.21 2.99

3.18**
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Following are some guidelines for creating these tables:

Create a title that accurately describes the content of the table.
Provide pretest and posttest means to show the size of the inc ease or
change.
include the sample eize.
Include tests of significance if they were calculated. Follow convention
by letting * a result significant at the .05 level; ** a reault
significant at the .01 level; and *** i= a result significant at the .001
level.
Rather than using numbers to signify footnotes, use letters (e.g., a, b,
c) .

For,example, the data from the previous chap er has been presented in Table
15-1.

If you have mnre than one group, then you need to add additional rows for those
groups. For example, Table 15-2 is based upon different fictitious data with
additional groups.

Bar _Graphs

Since bar graphs have a greater visual impact than tables, you may find it
useful to create bar graphs of the most important outcomes. Grouped frequency
distributions and the means and medians of different groups lend themselves well to
this treatment.

Following are several suggestions for creating bar graphs:

Use a separate bar (or pair of bars) for each major objective.
Rave bars which should be compared next to one another. For example, place
the bar representing a pretest next to the bar representing the posttest.
Label each axis.
Make intervals along the axis equal.
If possible, use a zero point at the base of the axes; if not, put a jagged
line through both the axis and the bars near the base.
Above each bar, indicate the actual number the bar represents (e.g.,
frequencies or means).
Represent the criterion or goal of an objective by drawing a line that is
perpendicular to the bars (see Figure 15-2).

The frequency distributions and the means for the data from the previous
chapter can be represented by bar graphs as in Figure 15-1 and Figure 15-2
respectively.

IlEmE&EILLEK,Iliangliantitative Data

In the analysis of sexuality education programs, the most common form of
non-quantitative data is written statements. These may be unsolicited or the result
of open-ended questions (What did you learn in this program? Eicadid this program
affect you? What changes in the program would you recommend?). Too often such
statements are neither fully analyzed nor reported, despite their patent al value.
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Figure 15-1

Number of Peo1e Receivin Different Scores on Pre est_ and Posttes

Number of
8tudenta

10

9

8

7

6

5

4
3

2

6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26- 31-35 36-40 Sco

Key: Pretest Post t e

Figure 15-2

The Mean Knowled e Test Sco ,s for Student_ on the Pretest and Po-

Mean
Score

30 24.8
25
20
15
10
5

29.7

Pretest
N = 25

Posttest
N = 25

Criterion = 28.0
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When reporting such statements, it is extremely important to fairly represent
negative as well as positive statements. To report only positive statements and to
exclude negative statements is simply misleading and invalid. Just as it is
unethical to throw out low scores from a posttest knowledge tests, so it is also
unethical to fail to proportionately report negative statements. Moreover, critical
statements can help others recognize deficiencies in programs and then improve them.

An assortment of spontaneous or solicited questions can appear to defy
reasonable organization. If so, begin by writing each statement on a separate sheet
of paper (e.g. 3 x 5 cards); then organize the statements by content. You may then
do one or more of the following:

Select a few representative statements to illustrate points made In the
quantitative analysis or in the text.

Include all the statements in the report.

Accurately summarize the statements by presenting the frequency with Which
different themes or ideas are mentioned.

Dilemmas in Writing and Publishing the Results

Evaluators often do not obtain the results they hoped for. They are then faced
with the dilemma of what to report. Should they report only the positive findings,
or should they report all findings accurately? Especially when the findings have
political significance, there can be considerable pressure to emphasize only the
positive findings, and people will often offer superficially convincing
justifications for doing so. However, in the long run, burying negative findings is
not helpful to either sexuality education or evaluation research. You certainly
have an ethical obligation to report findings accurately. Moreover, if you find
negative results, you should report them so that people can try to improve programs
and so that other findings can be trusted.

This responsibility does not necessarily mean that you should not give any
thought to the possible political use of your findings. People both for and against
sexuality education may selectively quote your results, and as much as possible, you
should not write statements that will be greatly misleading if quoted out of
context. In other words, each statement should be balanced as much as possible.

The same considerations arise when you consider publishing your results. If
those people who find that sexuality education improves behavior publish their
results, and if those people who find that sexuality education has no impact or a
negative impact fail to publish their findings, then the literature will obviously
become biased and people will incorrectly believe that sexuality education is more
effective than it actually is.

On the other hand, if you failed to obtain positive findings and have good
reason to believe that your findings are invalid, than you should either reevaluate
your program before publishing the results, or you should emphasize in your report
that your results may be invalid.
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CHAPTER 16

EVALUATING SPECIFIC KINDS OF PROGRAMS

Although the methods described in this volume are generally applicable to many
kinds of sexuality education programs, some programs have special characteristics
that affect their evaluation. This chapter discusses some of the special
considerations for evaluating specific kinds of programs.

Comprehensive Programs Lasting About a Semester

The methods already described in this volume are well suited to evaluating
comprehensive programs. Because most comprehensive program last numerous weeks,
using an experimental design with a control group is especially important; during
the elapsed time, students knowledge, attitudes, and behavior may change even If
they do not take the program. Comprehensive programs are also more likely than
shorter programs to have a variety of effects upon knowledge, attitudes, and
behavior. Thus, it is especially important that you carefully specify objectives
and measure most or all of the possible outcomes.

At the end of a semester course, students may trust the teacher much more and
may be much more open about their sexuality than at the beginning of the semester.
Thus, they may answer questions about attitudes and behavior more honestly at the
end of the semester than at the beginning. To reduce this possible bias, you can
use the first week of the course to increase trust and openness, but not teach much
about sexuality, and then administer the pretests during the second week.

Short Structured Courses Lasting 1 or 2 Weeks

Programs that last a relatively short time are likely to have less impact than
programs lasting a semester or longer. Thus, there are fewer plausible outcomes
that you should measure and the questionnaires should be shorter. For example,
short courses are less likely to have an impact upon self esteem and there is less
need to measure self esteem.

Programs that last 1 or 2 weeks are unlikely to produce much behavioral change
during the course but may produce considerable behavioral change after the course.
Thus, you should be sure to administer second posttests weeks or months after the
end of the course.

Oneday Conferences

Because 1day conferences are so short, they require a modified experimental
design. Many desired behavioral outcomes of the coaference cannot take place during
that day and need not be measured at the end of the conference. Obviously, for
example, there is no need to measure the amount of unprotected sexual activity twice
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on the day of the conference. Thus, posttests measuring behavior should be
administered weeks or =litho later. On the other hand, both knowledge and attitudes
may change during the day and can profitably be measured at both the beginning and
the end of the conference.

The short duration of the conference has a second impact upon the methodology.
At the beginning of the day, participants are usually fresh and relatively willing
to complete questionnaires carefully. By the end of the day, they are likely to be
tired, to have less energy and concentration, and to be less willing to complete
lengthy questionnaires carefully. Thus, if you do administer questionnaires at the
end of the day, you should make the questionnaires as short and easy as possible.

Because the short posttests administered at the end of the conference are not
sufficient to measure change in many important outcomes, administering
questionnaires at a later time becomes especially important. Doing this usually
requires obtaining the participants- names and addresses and making some
arrangements for mailing them the questionnaires. Especially when the
questionnaires contain sensitive questions about sexuality, follow these procedures:

Carefully explain to the participants the importance of their completing
the second posttests at home.

Obtain their perm ion to send the questionnaire- t their ho_e

Strongly encourage them to complete the questionnaires anonymously without
anyone else-s help or advice.

Encourage participants to return the questnnnaires, even if they decide
not to complete them, so that questionnaires with sensitive questions do
not circulate throughout the community.

Many conferences are voluntary, and some participants may leave the conference
before it ends. Participants leaving before completing the posttest questionnaires
may affect your results negatively. First, it will reduce your sample size.
Second, the participants who leave may be different in some way (in intelligence,
motivation, nr satisfaction with the conference) from those who stay. Thus, their
loss may bias your sample and affect its representativeness. This possible bias
might render a comparison of the mean scores on the pretest and posttest invalid.
To prevent such a bias, use identification numbers and match pretests with
posttests.

Similar biases may occur when you obtain delayed posttest data; less motivated
people may refrain from returning questionnaires. Once again, you can reduce this
problem by using Identification numbers and matching pretests with the delayed
posttests.

Because 1-day conferences are short, they probably will have less impact than
longer, more comprehensive programs. Thus, you need not measure many of the
outcomes that you might wish to measure in longer programs. For example, you
probably need not measure changes in self esteem or skills, because conferences are
not likely to have an impact upon these outcomes.

Some con erences have flexible, unstructured formats. That is, participants
can attend different activities, peruse materials on their own, ask counselors or
other professionals questions during small group discussions, etc. Thus,
participants may be less likely to learn a specific set of facts, but more likely to
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learn particular factual information that is immediately relevant to them. Thus,
traditional knowledge tests may be a poor method of assessing knowledge gain.
Unfortunately, there are not many good alternatives. You can include open-ended
queations that ask participants 1) to summarize what they have learned or 2) to
specify several factual pieces of information that they learned, but such questions
usually fail to accurately assess how much the respondents learned, how much they
actually know, and what topics should be covered more fully.

Peer Education Pro rams

Peer education programs are particularly difficult to evaluate because their
effects are likely to be mall and diffuse. That is, peer educators are likely to
interact with only a small number of students who are scattered throughout the
student body. Nevertheless, there are at least two potentially successful
strategies for evaluation.

First, you can collect data on the entire school body during the years both
before and after the peer education program is implemented. This data can be
questionnaire data collected _from the students, pregnancy data collected from
clinics and doctors, or other kinds of data. A comparison of the before and after
data will give some evidence for the effects of the program.

Second, if the peer educators speak before selected classes of students in the
school, and if they subsequently meet primarily with students in these classes, then
you can randomly assign classes to experimental and control groups. The classes to
which the peer educators speak would comprise the experimental group; the classes to
which they don't speak, the control group. You can then administer questionnaires
to both groups of classes at the beginning.and end of the year and compare the
changes over time.

Questionnaires should include questions on the number of contacts that the
students had with the peer educators. If some students had no contact with the peer
educators, then changes in their knowledge or attitudes could not have been produced
by interaction with the peer educators. You should, however, use this line of
reasoning with caution. Do not compare students who seek information from the peer
educators with students who do not, because students who meet with the peer-
educators may be more likely_to be sexually active and in need of information than
those who do not seek information.

Your questionnaires should be quite short because the small amount of
interaction with the peer educators is not likely to produce a substantial amount of
change and you do not need to measure as many outcomes.

In general, all analyses of peer education progra_s should be viewed with
caution:

The effects of interac_ on with peer educators are small and diffuse.

Assessing the amount of interaction between each student and the peer
educators is difficult.

Students who seek advice from peer educators are likely to be different
from those who don't.
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Parent/Child Programs

Programs offered to parents and their Children together can be evaluated in
much the same way that other programs have been evaluated. However, such programa
offer an additional possibility of matching the parents with their children, asking
similar questions of each, and then comparing answers. For example, to measure the
impact of the program on family communication about sexuality, you can ask both
parents and their children how often they talk about sexuality and how comfortable
they are during those conversatione. (To date, however, researchers have found very
little relationship between the reports of the parents and the reports of their
children.)

A few researchers have tried to measure the impact of parent courses upon the
quality of family communication by video or audio taping family conversation about
sexuality both before and after the program. Although intriguing, we don-t
recommend the method.

The presence of the tape recorder and the instructions for the session
prevent people from talking in a normal manner. People find taping far
more intimidating than completing questionnaires.

For some families, the instructions to talk about sexuality encourages or
forces them to do something they have never done before and may therefore
give an inaccurate picture of family communication.

Many families do not even talk about sexuality during their preprogram tape
recordings, rendering those tapes invalid.

Implementing the recording sessions is time consuming to both the
participants and the researchers because the recordings cannot be completed
simultaneously in a single group.

Coding tape recordings is very difficult.

Conclusions

We have been evaluating sexuality education programs for several years and have
learned a great deal from our experiences. At the beginning we certainly made our
share of mistakes: we designed questionnaires that were too difficult and too long;
we included a few questions that were too sensitive for some people; we tried to
measure too many outcomes; we sometimes failed to obtain data from control groups;
we sometimes failed to ensure the proper administration of questionnaires; we tried
a few new, innovative, and totally unworkable approaches. However, we learned,
continually improved our methods, and collected very useful data on the effects of
programs.

We have wr tten this volume so that you can learn from some of our experiences
and avoid some of our mistakes. No single volume can present all that you need to
know to conduct valid evaluations. However, if you follow the principles and
methods described in this volume yon are likely to obtain valid and very useful
information about the success of your program. You can then improve or expand your
program.
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Remember the following points:

Specify clearly the moat important outcOmes of the program that YOU Wish to
meaaure. Recognize that you prObably cannot meaSure validly all important
outcomes; be realistic about what you can measure. Be careful about asking
sensitive questions.

Obtain approval from the school or organizational authorities, parents,
participants, and other appropriate groups. Be able to justify why you-re
asking each question.

Use multiple methods as much as possible; design different kinds of
questionnaires, give them to different groups of people, and use other
methods as well.

Use as many characteristics of experimental designs as possible. At a
minimum collect pretest and posttest data.

Repeatedly pretest your questionnaires and be sure they are reliable and
valid for your particular respondents.

Make sure the administration of the questionnaires Is rigorous; if students
fail to treat the questionnaires seriously, the most carefully designed
evaluation can be useless.

Be especially careful to maintain the anonymity or confidentiality of any
potentially sensitive data.

Be prepared to learn that your evaluation indi:a es your program is not as
effective as you had hoped.

At every stage guard aga nst letting your hopes and values bias your
evaluation.

Increasing numbers of people are evaluating their programs with these methods,
improving their programs, and finding that the combination of evaluation and program
improvement is well worth the effort.

If you have conducted few or no eve uations before, you aay feel intimidated by
all the methods described in this volume. If so, remember some of the suggestions
given for making the process easier:

Start with a small and relatively simple evaluation, and as you become more
familiar with evaluation methods, improve the size and quality of your
evaluation.

Contact methodological consultants or other members in the field who have
previously completed evaluations, ask them questions, and learn from their
experiences.

T
At first use questionnaires and other materials developed by others; later
develop your own questionnaires.

Remember, both evaluation methods and statistics may appear difficult, but they
are a logical set of procedures to collect data systematically and make that data
more clear and concise so that important questions can be better answered. In many
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respects learning to use these methods is like learning to ride a bicycle; the going
is difficult at first, but becomes much easier with practice. Just as falling down
makes the principles of bike riding more obvious, so will making mistakes with these
methods make their rationale more obvious.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRES

These questionnaires are modified versions of the questionnaires that we have
used to evaluate sexuality education programs for adolescents. They include
evaluations and assessments of the course to administer at the end of the course and
questionnaires which measure knowledge, attitude, and behavior to administer before
and after the course. See the guidelines below.

Questionnaire

Knowledge Questionnaire

Attitude and Value Inventory

Behavior Inventory

Knowledge, Attitude, and Behavior Inventory Befo r and after the course
(An integrated, condensed version of the
first three)

Course Evaluation

Assessment of Course Impact

Course Assessment for Parents

Administration

Before and after the course

Before and after the course

Before and after the course

After the course

After the course

After the cou se

These questionnaires provide examples of questions that you can use. You
should modify the questionnaires to meet the values of your community, the
particular goals of your program, and the characteristics of your prograta
participants. For example, if the adolescents in your program are not likely to be
sexually active, then you should remove those questions dealAng with seAcual
activity. You should also consider the appropriate length of each questionnaire.
If the questionnaire is too long, remove questions or use the Knowledge, Attitude,
and Betwrior Inventory which contains the most important questions from the
Knowledge Questionnaire, the Attitude and Value Inventory, and the Behavior
Inventory.

The Knowledge Questionnaire, Attitude and Value Inventory, and Behavior
Inventory can be subdivided into the following individual scales. The questions on
the Knowledge Questionnaire and the Behavior Inventory can be analyzed separately or
as scales. Although the scales include questions measuring the same topics, they
:are .not true multiitem scales. In contrast, the scales in the Attitude and Value
Inventory are true multiitem scales. Thus, if you intend to measure a particular
-.attitude, you should include all the questions of that scale. That is, you should
not use the questions individually.

. Por reasons of space, we have listed-here only the item nuMbers for each scale.
Because the Attitude and Value inventory contains true multiItem scales, you may

:An-efer to read the items grouped as scales rather than randomly ordered through the
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inventory. For your convenience in doing so,
at the end of that questionnaire.

we have grouped all the items by scale

Scales in the Knowled e Questionnaire Question Numbers

Physical Development

Adolescent Relationships

2, 8, 13,

22, 27, 29

15, 25, 28

Adolescent Sexual Activity

Adolescent Pregnancy

1, 3, 16,

6, 20, 23

17

Adolescent Marriage 9, 30

Probability of Pregnancy 5, 10, 12, 19

Birth Control 4, 11, 18, 26, 31, 32, 34

Sexually Transmitted Disease 14, 21, 24, 33

Scales in the A__.tude and Value Invent -n Numbers

Clarity of Long Term Goals 10, 23, 30, 37, 51

Clarity of Personal Sexual Values 5, _13, 25, 49, 70

Understanding of Emotional Needs 14, 17, 48, 56, 62

Understanding of Personal Social Behavior 6, 19, 27, 34, 66

Understanding of Personal Sexual Response 21, 31 36, 45, 52

Attitude Toward Various Gender Role Behaviors 8, 28, 41, 50, 5

Attitude Toward Sexuality In Life 12, 42, 55, 5 64

Attitude Toward the Importance of Birth Control 4, 16, 40, 59 61

Attitude Toward Premarital Intercourse 20, 22, 29, 63

Attitude Toward the Use -f Pre ure and Force
in Sexual Activity

15, 46, 47, 54

Recognition of the Importance of he Family 24, 53, 60, 69

Self Esteem 26, 35, 44, 68

Sati faction with Personal Sexuality 7, 18, 33, 39, 57

Satisfaction with Social Relationships 2, 38, 43, 67



he Behavior Inventor iestion Numbers

Taking Responsibility for Behavior

Decisionmaking Skills 3, 4, 5, 6

Decisionmaking Skills about Sexual Behavior 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Communication Skills 12 13, 14 15, 16, 17, 18,

Assertiveness Skills about Sexual Behavior 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

Comfort with Social Interaction 25, 26, 27, 28

Comfort Talking about Sex and Birth Control 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36

Comfort Talking about Sexuality with Parents 31, 34

Comfort Talking about Sexuality with Friends 29, 32

Comfort Talking about Sexuality with Girl or 30, 33
Boyfriend

Comfort Expressing Concern and Caring 35

Comfort Being Assertive Sexually _6, 37

Comfort with Current Sex Life 38

Comfort Getting and Using Birth Control 39, 40, 41, 42

Sexual Activity 43, 44, 45

Use of Bi th Control 46, 47, 48

Frequency of Communication about Sex and 49, 52
Birth Control with Parents

Frequency of Communication about Sex and 50, 53
Birth Control with Friends

Frequency of Communication about Sex and 51. 54
Birth Control with Boyfriend or Girlfriend

1 5
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KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE

We are trying to find Out if this program is successful. You can help us by
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your name anywhere on this
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all questionnaires will
look about the same and no One will know which is yours.

Because this study Is important, your answers are also important. Please answer
each question carefully.

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your birth date: Month

Your sex (Check one): Male

Day

Female

Your grade level in school (Check one ): 9

10
11

12
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Please circle the one best answer to each of the questions bellow.

1. By the time teenagers graduate from high schools in the United States:

a. only a few have had sex (sexual intercourse).

b. about half have had sex.
c. about 80% have had sex.

During their menstrual periods, girlE_

a. are too weak to participate in sports or exercise.
b. have a normal, monthly release of blood from the u_
c. cannot possibly become pregnant.
d. should not shower or bathe.

all of the above.

a.

b.

harmful for a woman to have sex ercourse when she:

is pregnant.
is menstruating.
has a cold.
has a sexual partner with syphilis.

e. none of the above.

4. Some contraceptives:

a. can be obtained only with a doctor-s prescrip_ on.
b. are available at family planning clinics.
C* can be bought over the counter at drug stores.
d. can be obtained by people under 18 without their parents permission.
e. all of the above.

5. If 10 couples have sexual intercourse regularly without using any kind of
birth control, the number of couples who become pregnant by the end of 1
year is about:

a. one.
b. three.
c. six.
d. nine.
e. none of the above.

6. When unmarried teenage girls learn they are pregnant, the largest group
.of them decide:

a. to have an abortion.
b. to put the child up for adopt on.
c. to raise the child at home.
d. to marry and raise the child with the husband.
e. none of the above.
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People havtng sexual intercourse can best prevent gett
transmitted disease (VD or STD) by using:

a. condoms (rubbers).
b. contraceptive foam.
c. the pill.
d. withdrawal (pulling out).

S. When boys go through puberty:

a. :-hey lose their "baby fat" and become slimmer.
b. their penises become larger.
c. they produce sperm.
d. their voices become lower.
e. all of the above.

Mar ied teenagers:

ng a sexually

a. have the same social lives as their unmarried friends.
b. avoid pressure from friends and family.
c. still fit in easily with their old friends.
d. usually support themselves without help from their parents.
e. none of the above.

10. If a couple has sexual intercourse and uses no birth control, the woman
might get pregnant:

a. any time during the month.
b. only 1 week before menstruation begins.
c. only during menstruation.
d. only 1 week after menstruation begins.
e. only 2 weeks after menstruation begins.

11. The method of bir h control which is least effective is:

a. a condom with foam.
b. the diaphragm with sperm&cidal jelly.
c. withdrawal (pulling out).
d. the pill.
e. abstinence (not having intercou se).

12. It is possible for a woman to become pregnant:

a. the first time she has sex (sexual intercourse).
b. if she has sexual intercourse during her menstrual period.
c. if she has sexual intercourse standing up.
d. if sperm get near the opening of the vagina, even though the man-s

penis does not enterher body.
e. all of the above.

13. Physically:

a. girls usually mature earlier than boys.
b. moat boys mature earlier than most girls.
c. all boys and girls are fully mature by age 16.
d. all boys and girls are fully mature by age 18.
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14. It is impossible now to cure:

a.

b.
C.

d.

e.

syphilis.
gonorrhea.
herpes virus #2.
vaginitis.
all of the above.

15. When men and women are physically mature:

b.

C.

d.

e,

each female ovary releases two eggs each month.
each female ovary releases millions of eggs each month.
male testes produce one sperm for each ejaculation (climax)
male testes produce millions of sperm for each ejaculation
none of the above.

16. Teenagers who choose to have sexual intercourse may possibly:

a.

b.

C.
d.

e.

have to deal with
feel guilty.
become more close
become less close
all of the above.

a pregnancy.

to their sexual pa:tners.
to their sexual partners.

17. As they enter puberty, teenagers become more interested in sexual
activities because:

a.

b.

C.
d.

limax

their sex hormones are changing.
the media (TV, movies, magazines, records ) push sex for teenagers.
some of their friends have sex and expect them to have sex also.
all of the above.

18. To use a condom the correct way, a person must:

a.

b.
c.

d.

leave some space at the tip for the guy's fluid.
use a new one every time sexual intercourse occurs.
hold it on the penis while pulling out of the vagina.
all of the above.

19. The proportion of American girls who become pregnant be
20 is:

a. 1 out of 3.

b. 1 out of 11.
c. 1 out of 43.
d. 1 out of 90.

20. In general, children born to young teenage parents:

a. have few problems because their parents are emotionally
b. have a greater chance of being abused by their parents.
c. have normal birth weight.
d. have a greater chance of being healthy.
e, none of the above.
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21. Treatment for venereal disease is best if:

both partners are treated at the same time.
only the partner with the symptoms sees a doctor.

c. the person takes the medicine only until the symptoms disappear.
d. the partners continue having sex (sexual intercourse).
e. all of the above.

22. Most teenagers:

a. have crushes or infatuat ons that last a short time.
b. feel shy or awkward when first dating.
c. feel jealous sometimes.
d. worry a lot about their lociks.
e. all of the above.

23. Most unmarried girls who have children while still in high school:

a. depend upon their parents for support.
b. finish high school and graduate with their class.
c. never have to be on public welfare.
d. have the same social lives as their pee
e. all of the above.

24. Syphilis*

a. is one of the most dangerous of the venereal diseases.
b. is known to cause blindness, insanity, and death if untreated.
c. is first detected as a chancre sore on the genitals.
d. all of the above.

For a boy, nocturnal emissions dre means he:

a. has a sexual illness.
b. is fully mature physically.
c. is experiencing a normal part of growing up.
d. is different from most other boys.

26. If people have sexual intercourse, the advantage of using condoms is that
they:

a. help prevent getting or giving VD.
b. can be bought in drug stores by either sex.
c. do not have dangerous side effects.
d. do not require a prescription.
e. all of the above.

27. If two people want to have a close relationship, it is important
that they:

a. trust each other and are honest and open with each other.
b. date other people.
c. always think of the other person-fir_
d. always think of their own needs first.
e. all of the above.
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28. The physical changes _f puberty:

a. happen in a week Or two.
b. happen to different teenagers at different ages.
c. happen quickly for girls and slowly for boys.
d. happen quickly for boys and slowly for girls.

29. For -ost teenagers, their emotions (feelings

a. are pretty stable.
b. seem to change frequently.
c. don't concern them very much.
d. are easy to put into words.
e. are ruled by their thinking.

30. Teenagers who marry, compared to those who do not:

a. are equally likely to finish high school.
b. are equally likely to have children.
c. are equally likely to get divorced.
d. are equally likely to have successful work careers.
e. none of the above.

31. The rhythm method (natural family planning

a. means couples cannot have intercourse during certain days of the
woman's menstrual cycle.

b. requires the woman to keep a record of when she has her pe iod.
c. Is effective less than 80% of the time.
d. is recommended by the Catholic church.
e. all of the above.

32. The pill:

a. can ba used by any woman.
b. is a good birth control method for women who smoke.
c. usually makes menstrual cramping worse.
d. must be taken for 21 or 28 days in order to be effective.
e. all of the above.

33. Gonorrhea:

a. is 10 times more common than syphilis.
b. is a disease that can be passed from mothers to their chi dren during

birth.
c. makes many men and women sterile (unable to have babies).
d. is often difficult to detect in women.
e. all of the above.

34. People choosing a birth control method:

a. should think only about the cost of the method.
b. should choose whatever method their friends are using.
c. should learn about all the methods before choosing the one that's

best for them.
d. should get the method that's easiest to get.
e. all of the above.
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Ans ers o the Kno ledge Que ionna e

AnswerQuestioo Answer Question

1
2

18

19 a
3 20
4 21 a
5 22
6 a 23 a
7 a 24
8 25
9 26

10 a 27 a
11 28
12 29
13 a 30
14 31
15 32
16 33
17 34
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ATrIT1JDE AND VALUE INVENTORY

We are trying to find out if this program is successful. You can help us by
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your name anywhere on this
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all questionnaires will
look about the same and no one will know which is yours.

Because this study is important, your answers are also Important. Please answer
each question carefully.

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your birth date: Month Day

Your se (Check one): Male Female

Your grade level in school (Check one): 9

10
11

12

7
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The questions below are not a test of how much you know. We are in'terested in what
you believe about some important issues. Please rate each_statement according to
how much you agree or disagree with it. Everyone will have different answers. Tour
answer is correct if it describes you very well.

Circle: 1 if you Strongly Disagree with the statement.
2 if you Somewhat Disagree with the statement.
3 = if you feel Neutral about the statement.
4 if you Somewhat Agree with the statement.
5 if you Strongly Agree with the statement.
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1. I am very happy with my friendships. 1 2 3 4 5

2. Unmarried people should not have sex (sexual
intercourse).

1 2 3 4 5

3. Overall, I am satisfied with myself. 1 2 3 4 5

4. Two people having sex should use some form of birth
control if they aren't ready for a child.

1 2 3 4 5

5. I'm confused about my personal sexual values and
beliefs.

1 2 3 4 5

6. I often find myself acting in ways I don't
understand.

2

7 1 am not happy th my sex life. 1 2 3 4 5

8. Men should not hold jobs traditionally held by women. 1 2 3 4 5

9. People should never take "no" for an answer when
they want to have sex.

1 2 3 4

10. I don't know what I want ou_ of life. 1 2 3 4 5

11. Families do very little for their children. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Sexual relationships create more problems than
they're worth.

1 2 3 4 5

I'm confused about what I should and should
not do sexually.

1 2 3 4 5

14. I know what I want and need emotionally. 2 3 4

15. No one should pressure another person into sexual
activity.

1 2 3 4 5
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16. Birth control is not very important. 1 23 4 5

17. I know what I need to be happy. 1 2 3 4 5

18. I am not satisfied with my sexual behavior (sex life). 1 2 3 4 5

19. I usually understand the way I act. 1 2 3 4 5

20. People should not have sex before marriage. 23 4

21. I do not know much about my own physical and
emotional sexual response.

1 2 3 4 5

22. It is all right for two people to have sex before
marriage if they are in love.

1 2 3 4

23. I have a good idea of where I'm headed in the
future.

1 2 4 5

24. Family relationships are not important. 1 2 3 4 5

25. I have trouble knowing what my beliefs and values
are about my personal sexual behavior.

23 4 5

26. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. 2 3 4 5

27. I understand how I behave around others. 1 23 4 5

28. Women should behave differently from men most of the
time.

1 2 3 4 5

29. People should have sex only if they are married. 1 2 3 4 5

30. I know what I want out of life. 2 3 4 5

31. I have a good understanding of my own sexual
feelings and reactions.

1 2 3 4 5

32. I don't have enough friends. 1 2 3 4 5

33. I'm happy with my sexual behavior now. 23 4 5

34. I don't understand why I behave with my friends
as I do.

23 4 5

35. At times I think 1m no good at all. 1 23 4 5
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36. I know how I react in different sexual situations. 1

37. I have a clear picture of what I'd like to be doing 1
in the future.

38. My friendships are not as good as I would like them 1
to be.

39 Sexually, I feel like a failure.

More people should be aware of the Importance of 1
birth control.

41. At work and at home, women should not have to behave 1

differently from men, when they are equally capable.

42. Sexual relationships make life too difficult.

43. I wish my friendships

44. I feel that I

ere better.

have many good personal qualities.

1

45. I am confused about my reactions in sexual 1
situations.

It is all right to pressure someone into sexual 1
activ ty.

47. People should not pressure others to have sex wIth
them.

48. Most of the time my emotional feelings are clear
to me.

49. I have my own set of rules to guide my sexual 1
behavior sex life).

50. Women and men should be able to have the same jobs, 1
when they are equally capable.

51. I don't know what my long-range goals are.

52. When I'm in a sexual situation, I get confused about 1

my feelings.

53. Families are very important.
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54. It is all right to demand sex from a gafriend
or boyfriend.

55. A sexual relationship is one of the batthings a
person can have.

56. Most of the time I have a clear undeatanding of
my feelings and emotions.

57. I am very satisfied with my sexual sAivities just
the way they are.

58. Sexual relati nships only bring troubleto people.

59. Birth control not as important as nu people say.

60. Family relationships cause more troublethan they're
worth.

61. If two people have sex and aren't teadyto have a
child, it is very important that they-use birth
control.

62. I'm confuoed about what I need ernoticoally,

63. It is all right for two people to bavesex before
marriage.

64. Sexual relationships provide an LmpOtaTIt and
fulfilling part of life.

65. People should not he expeted to behamin certain
ways just because they are male or fteale.

66. Most of the time I know why I behave fievay I do.

67. I feel good having as many friends aa Ihme.

68. I wIsh I had more respect for myse f,

69. FamIly re1ationships can be very vaLuAle.

70. I know for sure what is right and wrozgnexually
for me.

cra

so

a

1 23 4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

1 23 4 5

2 4 5

4 5

23 4 5

23 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 4 5

1 23 4 5

1 23 4 5

1 2 4 5

23 4 5

2 4 5

1 23 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



SCALES IN THE ATTITUDE AND VALUE MENEM:Mr

Clarity of_Lc=png Term Goals

10. I don't know what I want out of life.
23. I have sea good idea of where I'm headedin the future.
30. I know wiwhat I want out of life.
37. I have ema clear picture of what I'd liketo be doing in the future.
51. I know wrwhat my long range goals are.

5. I'm confFsised about my personal sexual vaues and beliefs.
13. I'm confused about what I should and should not do sexually.
25. I have t=rouble knowing what my beliefsand values are about nry personal

sexual tur,ehavior.
49. I have =ray own set of rules to guide my sexual behavior (se e).
70. I know EFor sure what is right and wrougsexually for me.

alffilATAd_v=, of Emotional Needs

IC I know 1,what I want and need emotionally.
17, I know wwwhat I need to be happy.
48. Most of the time my emotional feelingsare clear to me.
56. Most of the time I have a clear understanding of my feelings and emotions.
62, I'm cont=used about what I need emotionally.

Understand'n of Personal Social Behavior

6, I often find myself acting in ways I do t understand.
19. I usoall_y understand the way I act.
27. I unders-==tand how I behave around others,
34. I don't understand why I behave with myfriends as I do.
66, Most of the time I know why I behave the way I do.

21. I do not know much about my own physical and emotional sexusl response.
31, I have a good understanding of my own sexual feelings and reactions.
36. I know I react in different sexual situations.
45. I am coused about my reactions in senal situations.
52. When I'mx in a sexual situation, I get confused about my feelings.

ttitude T d Various Gender Ro e Behaviors

8. Men shou: ld not hold jobs traditionallyheld by women.
28. Wmnen shmmould behave differently from menmost of the time.
41. At work and at home, women should not Ewe to behave differently than men,

when the= are equally capable.
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50. Women and men should be able to have the same jobs, when they are equally
capable.

65. People should not be expected to behave in certain ways just because
they are male or female.

Attitude Toward. Sexuality in Life

12. Sexual relationships create more problems than they're worth.
42. Sexual relationships make life too difficult.
55. A sexual relationahip is one_of the best things a person can have.
58. Sexual relationships only bring trouble to people..
64. Sexual relationships provide an important and fulfilling part of life.

Att' ude To ard the Im.ortance of Birth Cont ol

4. Two people having sex should use some form of bir h control, if they
aren't ready for a child.

16. Birth control is not very important.
40. More people should be aware of the importance of birth control.
59. Birth control is not as important as some people say.
61. If two people hve sex and aren't ready to have a child, it is very

important that they u e birth control.

Attitude Toward Premarital Intercciurse

2. Unmarried people should not have sex.
20. People should not have sex before marriage.
22. It is all right for two people to have sex before marriage if they are

in love.
29. People should have sex only if they are married.
63. It is all right for two people to have sex before marriage.

Atti ude Toward the Use of Pressure and Force in Sexual Activ'

9. People should never take "no" for an answer when they want to have sex.
15. No one should pressure another person into sexual activity.
46. It is all right to pressure someone into sexual activity.
47. People should not pressure others to have sex with them.
54. It is all right to demand sex from a girlfriend or boyfriend.

Reco-nition_ of the l- o-tance of the

11. Families do very little for their children.
24. Family relationships are not important.
53. Families are very important.
60. Family relationships cause more trouble than they're worth.
69. Family relationships can be very valuable.



Self Rsteam

3. Overall, I am satisfied with myself.
26. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.
35. At time I think I'm no good at all.
44. I feel that I have many good personal qualities.
68. I wish I had more respect for myself.

Satisfaction with Personal Sexuality

7. I am not happy with my sex life.
18. I am not satisfied with my sexual behavior sex life).
33. I'm happy with my sexual behavior now.
39. Sexually I feel like a failure.
57. I am very satisfied with my sexual activities just the way they are.

Satisfaction with Social Relationships

1. I am very happy with my friendships.
32. I don't have enough friends.
38. My friendships are not as good as I would like th
43. I wish my friendships were better.
67. I feel good having as many friends as I have.
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BEZAVIOR INVENTORY

We are trying to findout if this progra 8ucc---7-8sful. 'Nunn help us by
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT p.mut your name anywhere on this
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so bat all questionnaires will
look about the same and no one will know which is .

Because this study is inportan , your answers are als= important. Please answer
each question carefully.

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your bi _h date: Month Day

Your sex (Check one): Mae Female

Your grade level in school (Check o e): 9
10
11
12

55
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Part 1.

The questions below ask how often you have domme some thins. Same of the questions
are personal and ask about your social life anmAd sex life, Some quemmstions will not
apply to you. Please do not conclude from .the quesams that youL. should have had
all of the experiences the questions ask about_ - Insteadjust mark --whatever answer
describes you best.

Circle: 1 if you do it Almost Never, which memEans aboutn of the t ime or less.
2 if you do it Sometimes, which meanema about 25% of the titu,
3 if you do it Half the Time, which ==neans abut= of the time.
4 if you do'it Usually, which means Egabout 75%of the thme.
5 if you do it Almost Always, which =Deans about95% of the time or more.

DNA if the question Does Not Apply to savou.

When things you've done turn out poorly, h=sow
often do you take responsibility for your
behavior and its consequences?

2. When things you've done turn out poorly, hmsow
often do you blame others?

3. When you are faced with a decision, how Of7Ften
do you tske responsibility for making a demrcision
about it?

4. When you have to make a decision, how ofCer7n do
you think hard about the consequences of each
possible choice?

5. When you have to make a decision, how ofre7-ln do
you get as nuch information as you can bef- o e
making the decision?

6. When you have to make a decision how 0 --nil do

you first discuss it with others

7. When you have to make a decision about you=
sexual behavior (for example, going out on a
date, holdirg hands, kissing, petting, or Whaving
sex), how often do you take responsibility for
the consequences?

8. When you have to make a decision about youumr
sexual behavior, how often do you think hammrd
'about the consequences of each possible chor.Dice?
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9. Wien you have to make a decision about your
sexual behavior, Woften do you first get
as much informstidas you can?

10. When you have to sake a decision about your
sexual behavior, how often do you first
discuss it with cans?

11. When you have to wake a decision about your
sexual behavior, hew often do you make it on
the spot without ouying about the consequences?

12. When a friend wanOto talk with you, how often
are you able to cbu your mind and really
listen to what ycerfriend has to say?

When a friend is ailing with you, how often
do you ask questineif you don't understand
what your friend beaying?

When a friend js talking with you, how often
do you nod your bed and say "yes" or something
else to show thatym are interested?

15. When you want to talk with a friend, how often
are you able to gdyour friend to really listen
to you?

16. When you talk withafriend, bow often do you ask
for your friead'sreaction to what you've said?

17. When you talk withafriend, how often do you
let your feelings Am?

18. When you are with afriend you care about, how
often do you let that friend know you care?

19. When you talk w ttafriend, how often do you
include statementelike 1ga feelings are...,"
"the way I think is..," or "it seems to me"?

20. When you are aloaewith a date or buy/girlfriend,
bow often can you WI him/her your feelings
about what you wire to do and do not want to do
sexually? (If yotore a boy/girlfriend means
girlfriend; if y'oinre a girl, it means boyfriend.)
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21_, If a boy/ir1 puta= pressure on you to be in
volvd sezually atmd you don't want to be
inyo=ved, how oftn do you say "no"? (If you
me boy , boy/gil means girl; if you are a
gir1_, it rums bowl...)

f a boy/sirl put pressure on you to be
volvd sexually sd you don't want to be
invaved, how of tn. do you succeed in
stoinS 50

f y=yu have sexual_ intercourse with your 1
boy/irlfriend, hi:sm.-NJ often can you talk with
himil:±aer about hir.--1-1 control?

If yi=pu have oexual_ intercourse and want to use 1
birtl=a control, hOwTor often do you insist on using
birth= control?
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Part 2.

In tbiems section, we want to know how uncomfortable you are doing different things.
Being "uncomfortable" means that it is difficult for you and it makes you nervous
and up---tight. For each item, circle the number that describes you best, but if the
item do-iesn't apply to you, circle DNA.

Circle: 1 = if you are Comfortable.
2 = if you are A Little Uncomfortable.
3 = if you are Somewhat Uncomfortable.
4 = if you are Very Uncomfortable.

D=NA = if the question Does Not Apply to you.

25. Ge-ztting together with a group of friends of the
apleposite sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

26. 7'.-ing to a party. 1 2 3 4 DNA

27. ra-71king with teenagers of the opposite sex. 1 2 3 4 DNA

28. 0077-ing out on a date. 1 2 3 4 DNA

29. Ta717-1king with fr ends about sex. 2 3 4 DNA

30. Talaking with a date or about sex. 1 2 3 4 DNA_boy/girlfriend
(IAME you are a boy, boy/girlfriend means girlfriend;
if you are a girl, it means boyfriend-)

31. Taletking with parents about sex. 1. 2 3 4 DNA

32. TaleLking with friends about birth control. 1 2 3 4 DNA

33. TaMtking with a date or boy/girlfriend about birth
coczatrol. (If you are a boy, boy/girlfriend means
gix=r1friend; if you are a girl, it means boyfriend.)

4 DNA

34. TaliLking witi parents about birth control. 1 4 DNA

35. Ex=pressing concern and caring for othe 4 DNA

36. Teling a date or boy/girlfriend what you want to
do and do not want to do sexually.

2 DNA

lapacring "no" to a sexual come-on. 2 3 4 DNA

38. Haumring your current sex life, whatever it may be 1 2 3 4 DNA
(it= may be doing nothing, kissing, petting, or
haumiring intercourse).



If you are not having sexual Intercourse, circle DNA in the four questions below.

0

1-1

4/

0 4.1

0

39. Insisting on using some form of birth control, if
you are having sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

40. Buying contraceptives at a drug store, if you are
having sex.

2 3 4 DNA

41. Going to a doctor or clinic for contraception, if
you are having sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

42. Using some form of birth con-rol, if you are having
sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

rart_ 3.

Circle the correct answer to the following two queations ,

43. Have you ever had sex (sexual int rcourse yes no

44. Have you had sex (sexual intercourse) during the last month7 yes no
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Part 4.

The following questions ask how many times you did some things during the last
month. Put a number in the right hand space to show the number of times you engaged
in that activity. If you did not do that during the last month, put a "0" in the
space.

Think CAREFULLY about the times that you have had sex during the last month. Think
also about the number of times you did not use birth control and the number of times
you used different types of birth control.

45. Last month, how many times did you have sex times in the
(sexual intercourse)? last month

Last month, how many times did you have sex when times in the
you or your partner did not use any form of birth last month
control?

47. Last month, how many times did you have sex when
you or your partner used a diaphragm, withdrawal
(pulling out before releasing fluid), rhythm
(not having sex on fertile days), or foam without
condoms?

48. Last month, how many times did you have sex when you
or your partner used the pill, condoms (rubbers ),
or an IUD?

times in the
last month

times in the
last month

(If you add your answers to questions #46, #47, and #48, the total should equal your
answer to #45. If it does not, please correct your answers.)

49. During the last month, how many times have you had
a conversation or discussion about sex with your
parents?

50. During the last month, how many times have you had
a conversation or discussion about sex with your
friends?

51. During the last month, how many times have you
had a conversation or discussion about sex with
a date or boy/girlfriend? (If YOu are a boy,
boy/girlfriend means girlfriend; if you are a gi
it means boyfriend.)

52. During the last month, how many times have you had
a conversation or discussion about birth control
with your parents?

53. During the last month, how many times have you had
a conversation or discussion about birth control
with your friends?

I 61
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54. During the last month, how many times have pm had
a conversation or discussion about birth codrol
with a date or boy/girlfriend?

Thank you for completing the questionnaire.
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KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE, AND BEHAVIOR QUESTIONNAIRE

We are trying to find out if this program Is successful.
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all
look about the same and no one will know which is yours.

Because this study is important, your answers are also important.
each question carefully.

You can help uu by

name anywhere on this
questionnaires will

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your birth date: Month

Your sex (Check one): Male Fema e

Your grade level in school (Check one): 9

10
11
12

Day
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Circi_ the one best answer to each of the questions below.

1. Some contraceptives:

a.
b.
C.
a.
e.

can be obtained only with a doctor's prescription.
are available at family planning clinics.
can be bought over the counter at drug stores.
can be obtained by people under 18 without their parents permission.
all of the above.

2. If 10 couples have sexual intercourse regularly without using any kind of
birth control, the number of couples who become pregnant by the end of 1
year is about:

a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

one,
three.
six.
nine.
none of the above.

3. People having sexual intercourse can best prevent gettIng a sexually
transmitted disease (VD or STD) by using:

a.
b.
o.

d.

condoms (rubbers).
contraceptive foam.
the pill.
withdrawal (pu ling out).

4. If a couple has sexual intercourse and uses no birth control, the woman
might get pregnant:

a. any time during the month.
b. only 1 week before menstruation begins.
c. only during menstruation.
d. only 1 week after menstruation begins.
e. only 2 weeks after menstruation begins.

5. The method of birth control which

a.
b.

C.

d.
C.

6. It

least effec ve s:

a condom with foam.
the diaphragm with spermicidal jelly.
withdrawal (pulling out).
the pill.
abstinence (not having ercourse)

is possible for a woman to become pregnant:

a. the first _ime she has sexual
b. if she has sexual intercourse
C. if she has sexual intercourse
d. if sperm get near the opening

penis does not enter her body
e. all of the above.

intercourse.
during her menstrual period.
standing up.
of the vagina, even though the man's
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In general, children born to young teenage parents:

a. have few problems because their parents are emotionally mature.
b. have a greater chance of being abused by their parents.
c. have normal birth weight.
d. have a greater chance of being healthy.
e. none of the above.

8. If people have sexual intercou se, the advantage of using condoms is that
they:

a. help prevent getting or giving VD.
b. can be bought in drug stores by either sex.
c. do not have dangerous side effects.
d. do not require a prescription.
e. all of the above.

9. Most unmarried girls who have children while still in high school:

a. depend upon their parents for support.
b. finish high school and graduate with their class.
c. never have to be on public welfare.
d. have the same social lives as their peers.
e. all of the above.

10. People choosing a bi th control method:

a. should think only about the cost of the method.
b. should choose whatever method their friends are us ng.
c. should learn about all the methods before choosing the one that-s best

. for them.
d. should get the method thats easiest to get.
e. all of ti,e above.



Part 2.

This part 18 NOT a knowledge test. We are interested in what you believe about some
important isaues. Please rate each statement according to how much you agree or
disagree with it. Everyone will have different answers. Your answer is correct if
it describes you very well.

Circle: 1 if you Strongly Disagree with the statement.
2 if you Somewhat Disagree with the statement.
3 if you feel Neutral about the statement.
4 if you Somewhat Agree with the statement.
5 if you Strongly Agree with the statement.

11. Unmarried people should not have sex.

12. I have my own set of rules to guide my sexual
behavior (sex life).

Birth control is not very important.

14. People should not have sex before marriage.

15. I know for sure what is right and wrong sexually
for me.

16. Birth cont ol is not as important as some people say.

17. I have trouble knowing what my values e about my
personal sexual behavior.

18. More people should be aware of the importance of
birth control.

19. People should have sex only if they are married.

20. I'm confused about my personal sexual values and
beliefs.

Two people-having sex should use some form of birth
control if they aren't ready for a child.

22. It is all right for two people to have sex before
marriage if they are in love.

23. I'm confused about what I should and should not do
sexually.

24. If two people have sex and aren't ready to have a
baby, it is very important that they use birth
control.

25. It is all right for two people to have sex before
matriage.

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5



Part 3.

The following parts ask questions that are personal and ask about your social life
and sex life. Some questions will not apply to you. Please do not conclude from
these questions that you should have had all of the experiences the questions ask
about. Instead, just mark whatever answer describes you best.

In this section, we want to know how uncomfortable you are doing different things.
Being "uncomfortable" means that it is difficult for you and you feel nervous and
uptight.

Circle: 1 if you are Comfortable.
2 = if you are A Little Uncomfortable.
3 = if you are Somewhat Uncomfortable.
4 = if you are Very Uncomfortable.

DNA = if the question Does Not Apply to you.

26. Talking with friends about sex.

27. Talking with your boy/girlfriend about sex.
("boy/girlfriend" means "boyfriend"- if you are a
girl, and it means "girlfriend" if you are a boy.)

28. Talking with parents about sex.

3 4 DNA

2 3 4 DNA

2 3 4 DNA

29. Talking with friends about birth control. 1 2 3 4 DNA

30. Talking with your boy/girlfriend about birth control. 1 2 3 4 DNA

31. Talking with pa ents about birth control. 1 2 3 4 DNA

32. Having your current sex life, whatever it may be
(it may be doing nothing, kissing, petting, or
having intercourse).

1 2 3 4 DNA

If you are not having sexual intercourse, circle DNA in the three questions below.

33. Buying contraceptives at a drug store, if you are
having sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

34. Going to a doctor or clinic for contraception if
you are having sex.

1 2 3 4 DNA

35. Using birth control, if you are having sex. 2 3 4 DNA



Part_4.

The questions below ask how often you do same thing

Circle: 1 if you do it Almost Never, which means about 5% of the time or less.
2 if you do it Sometimes, which means about 25% of the time.
3 if you do it Half the Time, which means about 50% of the time.
4 if you do it Usually, which means about 75% of the time.
5 if you do it Almost Always, which means about 95% of the time or more.

DNA if the question Does Not hpply to you.

36. When you have to make a decision about your
sexual behavior (holding bands, kissing, petting,
or having sex ), how often do you think hard about
the consequences of each possible alternative?

37. When you have to make a decision about your
sexual behavior, how often do you first get
as much information as you can?

38. When you have to make a decision about your
sexual behavior, how often do you firs
discuss it with other people?

When you have to make a decision about your 1

sexual behavior, how often do you make it on
the spot without thinking about the consequences?

40. If a boy/girl puts pressure on you to be 1

involved sexually and you don't want to
be involved, how often do you stop him/her?

41. If you have sexual intercourse with your
boy/girlfriend, how often can you talk with
him/her about using birth control?

1

Circle the correct answer to the following two questions.

42. Have you ever had sexual intercourse?

43. Have you had sexual intercourse during the last month?
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Part_ 6.

The following questions_ask about activities during the last month. Put a number
the right hand space which shows the number of times you engaged in that activity.
Put a 110" in that space if you did not engage in that activity during the last
month.

Think CAREFULLY about the tulles that you have had snx during the la
also about the number of times you did not use birth control and the
you used different types of birth control.

44. Last month, how many times did you have sexual
intercourse?

45. Last month, how many times did you have sex when
you or your partner did not use any form of birth
control?

Last month, how many times did you have sex when
you or your partner used a diaphragm,
withdrawal (pulling out before releasing fluid),
rhythm (not having sex on fertile days), or foam
without condoms?

month. Think
number of times

times in the
last month

times in the
last month

times in the
last month

47. Last month, how many times did you have sex when times in the
you or your partner used the pill, condoms last month
(rubbers), or an IUD?

(If you add your answers to questions #45, #46, and #47 the total
answer to #44. If it does not, please correct your answers.)

48. During the last month, how many times have you had a
conversation or discussion about sex with your parents

should equal your

times in the
last month

49. During the last month, how many times have you had a times in the
conversation or discussion about sex with your friends? last month

50. During the last month, how many times have you had a
conversation or discussion about sex with a date or
boy/girlfriend? (If you are a boy, boy/girlfriend
means girlfriend; if you are a girl, it means
boyfriend.)

51. During the last
conversation or
your parents?

52. During the last
conversation or
your friends?

month, how many _times have you had a
discussion about birth control with

month, how
discussion

many times have you had a
about birth control with

53. During the last month, how many times have you had a
conversation or discussion about birth control with a
date or bOy/girlfriend7

Thank you for completing the questionnaire.

_ times in the
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COURSE EVALUATION

We are trying to find out if this program is successful. You can help us by
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your name anywhere on this
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all questionnaires will
look about the same and no one Will know which is yours.

Because this study s important, your answers are also important. Please answer
each question carefully.

Thank you for your help.

Name 6f school or organization
where course was taken;

Teacher's name:

Your birth date: Month Day

Your sex (Check one): Male Female

Your grade level in school (Check one): 9

10
11

12

170



Fart 1.

Below is a list of questions about your teacher. Now that this class is over,
please answer .ach question by circling one number based upon this 5point scale:

JJ
o o
o 0
0
a

1 u. Not at All
2 =. A Small Amount
3 Ix A Medium Amount
4 mi A Large Amount
5 Tai A Great Deal

Was the teacher enthusiastic about teaching this
course?

2. Was the teacher uncomtortable discussing different
things about sex?

3. Did the teacher discuss topics in a way that made
students feel uncomfortable?

4. Did the teacher talk at a level that the students
could understand?

5. Did the teacher care about the students?

6. Did the teacher show respect toward the student-

1

1

1

-7. Did the students trust the teacher? 1

8. Did the teacher get along with the student-7

9. Did'the teacher encourage students to talk about
their feelings and opinions?

1

-10. Did the teacher talk too much about what- right and 1

wrong?

11. Did the teacher listen carefully to the students?

12. Did the teacher discourage students from hurting
others in sexual situations (such as knowingly
spreading VD or forcing someone to have sex)?

Did the teacher encourage students to think about
the consequences before having sexual relations?

14. Did the teacher encourage students to think about
their own values about sexuality?

15. Did the teacher encourage the use of birth control
to avoid an unwanted pregnancy?

16. Did the teacher encourage students to talk with
their parents about sexuality?

71
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2 4
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2 3 4
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Part .2.

Below is a
question by

list of questions about yod and the course. Continue to answer each
circling one number based upon the same 5-point scale

1 = Not at All
2 = A Small Amount
3 = A Medium Amount
4 = A Large Amount
5 = A Great Deal

17. Were you bored by the course?

18. Did students pa ticipate in class discussions?

19. Were yod encouraged to ask Any questions you had
about sex?

20. Was it hard for you to talk about your own thoughts
and feelings?

21. Was it hard for you to ask questions and talk about
sexual topics?

22. Did you show concern for the other students in the
class?

23. Did the other students show concern for you?

24. Were students op nions kept confidential (not spread
odtside the classroom)?

25. Were you permitted to have values or opinions that
were different from others in the class?

2

1 2

1

2

1 2

2

4.4

4

4

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

1 2 3 4 5



Part_ 3.

These five questions should be answered using another 5-point scale. Circle the
number that best describes your opinion, but if you don't know, circle DK.

1 Very Poor
2 = Poor
3 Average
4 =, Good
5 Excellent

DK = Don't Know

26. What is your opinion of the teacher?

27. What is your opinion of the topics covered in
the course?

28. What is your opinion of the material.s used,
such as books and films?

29. What is your opinion of the organizat-_on and
format of the program, such as length, location,
and time?

30. What is your opinion of the overall program?

o
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31. What things about the program did you particularly like?

32. What things about the program do you think should be changed? How?

Thank you for completing the questionnaire.



ASSESSMENT OF COURSE IMPACT

We are trying to find out if this program is successiul.
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all
look about the same and no one will know which is yours.

Because this study is important, your answers are also important.
each question carefully.

You can help us by

name anywhere on this
questionnaires will

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your bi _h date: Month Day

Your sex (Check one): Male Female

Your grade level in school (Check one): 9

10
11
12

173

4

Please answer



Part 1.

Direct ons: Now that this sexuality education course is over, we would like to know
how it may have changed you, if at all. Please answer each question by circling the
number that best describes how you have changed because of this course.

Circle: 1 =. Much Less
2 = Somewhat Less
3 = About the Same
4 Somewhat More
5 = Much More

Do you know less or more about sexuality?

2. Do you understanding yourself and your behavior less 1

or more?

Are your attitudes and values about your own sexual 1

behavior less or more clear?

4. Do you now feel that using birth control when people 1

are not ready to have children is less or more
important?

5. Do you talk about sexuality (going out, having sex, 1

birth control, or male and female sex roles) with your
friends less or more?

6. Do you talk about sexuality with your boy/girlfriend 1

less or more?

7. Do you talk about sexuality with your parents less
or more?

8 When you talk about sexuality with others such as
your friends, boy/girlfriend, and parents) are you
less or more comfortable?

9. Do you talk about sexuality less or more effectively 1

(that is, are you less or more able to talk about your
thoughts, feelings, and needs and to listen carefully)?

10. Are you less or more likely to have sex?

11. If you have sex, wou_d you be less or more likely to
use birth contro 7

12. If you have sex, would you be less or more comfortable
using birth control?

13. Do you respect yourself less or more?
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14. Are you less or -ore satisfied with your social life?

15. Are you less or more satisfied with your sex life
whatever it may be (it may be doing nothing, kissing,
petting, or having sex)?

Part 2.

2 4 5

4 5

We are still interested in knowing about any ways you may have changed because o
this_cours_e. Please answar the following questions by circling the number that
describes you best:

16.

17.

18.

m Much Worse
2 Somewhat Worse
3 About the Same
4 m Somewhat Better
5 Much Better
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Do you now make worse or better decisions about your
social life?

1 2 3 4 5

Do yOu now make worse or better decisions about your
physical sexual behavior?

1 2 3 4 5

Do you now get along with your friends worse or be 2 3 4 5

Thank you for completing the questionnaire.

7 6



COURSE b.SSESSMNT FOR PARE/US

We are trying to find out if this program is successful.
completing this questionnaire.

To keep your answers confidential and private, do NOT put your
questionnaire. Please use a regular pen or pencil so that all
look about the same and no one will know which is yours.

You can help us by

name anywhere on this
questionnaires will

Because this study is important, your answers are also important.
each question carefully.

Thank you for your help.

Name of school or organization
where course was taken:

Teacher's name:

Your birth date: Month

Your sex (Check one): Male

Your grade level in school (Check

Day

Female

one): 9

10
11

12

177

177

Please answer



Now that your teenager's sex education course is over, we are interested in your
ideaa about whether it changed him or her. 7or each question, please circle the
number that beat describes your opinion. If you don't know, circle DK.

1 = Much Less
2 = Somewhat Less
3 = About the Same
4 = Somewhat More
5 = Much More

DK Don't Know

1. Does your teenager know less or more about sexuality?

2. Are your teenager's attitudes and values about
exuality less or more clear?

3. Are you less or more comtortable talking about
sexuality with your teenager?

4. Have you actually talked about sexuality with your
teenager less or more?

5. Does your teenager talk and listen to you about
sexuality less or more effectively? That is,
is your teenager less or more able to talk about
thoughts, feelings, and needs, and to listen
carefully?

6. Is your teenager less or more likely to make good
decisions about social and sexual behavior? That
is, is your teenager less or more able to examine
alternatives and consider consequences?

7. Is your teenager less or more likely to have 3ex
soon because of this course?
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1 2 3 4 5 DK

1 2 3 4 5 DK

2 3 4 5 DK

1 2 3 4 5 DK

1 2 3 4 5 DK

1 2 3 4 5 DK

1 2 3 4 5 DK



These five questions should be answered using another 5-point scale. Again, if you
don't know, circle DK.

1 = Very Poor
2 = Poor
3 = Average
4 = Good
5 Excellent
DK = Don't Know

7. What is your opinion of the teacher?

8. What is your opinion of the topics covered in the
course?

9. What is your opinion of the materials used, such as
books and films?

10. What is your op nion of the organization and format
of the program, such as length, location, and time?

11. What in your opinion of the overall program?

12. What things about the program did you partioula ly like?

2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 DK

2 3 4 5 DK

2 3 4 5 DK

2 3 4 5 DK

13. What things about the program do you think should be changed? How?

Thank you for completing the quest onnaire.
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